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Abslract

The focus- of this work is on flow the edu~tionaieIements that made up the

institution cafied the British public school developed to form an "imperiaI
mentality" among its students- and how t..l\ese efements were transported,
aIbeit with some modification, te- tfle periphery ofEmpire. The existence of a
broad and varied curriculum wOFked to form an imperial mentality that
supported the aims of the British- Empire from the mid-eighteenth œntury
through the First World War. The use of a-case study featuring Upper

Canada College, one of the oIdest Canadian "public" schools, further
iIIuminates the influence and legaqr of the public school mode!. Throughout
the research, references to- Upper Canada CoUege will serve to focus the
attention of the reader to the manner in whidl the British public school

shaped the curriculum and the ethos of the CoUege.
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1. Introduction

The British Empire sucœeded in subjugating and controUing colonies in

every corner of the globe for the profit and the gIory that imperiai
benevolence aIIowed for. Ta maintain hegemony over its subjects, both

white and non-white, the British elites used social and political regulation to

achieve its goals. Education became an important institution to serve the

expanding needs of State and provided a regulating mechanism. The use of
education to expand and maintain the Empire has been Jess than significant

historically in the discussion of British Imperialism.

[ am not focusing on the economic machinations or the psychological
relations of colonialism on the colony or the colonized, but rather on the

deveIopment of l'Imperial' mentaIities among the colonizer. 1 speak of a

mentality that projected cultural supremacy, exhibited self-confidence, strove

for dominance and sought with a religious zeaI to convert through leadership
and order. These qualities were cuItivated in the British public school
through its leadership, school organization and curriculum. This thesis

explores the degree and depth that education played in the interests of the
British Empire and its far reaching influence.

Historians have looked to economic and politicaI explanations for British
imperialism, yet, the raIe of educational institutions in informing this debate

have been negIected. Public school contributions to imperial service have

been acknowIedged and well documented however, the research has faIlen
short in exploring what the public school student leamed and how they

Ieamed it (Thomton 1959 and 1966). The British public school has not only

significantly shaped the economic, political, social and cultural fabric

domestically, it has a1so served as an highly effective model for counbies on
the periphery.

Because of their historical prominence and influence, my exploration of

British imperial education is limited to the aU-maie bastions of elitism called

public schooIs-. The case 1 will make is for the existence of a broad and varied

curriculum as- weIl as formai and informai organization that worked to form
an imperiai mentality that supported the aims of the Empire from the mid-
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eighteenth century through the First WorId War. More specifically, 1 will

argue that the following features inculcated the prevailing ethos: the role of
the headmaster, the Oassical curriculum, juvenile Iiterature, prefect system,

cult of athletics, living conditions, student participation in cadet corps.

To further inuminate the influence and legacy of the public school mode1, [

will use a case study featuring Upper Canada CoUege, one of the oIdest
Canadian IIpublic" schools. It is through exploring the institutions of the

British public school that gives context to the institutional deveIopment of

Upper Canada College as an extension of Empire.

The importance of this research lies in what schooIs do. Schools provide a

nation's ideoIogy and common training. This inquiry will also seek to

expIain the public school's role in the control of knowleclge, education's role

as a social stratifying agent and how power structures shape educationaI

policy. These questions, or rather threads weave into a greater question, the

roIe of educational institutions in the expansion and maintenance of Empire.

The focus of this work is on the educational l will show how the educational

elements that made up the institution caIIed the British public school
developed to meet the particular circumstances of their country and how they

were transported, albeit with some modification, to another country where

social, economic and poIiticaI circumstances were different. Throughout the

analysis of the first section r will provide a conceptual road map through
references to Upper Canada Conege. These sign posts will serve to focus the

attention of the reader to the manner in which the British public school
shaped the curriculum and the ethos of the Conege.
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My Location in the Work

After reading Memmi (1967), Said (1988) and (1993), Fanon (1966) and Friere
(1972), l became familiar with the criticism of colonialism from the

perspectives of the coIonized. The genesis for my interest in this subject is the

result of reading the above mentioned writers. Their point of view is a

radical departure from the more conservative and historical approach taken

in past treatment of this subject. Criticism of past research concentrates on

the limitations of scholarship described as representing almost exclusively the

view of the dominant European culture. With victory and dominance go the

writing of history. Writers presenting the views of the colonized have

attempted to give voiœ to the otherwise sUent or silenœd majority. The

knowledge generated from this bottom-up perspective has deeply enriched

the discourse and our knowIedge on the reIationship between conquered and

conqueror.

Their views are steeped in Marxism and polemic in nature. 1 had difficulty
with their guiding philosophies but 1 was sympathetic to many of their daims
and grievances. The Cocus of much of their research is on the negative aspects

of colonialism and its legacy. [neither condone the Marxist perspective

against which all things colonial, Western and British are corrupt nor am 1 an

apoIogist for the extremes and excesses of colonialism. My common sense or
,reaIist' approach to this subject 1 hope will cut through the Imperial

jingoism, dispel the fog of contemporary political correctness and avoid the
quagmire of post-imperial guiIt.

As a counter balance to the above-mentioned perspective, 1 have looked to

the historical analysis and criticisms by Feuer (1986), Belhoff (1996), Porter

(1996), James (1992) and Berghoff (1990). The attempt is to move beyond
brame. The public school system and its- subsequent incantations throughout

the Empire were Dot predicated on maliciousness. There is a growing body of

research that has cataiogued the various impacts- educational colonization has

had on the colonized. My interest is bringing the same critical approach to

the pedagogy of the coIonizer. The training the public school boy underwent

was as virile and complete as their colonial counterparts.
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On another IeveI, my interest in the subject of private education is more than
the historical intrigue. Raving attended private schools and taught in private
schooIs in the United States, 1 have often wondered why schooIsdo what they
do. This thesis, although not its Cocus, is for me a personal exploration ta

answer sorne of the questions 1 had as a student and teacher, to understand
the origins of the curriculum l was subjected to, the relianœ on rituaIs,. the
stripped down Christian fee! to daily events and the fixation on athIetic
accompIishment. The British public school effected myeducation and
inspired some of my teachers to take up the language, pedagogy and the
challenge of Thomas Arnold to produœ a manIy, Christian gentleman. What
is significant is how a system of education, the product of decades of
evolution, has crossed cultures and time to influence my life chances.
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II. Creating an Imperial Education

Imperial Education

Imperial education took place inside as weB as outside the gates and walls of

Winchester, Eton and Harrow. Public schooI students leamed the ethos of

the tinte through music, literature, newspapers, and organizations Iike the

Boy Scouts. It is fair to describe Victorian and Edwardian cultures as having

been fixated on the development of attitudes neœssary to promulgate the

imperial ethos. It is sine qua non. to understand the origins of imperialism
and i ts covert and overt racism to challenge and redirect its legacy. According
to Albert Memmi in The Colonizerand the Colonized (1967):

Having chosen to maintain the colonial system, he (i. e. the
colonizer) must contribute more vigor to its defense than would
have been needed to dissolve it completely. Raving become
aware of the unjust relationship which ties him to the
colonized, he must continually attempt to absolve himself. He
never forgets to make a public show of his own virtues, and will
argue with vehemence to appear heroic and great. At the same
time bis privileges- arise just as much from bis glory as from
degrading the coIonized. He will persist in degrading them,
using the darkest of colors ta depict them. If need be, he will act
to devalue them, annihilate them. But he can never escape
frOID the clrcle. The distance which coIonization places between
mm and the colonized must be accounted for and, to justify
himseIf,. he increases this distance still further by placing the two
figures irretrievably in opposition; ms gIorious position and the
despicable one of the colonized. (54-55, brackets added)

Memmi (1967) goes on to say, # ••• it is not just a case of intellectualizing but

the choice of an enti.re way of life" (55). The- Victorian and Edwardian systems

of education were a bourgeois way of Iife; an imperial way of Iife that sought
to insure the existence and continuation of the Empire. l'The mechanism is

practically constant. The colonial situation (as existed in England's e1ite and
non-elite schools) manufactures colonialists, just as it manufactures the

colonized" (Memmi 1967, 56, brackets added). The development of an

imperial mentality among children of the middle classes was the resuIt of
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overt methods, as well as subtie and perhaps unintentional but effective

means which still affect the former colonized and colonizer today.

The education of the colonizer complements the education of the colonized.

If the education of the colonized consisted of leaming servitude and seIf

loathing, the education the colonialist leamed in public school instilIed the

opposing beIiefs of moral superiority and benevolenœ. It is through

education that distance between the colonizing power and the colonized cao

be accounted for, it is through education and the shaping of it in the image of

those colonized that will œt this distance.

A Definition of 'Public' Schoois

The term "public" as it is used in this paper refers to what in North America

wouId he described as private education, education that requires a fee to be

paid and is marked by autonomy from government. The use of public to

designate elite, private education has been attributed to the educational

benefits to the generaI public of such a system that produced clergymen, civil

servants, judges and generaIs. The term came into fashionable use during the

second haIf of the nineteenth-œntury. "In its loose sense, the term was

widelyand indiscriminateIy applied for much of the nineteenth-eentu.ry'
(Simon-Bradley 1975, 23).

There existed elite schooIs that prepared its aD-maie populations for the

duties demanded of their class. Many of these institutions were established

centuries ago to also educate boys for the clerical ranks and to educate the

poor (e.g., Charterhouse-, Winchester). Just who defÎl'les which schools are

public is Ieft to the social conventions of the ente. The Oarendon

Commission (1864) was formed in 1860 to investigate charges of fiscal

corruption in several leading public schools, particularly Eton. The

Commission sampled what they believed were the top institutions. The

selection of the eight scbooIs by the Clarendon Commission lead to the

affirmation that these schools were- distindive.

The public schools "proper" according to Headmaster Norwood (1928)

• consisted of seven original scboofs: Eton, Harrow, Winchester, Westminster,
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Rugby, Charterhouse and Shrewsbury. Outstanding day schools usually
included in the elite set are: St. Paulrs, Merchant Taylors', King Edwardrs,

Birmingham, Manchester, Bristol and Bedford. These schooIs were more
similar than they were dissimiIar. Even so, schools Irwere not always wiIIing

to recognize each other as being public schools" (Simon-Bradley 1975, 24).
Perhaps this is the resuIt of elites engaging in snobbery or petty jealousies.

Shrewsbury was one such schooI that was not aIways recognized by its peers.

It has been suggested that a cIeaner definition of a public schooI ta be any schoof

that is '1ike Rugby." Norwood continued to define the public schooI as one
distinguished by its training in the Oassics (Latin and Greek), independence to

direct its own policy, in charge of students unbl they are eighteen or nineteen,

have direct and developed reIationship with "Oxbridge." A public school aIso

could be identified as a school organized into Houses, employs upper form boys
in leadership roles and self-government, values the educationai qualities of

games, fosters a spirit of service, has a Christian orientation and graduates

students to University. Headmaster Thring of Uppingham maintained that
these schools allow for innovation, experimentation, freedom from the
ignorance of the community as judge and the skilled teacher from the "ignorant
official" (Norwood 1928, 29).

After 1840 the use of "public schooI" became equated with the elite and ancient
foundations because of their perceived and actuaI leadership training and role

in the govemance of society (Reid 1987, 297}. Public schools elicit strong feelings

of bath hostility and Ioyalty. These types of schools have been the domain of
the weII-to-do, an exclusivity that has come at the expense of interaction with

the rest of society. The exclusivity has fostered priviIege that has developed mto
social elitism. This sociaI{educanonal phenomenon was not isolated to schools

in the heartIand but aIso occurred in the periphery of the Empire.

The private schools of Canada (e.g., D.C.C.} were at the center of leadership

training and in maintaining social arder. Familles that took advantage of this

education might have had first-hand experienœ with British public school but
certainly they understood the advantages that the education couid provide. As

humble as U.C.C.'s roots- were, like the top public schools, it grew into an

institution for the training of eIites and thus the target of social criticism.
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What was the Mentaüty/Ethos

The mentality or ethos communicated through the public school was a

mentality that championed the virtue of a strong body, l'godliness and good

(eaming." The public school system favored conformity to a stereotype,

fostered the subordination of the self in favor of the greater good (Simon &

Bradley 1975, 5). The'stiff upper lip' (a part of the manliness ethos), the

showing of emotions- temper and crying- wouid not according to Newsome

(1961) be good for an Empire builder to show. The sublimation of self to the

greater body was an important component to this mentaIity. To stand out

from your peers was discouraged. Modesty was a cardinal virtue. ''Modesty,
the denying or understating of achievement, the concealment of feeling is not
the resuIts of English hypocrisies but deveIopments evolved at public schools

in the interest of general peace" (Gathome-Hardy 1977, 108). Strong feelings

are contagious and must therefore be suppressed.

ft was one form of patemaIism that easiIy Iead to the patemalism found in

the colonies. It was an elitist mentaIity. The formation of 'maracter' was in

Many ways the paramount aim of public school education. In the Colonial

Office the force of example was vaIued over physicai force. This mentality or

ethos was like (parker 1987) a compIex piece of music, a symphony in which

the various eIements overIap, combine and reinforce one another. AIthough

the instruments and the interpretations varied, this symphony wouId he

heard around the Empire in places like Upper Canada College.

"Many of the ideals they ri. e. the public schoolsJ aimed a~ the qualities they

worked to fnstill in their words - notions of service, feelings of superiority,
habits of authority- were derived from, and consequently depended upon,

the existence of Empire: of colonial subjeds to serve, Ceel superior to- and exert

authority over" (Mangan 1986a, 8, brackets added). To this extent the upper

and middle classes and the schools that nurtured their educational needs, had

a vested interest in the Empire.

The tribal experienœs undergone by boys at public schooIs resuIted in
the emergence of a pattern of&ehavior and attitude, an ethos that
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seemed applicable to the world beyond the schooI gates and whÏch was
shared by former pupiIs however far they might disperse after the end
of their final terme The rituals, the argot, the songs and anthems, and
the uniform reinforœd this sense of solidarity, and are characteristic of
sections of the community that have been set apart from the majority.
(Parker 1987, 43)

This mentality also encouraged deeper psychologicaI issues among its

students. 1 speak of the youthfuI fixations of narcissism and fatalism
encouraged by the poetry, mythology and literature of the day. These

mentaIities were popularized by the works of Lewis Carroll, l.M. Barrie,

Rupert Brooke and A.E. Housman. These writers captured the views that "to
have reached thirty was to have failed" and ceIebrated the boy who never
grew up. Cyril Connony theorized that the state of permanent adolescence
that the public school boys experienced was 50 "intense as to dominate their
lives and ta- arrest their development" (Enemies 235, 239). The golden days of

youth were viewed by Many as the apogee of their accomplishments. Dulce et
decoru m est pro patria mOT; became a motto that represented a generation
Iost in the Fll"St World War.

The art-work of Burne-Jones, the writings of Ruskin, Lord Tennyson and Sir
WaIter Scott captured the chivalric notions of the time. There was a rich
romanticism of Victorian EngIand that had mesmerizing powel'S. It was a
sentiment created by males- and manipuIated by adults. The merger of the
heroic and poetic was thought tG make a nation great. Medieval styred

architecture, chivaIric codes of conduct, heraldry an worked to create this
aura. The historical and the romantic merged to form the romantic mystique.
Headmasters venerated the former schooi boy tumed hero1martyr in battre.
Headmaster Skrine of GIenaImond put forward the idea that the public
schools were modeied. alter m.edieval court life (Parker 1987, 104) in their
training in the warrior· arts and in the codes of conduct, 'fagging' can be drawn
back to historical roots in Medieval England. This romanticizing of history
was embraced by Headmasters Norwood of Harrow and Thring of

Uppingham as weIl as others.

Sacrifice of the seH was an important aspect of the public school mentaIity and

was deeply embedded in the imperial ethos. When a boy went off to schoor he
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gave up reIationships with bis siblings, nanny, mother and father, women in

general and the comforts of home life. The schooI became all of those things..

Boys subordinated themseIves to their bouse, fagmaster, prefect and athIetic

teams.. The model for their sacrifice halls from the reIigious lessons hammered

out of the school chapeI pulpit about the Iife of Christ and on the playing fields.

The ethos or mentaIity that deveIoped from these public schooIs should come as
no surprise. What complete, insuIar institution bas not been able with ease to

instill in its captive audience its- goals and ideals? What is special about this

system is in the strength of the mentality, its longevity and influenœ as- a modeI

ta those it controlled at home and those in the colonies that they sought to
control. The dark side to this system. of education was that it has taught radsm,

replicated and created various stereotypes, and fœtered ethnocentrism of the

most repellent form through casting the relationship between Empire and

colony in terms of civilized and uncivilized.

The Iessons Iearned by the public schooI student were also leamed by the
graduates of schools modeIed in their image.. Upper Canada CoUege, as l WllI
discuss later, was an institution that instilled similar notions of service to

Empire and world view through the adoption of the British public school model..

The institutions of the public schooI carried the seeds of the imperiaI mentaIity.
Lessons that otherwise would have been difficuIt to replicate because of the

degree and age these lessons were communicated. Graduates from the college

Iike oiliers in the periphery of Empire responded to- the same challenges to
defend and expand the Empire tnat theiF British cousins faced.. These fessons
were Ieamed in the classroom, in the donnitory and on the playing fields.

The Iessons [earned in the public schooI were to be introduced throughout the

Empire by public schooI l'Old Boys." The legacy of the British educationaI system

is a source of great anguish for those in charge of poIicy development in former

colonized countries where ils powerful components- are still entrendted.. "The

rich symboIism of schooIdays prepared colonial administrators for staging the

Imperial drarna.. The British ruIers recreated their adolescent triumphs, to the
discomfort of their helpless subjects" (Rich- 1989, 13).
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Imperialism and the Anti-Imperialist

From the end of the last century, the use of the tenn imperialism has fallen

into disrepute. According to Milner in 1913, no tenn has been more

compIetely misunderstood than imperialism owing to sorne of its

associations- (xxxii). It is a term full of meaning, Most of which represents the

Most base of intentions of the colonial (Nimocks 1968). Imperialism has
become regarded according to Gann (1987} Ilas- an unmitigated eviI, apt ta

engender aImost all the ills known to mankind- pride, war-mongering,

economic exploitation, psychologicaI degradation of colonial subjects, and
even 'underdevelopment' in the Third WorId" (145).

Imperialism as identified by Milner had been unfairly maligned as a poIiticaI

doctrine as being l'something tawdry and superficial" (1913, xxxii). It was a

poHcy more sophisticated than what Cecil Rhodes desaibed it as being
IIphilanthropy plus five percent." For Milner (1913) it contained,

aIl the depth and comprehensiveness of a religious faiili. Its
significance is moral even more than materiaI. It is a mistake to think
of it as principally conœmed with extension ofterritory, with 'painting
the map red.' ... It is not a question ofa couple of hundred thousand
square miles more or less. It is a question of preserving the unity of a
great race, of enabling it, by maintaining that unity, to develop freely
on its own lines~ and to- continue to fulfil [sicl its distinctive mission in
the world.... For the British race has- become responsible for the peaœ
and order and the just and humane government of three to four
hundred million people, who, differing as- widely as possIDle from one
another in other respects, are all alike in trus, that. from whatever
causes, they do not possess the gift of maintaining peaœ and order for
themseIves. Without our control their poIitical condition wouId be
one of chaos, as it was for centuries before that control was established.
The Pax Britannica is essential to the maintenance of clviIized
conditions of existence among one-6fth of the human race. (xxxii
xxxüi)

Muro of the Iiterature on imperiafism· is cast witb this definition in mind

(Semmel 1993-). The criticism of British Imperialism, colonial influences and the

role of eIites in the construction of Empire bas overwhelmingly been defined by
the anti-imperialist, drawing its grounding in Marxist philosophy (e.g., Lenin's
1910,Imperialism). 50 imperial history becomes- anti-imperial history.
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My definition of imperialism concems ils manifestation in the British public

schoollies within what Feuer {1986} desaibes as progressive and regressive

imperiaIism. The use of "imperiaIism" needs to he dearly defined. Often

there is confusion as to the type of imperiafism. For Feuer there is a duality

in the motives of the British imperialist. This duaIity characterizes the

history of the major imperialist poIicy decisions. Was it economic or was it

cultural or was it a blend of the two (Feuer 1986, 105)?

Progressive imperiRlis-m- eIevates living standat'ds and cu.lturallife. It brings
education-. medicine and the arts ta its l'backward" areas. It establishes

universaI mie of law and security of person. Not ail ventures are cruel but are

often guided by Christian evangelism. and notions at the time deemed as

civI1izing. Regressive imperilllis-m- represents- a perpetuai exploitation or

extermination of peoples whether Jess or more advanœd; echelons of its

military and civil services and gov~mmentare permanently closed to the

conquered peoples; restraints are enforced against their cultural and technicaI

development, and their social and even physicaI existence may be eliminated

by the imperialist force (Feuer 1986, 4). Imperialism 1 believe is not power

immorally usee!. The fallures of post-eoIoniaI governments, the abuses under

socialism and non-Western involvement in the slave trade are considerations

largely ignored in generaI discussion of the Iegacy of colonialism.

According to Bergson, imperialism is an inherent urge. ImperiaIism is at the

bottom of the souI of individuals as wen as the sou! of peoples (Feuer 1986,

25). 1am aware of the duality of conviction: that Empire fostered a sense of

IlSUperiority and racial arrogance, as well as a liberal and humanitarian sense

of responsibiIity and mission, that strove to- educate and improve aIien

societies seen as backward and often degenerate" (porter 1996, 30). ft is- not a

matter of simple aggression or pushing someone around. It is a creative

motive to develop civilization, even a heroic conception of duty. 1 believe
this is the limperial' instinct instilIed in the public school youth primarily.

According to Hans Kohn, '~ty in the leveI of civilization and

civilizing energy is the very essenœ of imperialismlT (Feuer 1986, 121).
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By the 1880'san Imperialist Ideal had emerged, refIeded by sum infIuentiaI
books as Seeley's Th e Expansion (JfEllg[alld (1395). "Imperialism became

invigorated by an ardent patriotism and invested with a mysticism akin to that
which SMouded the conœit of the English Gentleman" (Parker 1981, 54}. Parker

argues that this civilizing mission was a thin camouflage for what otherwise

might have appeared entirely an exercise in self-interest. The expansion of
Empire had more to do- with- the shaping of the public schooI than did Thomas
Arnold's Rugby (Stradtey 1913}. The land grabs- for the materials to-drive

expansion coupIed with fierœ expansion from Russia, Germany and France

required a justification perhaps unique to nineteenth-œntury England and that
was to dignify this participation in the ungentlemanIy game of economic
expansion through the guise of Christian altruism (Hopkins 1993).

"ImperialismTs achievement was not in ils imposition, but in its winning

ready and lasting acceptanœ from the ruIed. Ils cultural hegemony was
accepted long after its poIitieaI side was denounced" (Rich 1989, 17). This

accompIishment was in large part the resuIt of image construction which

pfaced culture into positive and negative attributes. Ashis Nandy writes that
the coIonialism as practieed by hbel'al and modemist "colonized the mincis in

addition to the bodies"-releaseci forces within- the c:oIonized societies that
altered their cultural priorities forever" (cited in Mangan 1993, 6). This

approach was used to rolonize the minds and bodies of its own cfu1dren.

Colonization of the minds of the c:oIonizing power took place in the public

schooIs. The needs of the Empire demanded a- leadership that was more than
favorable to the expansion ofempire, it needed willing participants to

grow and maintain it (Hyam 1993). The guiding philosophy needed to be deeply
ingrained 50 as to avoid the damage that results from introspection. The public

schooI played a criticaI l'ole as a powerfuI extension of Empire- the resuIt of
broad and specifie educational, economic, social and political demands. These

various forces- came together to- shape the public school into a highIy prominent
and influential institution.
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ffi. The Role ofthe British Public School and ils DeYelopment

Needs- of an Expanding Empire and Nation

MiddIe-cIass prosperity, rapid industrialization and the expansion of imperial

conquests were ta influence the deve[opment of the pubüc school in the

second haIE of the nineteenth-century. The demands of the emerging middfe
cIass Ied to a renaissance and a creation of new public schools in the 184O's
and 185O's. From the 185O's on there was a graduai transformation of the oId
public schooIs as weU as an expansion of schooIs modeled after these schools
to meet the needs of the Empire and the emerging middle-class. The

demands for greater acœss to educational opportunities was also found in the
dominions which were experiencing simiIar economic prosperity.
Emigration and economic growth accounted for the creation of schools
modeled after the British public school (e.g., Canada's- Upper Canada CoIlege
and Ridley Cofiege).

Economie growth spurred on by the 1851 Corn Law repeaI, dominance in

industry, trade and finanœ (e.g., leading in coal, woolens, steel, world's
shipbuiIding, banking, communications), Iow unemployment, rise in wages
and level price increases (see- Hobsbawm 1965). Increase population,
movement to urban areas, the haunt of social revolution subsiding placed
England in a confident and powerful position. A position that allowed for
the further expansion of Empire.

The public school furnished common training, perspective, language and
experience. The national image of the public schooI character was of a
gentleman- noble, decent, honorable, loyal, dutiful, calm and conected under

pressure. SchooIs"... tended to encourage the produdion of a recognized
type- foyaI, honest and self-confident, but Hable to undervalue the qualities
of imagination, sensibility and critical ability" (Heussler 1963, 89).

It is not diffiœlt, according to Parker (198-7), Ilto see how a nineteenth-œntury

public school education prepared boys for service ta- Empire" (54). IPfbe more

ennobling features ascnDed to Imperialism were dominant within the
schooIs. The subordination of self ta the community, ~naJ striving for
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the common weal, the upholding of traditions and royalty to the community,

aIl acted as training for the administration of Empire" (54). Another element

to be added is the leadership training provided in the public schooI;

Il woufd be impossible to- dispute that the growth and reputation of the
public schools in the nineteenth œntuty was connected with the
preparation of boys for the new professions of the home and overseas
civil services, the offiœr ranb of the armies of Britain and the Empire,
the Church, and other exalted and prestigious areas of the British
establishment. (8amford 1967,59)

The English public schooI created a core leadership that drove the imperiaI

machine. Public school students were sculpted to- be the leaders of the
Empire. Institutions like Eton, Harrow, Rugby, Wmchester and Haileybury,

and preparatory schools such as Twyford and Temple Grave were where the

imperiaI ethos gestated. These cradIes of imperialism produœd generations

of leaders that crafted and executed the policies- that govemed the colonies
and dominions as weil as infIuenced the fundïoning and structure of public

schools weIl after colonial rule ended.

Between 1870 and the 1890'5, most of the public schools had special courses for

those entering the Colonial Service as weIl as the army (Gathome-Hardy
1977). This 'work' suited aristocratie sensibilities. SchooIs in keeping with

responsibilities of producmg civil servants, during the last quarter of the
century most schools deveIoped '1Army and ''Modem'' sides. One might

note, however, that Eton, Harrow, Wellington, Oifton, Cheltenham and

Marlborough were particularly busy here (Gathome-Hardy 1977, 101).

Each individuaf counted. The Empire was not run by a large staff of civil

servants. The Indian Civil Service (I.CS) had about 1,000 active offi.œrs at its

peak. The Empire empIoyed tflroughout the late nineteenth-century an
average of 20,000 colonial administrators, 146,000 sofdiers- of whom 8..000

were officers as weIl as- vaFious- professionals induding trade advisors,

doctors, solicitors and d«~(Walvin1~, 248}. These individuals, recruited

from the public-schools, did DOt reave behind their sdtoolboy loyaIties. 'The
school incuIcated lifelong ways of thinking and acting" (Rich 1989, 21).
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The Colonial Service- (CS.) had a direct pipeline into the public schools to

recruit their top students. They fostered relationshïps with specifie
headmasters- and housemasters for their intimate knowledge of their

students, especiallyas tothe quality of their charader. It was said that the

universities trained the mind; the public sdtooIs- trained c:haracter and taught
leadership (Heussler 1963; 82-99).

The importance of the public schooI in tuming out the 'right' type is
expressed in the accomplishments of thei.r aIumni. Graduates- from these

schools dominated aU branches of the establishment, parliament,. the

military, the Iaw, the church and the professions. In 1939, 85% of senior Civil

Servants, 7S% of Ambassadors, 80% of High Court judges, 71% ofBishops and

68% of Bank Directors were former public sdtool boys (Heussler 1963).

Emigration among public-schooi aIumni or Oid Boys- to positions- in the service
of the colonial mission was substantiaL Between 1840 and 1880, the proportion

of emigrants-having attended sdtools sum as- Rugby, Oifton and Marlborough
increased from almost twenty percent to as- rugh as- one-third (Ounae 1988).

Sorne men emigrated in service to Empire, in search of wealth, for adventure,

for fame and others in pursuit of a career (e.g., teaching). Most often,

emigration was the result of limited opportunity at home. The coIony was the

perfect place for the 'second son' to find ms own and "make a name" for
himseI( A message DOt unfamiliéU" to most boys who had been weaned on a
rich diet of romanticism and the mythofogy of Empire taught in school and

communicated through popular culture. What these pabiots, second sons and

adventuretS Dl'ought with them were their nostaIgia and institutions.

Canada- was-a region in the vast Empire that a better Iifestyle couid be obtained and

childhood heroics couldbe-reenarted. ~attrad:edthe business adventurer as
weIl as the teacher adventurer. Where there were obstacles to success at home,

places- Iike Canada, New Zealand and AustraIia- offeFed a place for a "f.resh start."

A fresh start that curiously involved the ronsbudion of institutions that they

wouId have otherwise have struggled to- be apart of Dacie home. fn the new

country they were the Ieadel'& and membeFS of what they considered prestigious.

Masonic organizations, social clubs, sports teams and in tinte British public

"styled" schools were replicated. Strong was-tfte connection tohome.
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• Growth and Impad of lite Public School

As the Empire expanded, the old public schoo(s- (like Harrow and
Shrewsbury} flourished.. Defunct and derelict schooIs were resurrected (e..g..,
Uppingham) and new ones (e..g .., Marlborough, devoted to the education of

the sons of clergy, Wellington for the sons of officers- and Cheltenham} were
established and modeled after the elite schooIs.. The number of public schools

during the mid to late nineteentll-century inaeased from a few dozen to over

one hundred and fifty by the rate 18708.. The inaease of public schools had
much to do with the rapid industrializatfon of EngIand that created a fast

growing middle class that demanded access to better education..

•

•

Nearly ail the 1#great" boarding scltools, excluding the seven (i.e., Eton,

Harrow, Winchester, Westminster, Rugby, Charterhouse and Shrewsbury),

were founded in a twenty-year span beginning with Cheltenham in 1841 and

ending with Malvem in 1862. Many of the proprietary schools- modeled

themselves- on Amold's Rugby and were soon accorded the designation of
being a public school, aIthough DOt given the equivalent status- of an Eton or
Winchester.

The public s<:hool was- its own justification because of its social and cultural

hegemony. Subsequently, endowed schooIs- OF public schools should be
viewed as social agencies rather than educationai agencies (Simon & Bradley

1975). Lyttelton, headmaster of Eton, eugenicist and later, Colonial- Seaetary

contended that the social training these schoors- provided was far more
effective than educational training {MacKenzie 1986).

The greatest and only unchalIenged fundion of the Ianded gentry was to

provide the Ideal o( the ËngIfsh gentleman.. Much of the country aspired to
this ideal through the acquisition of wealth, or Tand or of the appropriate

education in the classiœ. Later in the œntury, when public schooIs' emphasis

on the classics became unfashionable and impossible to maintain, the schoolrs

emphasis- on accent, manner and srang provided an alternative haIImark of
an exclusive, gentleman's- education (Shrosbree 1988; 58). These ideals- had a

far reaching impact, infIuencing society beyond ils- shores. The British public
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school and the attributes- of its- institutions inHuenœd for example, Canadian

private education. A further testament to the power established in these

educational institutions- (Bamfœd 1967).

Until the mid-nineteenth œntury, poüticaI power Iay absolute in the hands of

the Ianded gentry. Land ownership brought politicaI and social control, the

chiIdren of the land owning cIass- went to public schooI, then perhaps- back to

manage the estates or ifnot enter the dergy, nulitary or law. Industriai
expansion, according to Parker (1987), had led to- an emergent plutocracy,

generaIly regarded as a threat to the landed dasseS supremacy.. Along side
this was a growing bureauO'acy that required administrators at home and

abroad (Weiner 1981).

"The middIe-class were making their way to power, and seeking equal
priviIeges for their sons. RaiIways were being buiIt, and transit was- becoming

easy. Wealth was growmg, and there was- a very large increase in the number

of those who were eaming up to- a thousand [poundsJ a year and beyond"
(Musgrave 1968,27-28, brackets- addecf). Economie prosperity throughout the

Empire fostered simiIar demands- for better educational opportunities in

places- Iike Eastern Canada. There were further demands that resulted from
the expansion of Empire.. "The service of the Dominions and beyond the sea

and Foreign trade were augmenting the number of those who, compelled to

live abroad, yet demand an education at home for their sons" (Musgrave
1968, 28-}. In time this demand would give way to- providing adequate

educational opportunities in the Dominions..

Tradition dictated that any attempt by a- new, weaItny class to infiItrate the ancient

haunts of young gentlemen shouId be disdainfulIy resîsted.. However,
administratoFs- were needed and it was dearry in tIte general interest of the

middIe-dasses- to have gentlemen in som positions. ConsequentIy the bourgeois

were gradually admitted to tfle schools where it was hoped that they would
become imbued. with the ethos- of the English Gentleman" (Parker 1987, 51).

The subsequent social change from events like the French Revolution,

industrial revolution, coronial- expansion, fleightened the awareness- of elites

of the country to take a- more adive interest in the production of leadership
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and administrators- to- fiIl and thus- maintain their cultural and poIiticaI
hegemony (Graœ 1995). Thus, according to Rothblatt (1976), a shift begins
from U civility and sociabiIity to Victorian virtues- of duty and responsibility'r

(45-46). This move arso proterted any such social unrest that troubled France

as the middIe-cIass were separated from social and economic communion

with the working dass, insuring preexisting priviIege. "Byeducating and
absorbing the cream of the bourgeoisie, the landed classes ensured that they

retained supremacy" (Parker 1987, 51).

When a system of education is- exdusive, available ooly t~ a smaII
minority, it has the effect ofmaking pupiJs aware of thei" simiJarities
with their fellows- and their dîfferences from the rest of society. This
sense of exclusiveness persists throughout life, with the result tItat the
OTd Boy NetwOFk has-been this country's-(England) most powerfuI
freemasonry. (parker 1987, 43, brades added)

There developed. a greater "willingness to support organizations- such as

schools because of their raie in consensus- bUIlding and production of the
virtues demanded of those involved in civic roles (Reid 1987, 287). The

• demands of the government and administration "'outran the willingness and
ability of the aristocracy to supply them [administratorsJ" (Reid 1987, 298,

brackets added.). The new cadre had t~ come froID another dass, 50 the

emerging middle dass was taped. The means- to secure collaboration of the
middle cIass was reliant on the public schoo[. The Oarendon Commission

expressed the importance of a common education "in kind, though not in

degree," to generate sympathy between different departments and leadership
and its foUowers.

A deveIoped rhetoric that the aristocracy as weH as the new dass- couid identify

with and give meaning to- their position was created. It was the use of rhetoric

that Reid argues, conneded amicuJum with "standards of honour and loyaIty

by which the new group coufd recognize itseIf' (Reid 1987, 3Dl}. The net result

was te- produce cohesion between tftese tw~ social groups, solidifying class

power and furthering of the institutionaI prominence of the public schooI.

Parvenus- created by the growth in industry and Empire were interested in the

• new opportunities obtained through increased social mobility. The growing
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middIe class in Britain wanted the advantages for their children that they did

not have. The public sdlooI was- one som perœived advantage maker that
also signified advanced social status. It is significant that institutions

modeled after the public schooI were sought after in the dominions by

parents that perceived the same- advantages (e-.g., U.C.C.) from this education

(Batchelor 1981). The public school served as a broker in the consolidation of

weaith and power and extended possible advantage for the nouveaux riche to
benefit socially and economically &om their dilldren's friendships with. the

aristocracy (i.e., royal patronage).

Parents bought into most evetything these schoofs- represented and were

willing to overlook major issues that couId greatly effect the cfuld'"s social,

physicaI and psychologicaI well-being. Parents- believed the advantages these

institutions offered outweighed such drawbacks as- the high risk of exposure

to life-threatening diseases- (e.g., cholera, scaFlet fever), the incidents of

limmoraIity' and the use ofbeatings as means- to discipline and to teach (e.g.,

build character). Whether it was cultural myopia, ignorance or selfishness,

the abdication of parental responsibility perpetuated Many of the evils

pandemic in these institutions.

Public schooI parents in the periphery ofEmpire exhibited similar demands
as those found in the homeland. There was the wilrmgness to sacrifice

parental control for the perceived- advantages- of a private education in an

eIite school. Entrusting the institution as parent is- a significant cnar'acteristic

of the public school education. Parents who- sent their children to Canada's

Upper Canada College sought not onIy to- educate their children but vaIued

how the institution served to establish social m'der and consolidate power.

The subsequent collaboration of the two- groups- jointly produced the concepts
of 'mammess" and defined rgentlemanly quanties-. It was popufar culture and

the public schools that soIidified and justified this new social arrangement.

The ,.,saIient features of the rhetoric joining"" the two classes in a Irshared

consciousness of affinity with nationally defiRed responsibility and privilege

were an- emphasis on Christianity, on 10yaIty and- devotion to duty, on the

value of solidarity and consensus- (Honey 1977}. To- be a gentleman brought
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with it moral obligations- as- weR as- priviIeges-. Those seeking the

gentIemanIy qualities were not imm~ &am false piety and social snobbery,
the spirit of which was- counter to the educationaI phiIosophy of Amold's

Rugby. The demand for the tl"appings- of the gentleman out distanœd the

supply of institutions offering social advantage.

"The Christian Gentleman was-one that œmbined a Tory respect for social
order with il Radical cIesire for sodal justice. ProperIy structured and sensibry

governed, the English dass- system was seen as- a- rational, workable basis for

society in which everyone knew, aded aCCOl"ding to, and kept bis place"
(parker 1987, 1(0). The Iessons leamed at an early age in taking responsibility

and through leadership training were much needed as the boundaries of
Empire were expanded (Musgrave 1968, 16).

With the deveIopment of Empire and the expansion of it, linkages needed to
be maintained. As the various parts of Empire developed and became

estabIished beyond being outposls of commerce, il demand for institutions
that met the needs of familles and communities- were required. Public

"styled" schools, like those- found in Canada- (e.g., U.C.C.) served the practicaI

educating the children of elites for newly generated positions, maintaining

estabIished privilege, bringing the weil of Imperial knowledge to the outposts

because of the great distances- involved in traveling to England and the

demand for local autonomy. The formation of the public school aIso served
the symbolic- as linkages to Empire.

mstitutional recreation made sense, not Just assymbols of Empire but as a

means- of maintaining control ofknowledge and power. How shockingly
similar were the publi~ schooIs deveIoped througftout the Empire in form

and substance in perpetuating a- pro-Empire feeJ and imperial etnos. Yes,

there were differenœsand interpn!tations in the periphery- curricular
differences and sports played but in terms- of tuming out the l'right'' type,
these S(:hoofs were near ~opiesofthe British pubIi~ schools.
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The Shaping ofthe Public Sdtool

CWendon CODtmissioa-aacl- ScItooI-Refcmn

The Clarendon Commission of 1860-1864- investigated the following schooIs:
Eton, Westminster, Windlester, Charterhouse, St. Paul's, Merchant TayIorsr,

Harrow, Rugby and Shrewsbury ta- look at the quaIity of private education
they were providing. The Commission was promoted by generaI critidsm of
the cunicuIum and by several public scandafs- involving Eton CoIIege and
several reœntIy founded sdloo(s~ Marlborough, Cfteltenham and Wellington
(Gathome-Hardy 1977, 97) brought the greater Foie- these schools played into a
public debate.

Fiscal scandais at Eton promoted the inquiry. The 'Yaterfamilias' Ietter to
Cornhill Magazine in May 1860 published in part ta- address outrage over
fiscal improprieties was an example of early criticïsm of public schooIing
(Shrosbree 1988). At issue were incidents- of fiscal corruption (i.e., the misuse

of schooI fees- and endowment money) at Eton. Besides the settIing of these
scandaIs, the Commission nad the effect in selecting the above-mentioned
schooIs the introduction of r class-'" categorization intG English secondary
education. There had been previously no- essentiaI fegal differenœ between
Eton and many local"endowed grammar" schoois (Shrosbree 1985, 3). The
result was the establishment of dass- differences.

The state of academics in these schooIs was a source of concem as the Classics
were poorly taught to uninterested and often sluggish thinkers. "Hard1y any
amount of ignorance prevents- a boys coming to Eton!' (aarendon
Commission 1864, volume 2, lm was one of the more contemptuous. yet

memorabIe admissions- conceming the anti-intellectual environment ail tao
common in public schoors Iike Eton.

The Commission had Iittle immecfiate effect on national education or even

on those familles who sent their chiIdren t~ any of the schools- investigated.
In time, subsequent Educational Ads (e.g., of1869, 1870, 1871) brought
minimal reforms to the CUl'ricuIum, living conditions, teaching methods and
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discipline. The effect of refonns- suggested in the Commission may be seen
most cIearly in schools- net subject to their inquiry (Sftrosbree 1988, 2). The

evolution of public schoofs- was marked by greater independence from public

concerns and govemmental control.

CIarendon marks "the sucœssfuI fusion of upper and upper middIe-cIass

elements through schoolin~' {302}. School examinations served as

Iegitimizing the curriculum wmm benefited new scllools. The sixth form

became tied to- the preparation- for these exams and entry into the higher

status careers. This alIowed for «>mmunality, standardization and variety.

The expanding national press made it more difficuIt for scandais (e.g., abuses

of college revenues by masters and wardens at Westminster) to be covered up.

Increased Iiteracy inspired greatel' questiOning enhar~ed through the

publication explosion ofnewspapers and magazines. By 1861 schooI reform
reached its- Iimits- legally accomplishing refc·;m without the need. for

government legislation {Shrosbree 1988, 3S}. FoIIowing Arnold's example,

living conditions impro-ved where it couId he clone at little expense and

within the fegal constraints- of ancient foundations.

The Taunton Commission which was set up- in 1864- and reported ils findings

in 1869, was concerned with the fundamentaI issue of secondary school

financing. Us recommendations were embodied in the Endowed SchooIs. Act

of 1869. The 800 schooIs the Commission included, were schools that cflarged

high fees, provided largely OassicaI- education for university entrance, catered
ta- upper-middle classes and were, in consequenœ, rsuccessful.' If there were

problems- with the great sdlools, it was reasoned that there wouId be a need to

look into the Many new sdlools being founded.

These Commissions aUowed select schoor~to-- fTourish on the capital of great

public endowments. The independence of these schools was notionaI and
established on favorable financiaI terms- by the Public Schools Arts of 1868. and

1870-. Their subsequent adUevement was- bought by financial security insured

through these- various Acts (ShrosbFee- 1988,. 4).
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Headmasters Confeœnce

The formation of the Headmasters Conference (HM.C.) in 1869 brought

private schooIing into a coherent structure, with standardized administration

and cunicuIum procedures as their chiefgoals. It was a structure~ as
Weinberg puts- it, as important to- the British as the invention of the fadory,
for it was a "powerful deviœ fOl' insuJating and sorializing an elite and for
protecting the values of the aristoaacy, moral fervor and gentlemanliness"
(Richards-198S, Il). ''Thesesdtools- had a strong desire to preserve their
freedom from state intervention" (Musgrave 1965, SO). Endowments muId

otherwise he directed to pFOvide more tedmfcaI, vocationaI sküIs. What
caused the greatest concem was- the proposat made by Taunton to- redistribute
on a national scaIe the endowments (excluding the nine schools included in

the Clarendon Commission investigation}, sorne quite sizable, and form a

national system of secondary edlK8tîon.

The fonnation of the H.M.C. was- the brainchiId of Mitchinson, King's
College, Canterbury. He wanted tG roUect a "very superior set of men"
(Gathome-Hardy 1977, 99) ta. give power and prestige to this group.

Mitchinson pre-selected Thring of Uppingham as- its first leader. What the

H.M.C. on a practical side accomplished was important. They discussed, and
advised each other on, a number of issues ranging from discipline, games,
how ta deal with 'moraV probfems to the pronunriation of Latin. The H.M.C.
became a prestigious and educationaUy powerfuI club. The new foundations
were especïally watched to make sure they œmplied once they were accepted
to- this- esteemed group. In tïme, the nine Oarendon schools were incfuded in

this set (Eton and Harrow in 1874-) and eventually dominated the decision
making. By 1903, 102 schoors- were members of H.M.C. representing 30,000
students. The impending infringement to- the operating freedom of these
school& brought together a range of schoofs- into. allied clans founded on a
common culture ta CUFb- any change to their status- (Gathome-Hardy 1977, 97).

Another resuIt that deveroped out of tfüs- sautiny and the various
commissions was in establismng tne principfe ffiat seoondary education in

England was a privilege to- be paid for. Thus; securing access to- power
structures in the comfortable control of tfte upper-dasses and out of reacn of
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the poor. EIementary education was- deveIoped for those who couid Rot bear

the entire- costs.

There was a fear among the establfshed dasses that reform wouId benefit the
poor but not the IlreaI" poor. The conœm was with the hard workers from

educated classes (non-landed gentry} who would displaœ the aristocracy and

take- ail their scholarships (Shrosbree 1988; IO}. Reforms had the adverse
effect of displaci.ng foundation scfto[ars (students on academic sclloIarship

based on merit) and local düldren. These children were being edged out of

their educational rights- as- proscnOed in the founcïmg charters of many of the
eIite schools- in favour of the fess needy and tafented aristocraey.

The summation of the reform- movements-, the demands for greater
educational access, economic and social considerations, the influence of

Arnold's- Rugby, the various- Commissions- and Educational Acts had deep
and far reaching impact. These various-- events in the Iife of the public school

accomplished the following: maintained the status quo, elevated the status of
these schoofs, further cfivided the differenœs- between classes and expanded

the role of the public schooI tG serve the needs- of the Empire. The public
schoo~ Ilhald' was not distul'bed.

50 long as their boys received sorne usefuI knowledge, for those
institutions to continue tG teach the dassfcs and through games and
the prefect system to tum out self-reliant, narrow minded, athletic
upper-class gentlemen, educated tG obey orders and to defend
unquestioningly the standards of their cfass was acceptabfe for many
until the First Wœkl WH. (Mack 1941,.. 10)

The introduction of common management practices- and organizational

structure& into their schooIs produœd greater institutional homogeneity. The
r group thinkr of these schoofs and the basi~ unity of mission leads me to

discuss- in general terms how an imperialist effios-was engendered tfu'ough
the public scftool and then rater, flow institutianaI replication infIuenœd the

development of Upper Canada College.
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IV. Imperial ClaaracterisIKs from die Public Sdtool•

What 1 will outline in this cnapter is just how the public schooi
communi(:'ated what l have tenned an imperiaI mentality among public
school students. The su~œss-ofthe indodrination experienœd by the average
public school boy was the resuIt of a system of education that communicated
imperiai concepts overtIy, covertIy and by a~cident. The public scltoor boys
imperial training came from a range ofdaily experienœs that were present
from their first day. Inside the scftoofs, the prefect system, school leadership,
physicaI treabnent, curriculum, student traveI opportunities, cadet corps,
atl-Jeticism and extemally, the influences of patriotism, juveniIe literature,
Victorian values conditioned the mind and body to receive and develop a

mentality that served the interests of Empire. These influences covering
internaI and extemal pressures forged a faighly infIuentiai system that left
obvious impressions, life-Iong ways of thinking that were refleeted in a
cultural and political hegemony over the white and non-white members of

an Empire that covered one-fifth of the WorIdr s land mass.

What these schooIs were effective in producing were a recognizabIe 'type.' 1
want to emphasize the richness of the imperiaI ethos these boys were steeped
in. 1 win not say that public school boys-were helpfess victims but 1 will
impress- upon the reader the extent of what went into their training.

Prefects- School Organization

The uses of prefects are the distinguishing feature of the public schooI system.

Prefects were upper form boys- who usualIy were seleeted by the headmaster te

maintain order around- the sdtool- and within- the houses (i.e., dormitorïes).
It was an infIuential system because it was cheap, it redueed costs thus
enabling schooIs to expand their numbeB- (Shrosbree 1988, 19}. This
autocratie system of rufe gave the prefect the power- ta punish and set house
Mes. Corpo(!al punishment was essential to- control a large sdtool

population and was valued fol' ils inherent 'virtue.' The absen<:e in the ability
to discipline would have reduœd prefeds- ta- minimal influence.
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Prefects often felt their power of control and understanding of the schooI to be
greater than the masters- in charge of the bouse. A change in school
leadership or a new housemaster was a threat to their control. Much Iike the

power of the civil servant today, the change of administration is a tense time

because of possible challenges to their authority and in breaking in the new

staff or leadership to the way things are done.

The prefect system left the greatest possible responsibility, moral and

administrative, to senior boys; 50- that boys-ofan ages were encOUFaged to

stand on their own two feet, defend their own rights and loyaities. The

leadership qualities this- system produced were valued in the Empire and

adopted by institutions in the periphery of Empire like U.C.C. because of the

same leadership qualities.

The fagging system was a partner to the prefect system. Upper form boys had

younger boys- perform domestic services- for them and for the bouse. This
couid take the form of boot cleaning, moming wake..up caUs, the preparation

of tea and school work, warming of toilet seats in the Winter and in a cruel
vein, the recipient of verbal and physicaI abuse for its entertainment value.

A 'fag master would often have severaI fags engaged in his forœd service at

no paYe Among fags there wouId usually exist a faierarchy. It was a form of
slavery that the student couid rareIy escape. One agreed with the practice, it
was reasoned for the eventuaI day of having oneTs own fags and lording over

them. Fagging, followed the 'might makes right' philosophy (Lamb 1959, 195),

a ptulosophy grounded in superiority theories attributed ta Darwin. Fagging

indicated a system. of organized rank and was- therefore essential- as a

Memento of monitoriaI authority. It was-- a social system which constructed
hierarchy {Gathome..Hardy 1977}. The bene6t ta. the Empire in this master

servant refationship was in the deveIopment of leadership skills. "Leading

fags at school was like leading nations in Africa and Asia" (Heussler 1963, 97).

The control, however, that these boys heId was- rarely repeated ln aduIt Iife

but not witnout eamest effort. service in the Empire offerecl opportunity ta

attempt to- regain or continue tlüs power reIationship.
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The house system, broke down the school ïnto more manageabfe units and

with the delegation of discipline to prefects made maintaining control by the

headmaster easier. Rivalry between houses- was seen as healthy rivalry. The

best houses were those identified by the boys as DOt having the best schofars

or athletes but the greatest 'House Spirit', a spirit that meant heightened

reliance on one's housemates. LoyaIty ta the house outweighed Ioyalty to
even the schooI as represented in T q m BTown TS- Schooldays.

The rl5ixth Form" is another aspect of schooI Ol'ganization that has ils origins

in the public schooL A term originafiy refening to the benches upon which

school boys sat, copied from Institutions Iike Wmda.ester, represented the best

students- in- that given subject and Most often exclusively the teadùng

domain of the headmaster. High status was given to the instructor and its

students. The sixth fomt represented a source of exemplars and a source for

school leadership.

The quality of the character-training in public schools was mystical as it was

hidden from view and rarely discussed outside the select few (Sbrosbree 1988,

8). Secret societies tend to have codes and this one was no exception against

taiking about internai politics. It justified what might otherwise have seemed

indefensibfe: which was the ac:œptanœ of pain and the infliction of

punishment as educational virtues. Leaving boys aIone was thought (Mack

(1941) to produce seH-reliance that was one of the primary ends of public

school education.

The lessons Iearned wmcn proved usefuI in imperiaI service were general.
First, patience was taught, often years wouid pass before a student couid

assume a position in the upper from or become a prefect and wield bis power.

The system taught service and sublimation of self to- one's seniors, house and

ultimatefy country. Leadet'ShiFwas the Most frequently identified skIlI

thought to De the produrt of ail tlûs, but tIüs washardly good leadership,

rather it was dictatorial- and not the benevolent variety.
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Physical Treatment

The physicaI treatment of the student was considered an important
component of the pu6lic schooJ: experienœ by educators and familles. The

physicaI treatment of public school boys has- historicalIy been extreme and

oppressive. Cost cutting to subsidize the in<:ome of a master was not
uncommoo. With the AmoIdian 'reformation' mudl of the obvious abuse

was toned- down while a continuanœ of other pl'adiœs found justification

under a different name. Reforms were far from providing a nurturing
environment.

Harsh physicaI regimes were viewed or Justified as- a way ta toughen and
prepare the student for the sacrifice and austerity required of a good public
servant. Corporal punishment (i. e., caning), Spartan living conditions,

inadequate heating and food and bullying were widely viewed as aiding in

the deveIopment of moralIy superior beings, reéÙ men fit through tftese

hardships to run the Empire. Almond of Loretto whose interest was in moral
and physicaI health "inaugurated a 'Spart~stian' ideal of temperance,
courage and esprit de corps that was supported by a regime of all-weather
exercise, cleanliness, comfortab[y informai dress, and fresh air" (Vance 1ms,
124).

The austere, impersonaI re(ationships, conditioned boys to look outside the
family for sources of affection and for loyalty (Heussler 1963, 91). A troubIing

thought, when one considers the psychologicaI fallout from the deprivaI of

the maternai influence and the estrangement from the biologicaI father. This

arrangement Ieft young, impressionable boys ta- seek and initiate the
relationships that wouid filI these voids. This channeling of relationships to
meet emotional needs often had unhealthy outcomes. The schooIs had a

much greater impact upon a chiId's deveIopment than did his famI1y.

The lack of the female presence wouid often he a recurrent theme in the lives

of men who chose a üfe of imperial service. "A vast majority, doubtIess, of

imperiaI servants remained ceIibate during the long, lonely years away from

their homes ... the sexuaI pattern ... weU in keeping with the mores of the
public school (Wilkinson 1964, 106-107). "Som a separation was useful to a
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bureaucracy whose codes stressed dedication, industry, and emotional

detachment" (Wilkinson 1964, 107). The manastie experienœ in the public

schooI was strong preparation for work in the Empire.

The isolation from family along with the Spartan conditions and harsh

physical treatment beginning at an early age and for extended periods of"time

"inoculated the individual against extreme homesickness" and the need for

physical comforts (Lambert 1968).

Beatings, Bullying and Gooci-natured Hazing

Floggings were a pedagogicaI tool to which the chief goal was to build

character. As entrenched as the study of Latin and Greek were in the

curriculum, 50 to was the use of physical punishment as an educational taoI.
IIConform or be kicked" was the command of the day Arnold Lunn (1913)

ascribed to the forro. of regulation employed by most public schools (43).

FIogging, swishing, whopping, bumming and whacking were the terms used

at various public schools for the discipline with which public schools have

become associated.

What Collins in 1894 suggested when referring ta preparatory schools as

nurseries "for hardening young cuttings, not a hot-house to force exotic

plants" (cited in Leinster-McKay 1988, 61) could be equally applied ta the

public schools. In most soci.eties today, such behavior as the use of a beating

to maintain order or ta- punish would be considered nothing less than child
abuse.

To speak of beatings one is identifying the existence of an atmosphere of

aggression. Gathome-Hardy further links the beatings with the evolution of

a bullying cIimate. Student-on-student violence was often the most extreme

and took place more often than abuse at the hands- of their masters. In this

Darwinian world, the weak were found out and quiddy abused. For Bertrand

Russell, this represented a physical world where, ''The bigs bit me, so 1 bit the

smalls; that's fair" (Gathome-Hardy 1917, 42). Besides the beatings for

obvious- breaches of conduct a new boy couId be guaranteed rough and cruel

initiation rituaIs, like "tin gloves" (from Winchester) or the ''blanket toss"
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(from Marlborough). Violence as a solution to problems was the lesson

leamed from the beatings and abuse (Gathome-Hardy 1977).

The punishment boys received for the breach of schooI ruIes and conducted

by the headmaster was often cruel and sadistic (Chandos 1984). Boys were left

with both emotionaI and physicaI scars. Headmaster Moss of Shrewsbury

gave 88 rashes to a boy in 1874, Keate of Eton wouId work himseIfintosuch a

"white heat" to foam at the moutb,.. it was. said of Headmaster Rowden of

Temple Grove that he "thrashed the double bass and the boys' breeches with

equal relish" (Lunn 1913, 32) and even Arnold of Rugby gave a flagrant

thrashing of 40- some Iines to a boy who was Iater vindicated of bis crime.

Nevin50n (1937) reflects in bis autobiography Paint and Prejudice bis

experienee at Uppingham in the years after Thring. The beatings and kicks
were 50 acute as to cause an appendicitis, Ieaving him "in a wretched state,

septie in mind and body" (cited in Mangan 1987, 155).

No quaIms of mine gave me an inkling of the horrors 1 was to undergo
... the brutality and bestiality in the dormitories made life a heU on
earth. An apathy settied on me. rwithered. 1 leamed nothing: 1 did
nothing. 1 was kicked, hounded, eaned, fIogged, hairbrushed, moming,
noon and night. The more 1 suffered, the less 1 cared. The longer 1
stayed, the harder 1 grew. (Mangan 1987, 143)

The stories of abuse are too numerous and vile to recount here. The point is,

that Many of the beatings were unjustIy brutal, were for random reasons and

eonducted arbitrarily, rendering the instructive quality limited if not useless

to disciplining. "In some cases there were masters in charge of boys who by
twentieth-eentury standards wouId he deprived of their living and probabfy

prosecuted for cruelty" (Leinster-Mackay 1976, 245). The act of being f10gged
brought students into a doser bond with each other (Gathome-Hardy 1977)

with their stripes of pride and fostering psychoIogicaI bonds.

The psychoIogical impact of the harsh treatment must have had profound

impact on the student's development. To be removed from the fam.iIy at

seven as opposed to tweIve, to be beaten at seven as opposed to twelve creates
various leveIs of psychologicaIreinforcement. "On the whole, it is true to say
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that the effects of the same experienœ in early chiIdhoocl to have

monumental negative impact on future development" (Gathome-Hardy
1977,35).

Can not the seeds of emotional disinterest in the- conditions of the colonized

be seen in this early training? A conditioning to the violence is Ieamed at an

early age, perhaps as seen in current youth population where television
violence and even worse the violence of urban America has desensitized and

deadens certain emotions. Could not the colonial experience he the natural

retum of favour, bubbling out of the experienœs of drildhood and youth?

Living Conditions

The living conditions of the boys had an important and practical usefulness

in deveIoping character. It was a life "that was frequently a physicaI and

psychoIogicaI struggle for survivai against hunger, coId and calIousness in
one form or another (Mangan 1987, 152). Cold baths were viewed as neœssary

to building strong character. They were also viewed as a necessity in driving

any youthful passion away (Gathome-Hardy 1977, 91). Keep the students

chaste and focused. Plain meanness was later justified not 001y for instilling
,character' but aIso as preparation for the untold hardships encountered. in the

service of the Empire.

Spartan living conditions were a complement to the invigorating morning

baths. Heat was usually a Iuxury in the 'bam-Iike' accommodations provided.

Students unbl they reached the upper-forms were herded into large rooms

housing dozens of students with minimal privacy and maximum discomfort.
Boos were often old, dirty, void of comfort and often shared (a source of

further depravity). "DId houses or draughty mansions were characteristic of
the earliest school buildings" (Leinster-Mackay 1976, 245).

"Throughout Winter's rages, the windows of the dormitories were always

kept open 50 that one sometimes woke up to find that one was sleeping

under a coverIet of snow." Nevinson goes on to reflect that the cold was bis
"sharpest and most immediate" recollection. ,,.After the coId the accent was

on crueIty" (Mangan 1987, 151).
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Poor sanitation accounted for many deaths in early Victorian schools as did

primitive medicines and the prevalence of diseases (Gathorne-Hardy 1977,
110) that the young were especially vulnerable to (e.g., cholera, scarlet fever,

diphtheria, influenza). Epidemies were devastating in these environments
because of the concentrations of students, the age of the boys and the poor

treatment facilities for the sicle. Facilities were slow to develop (e.g.,

infirmaries) which elevated some of the misfortunes as did better

transportation that couId bring a chiId back to the watchful care of their
familles- (Chandos 1984).

Nutrition

The public school boy when reflecting on bis school experiences wouId

invariably indude a story or rather staries about the quality and the lack of
sustenance offered. As one schooI boy remembered (Mangan 1987, 150), the

"wolf of hunger" was ever present. ''Evidence abounds in biography, of the
poor food that was served as breakfast, consisting often of stale bread and

rancid butter" (Leinster-Mackay 1ffl6, 245). Edward Lockwood (1893) described

a not 50 uncommon cuIinary experience, irOn Wednesday and Fridays my

ooly food was stale bread washed down by water from the pum,t' (cited in
Mangan 1987, 150).

Sorne improvement to the nutrition of boys occurred with the e1evation of

athIetics for its constructive character-buiIding properties. Almond of Loretto
SchooI made a study of the science of heaith. His revolutionary findings

found that feeding the body properly produced a· more vigorous body.

Students wouId invariably supplement their morning meals with food
provided from home or acquired from local merchants aware of their

condition and propensity to gorge on sweets. Food could also be had through
the schooI buttery but at a priee. Students- would also resort to poaching food

(e.g., raiding orchards, pouilly from neighboring farmers, hunting game

through trapping and shooting, the thieving of cattle). The theft of food was

aIso common and according to a general student's code of conduct, a

justifiable act. A Iocked trunk was considered fair game. Only the theft of
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money was considered the ad of a bounder, worthy of exposure and

punishment.

The younger students were especially at risk of poor nutrition because they

would Iose out to the older, stronger students. when it came to getting a crack

at the better food. At the main meal of the day, lunch, the senior boys or

rather the strongest (or those with power) would get the choiœ meat and the

Iargest portions, leaving the stringy greasy seconds for the weak.

Poor nutrition, comfortless accommodations and harsh physical abuse at the

hands of their peers and masters have become haUmarks of the boarding
school experience. These conditions were repücated in schools modeled after

these institutions in Britain as-weŒ as in schooIs- established far off in the
Empire, Iike Canada's Upper Canada CoDege. Even when issues of

economics were not the cause for poor conditions, schools would adopt or

allow these practices to fIourish because of the perceived character-building

benefits.

Headmasters

The roIe of the public schooI headmaster in the formation of an Imperial

mentality was significant. Their ability to mold young minds was heightened

as they willingly accepted or not the mies of surrogate father, spiritual leader

and teacher. Headmasters envisioned themselves as Empire builders, their

exclusivity allowed for the defining of culture and- control of power

structures. rn arder to achieve prominence, one had to first pass through

their gates.

Decision-making in these schools was not accomplished through consensus

building. The responsibilities of "headmastership," according to BalI (1987),

in The Micro-Politics 0 fth-e School, placed "mm in a unique position of

Iicensed authority... bis schooI becomes the expression of bis authority' (81).

The revitaIization and creation of public schooIs during the mid nineteenth

century marked the consolidation of the headmasters internai power (Grace

1995). It was the strength of their absolute rule that brought many public

schooIs out of debauched pre-AmoIdian limes.
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The styles of leadership throughout the public schooI system were no doubt
many, however the leadership style was strikingly authoritarian (see Grace

(1995)" for the headmaster tradition). The authoritarian head is concemed

with asserting his will. In these schools, the authority of the head was
absolute. Maintaining order was essential as it was not far from the Vidorian
headmaster's mind the school riots that took place earlier in the century (e.g.,

Eton and Winchester). The Iast rebellion took place at Marlborough in 1851

(Leinster-Mackay 1976, 248). At the heart of the authoritarian leader Il ••• there

is an evident commitment to the status quo, to defend, almost at an costs, the

estabIished poIides and procedures of the institution. This is found especiaIly
in schools where 'traditions' represent cherished values strongly held by the
dominant coalition'" (BalI 1987, 113).

Through the mechanism of internai hiring of aIumni and selective hiring of
OId Boys from equally elite schools, inclusive of Oxford and Cambridge,

maintenance of the status quo was insured. These schooIs reflected Iimited

goal diversity among its staff because the masters were products of these

schools" were drawn from the same universities, were drawn from the same
social classes, the same religion (The Anglican Church) and of the same career

orientation. The demands and requests for reform were from the same

orientations. A stronger argument can be made for a collective will or

philosophy among the headmasters after the formation of the Headmasters
Conference in 1869.

Masters moved from one Ieading schooI to another and to assume the head

of schooIs aspiring public school status (Simon & Bradley 1975). This

reIationship maintained the control of the system and insured against radical
reforme As a result of the intimate and cIosed academic community

characteristic of these scfwoIs, an argument for 'a common culture' can he

convincingly made despite the Many schooIs of varying status categorized as
public schooIs.

Boarding schools were vaIued for their loIe in the formation of national
character. Make them good, make them healthy, not inteUeetuai {Benson
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1908) was a recurring public school philosophyand one valued among

Empire builders.

The public-school headmaster served as both designer and instructor of
imperial mentalities. Without the assistance of the leadership that ran the

public schools of England and Scotland, colonial expansion would not have
been successful. Headmasters such as Arnold (Rugby), Gray (8radfieId),

Welldon (Harrow), Lee (King Edward VI), Rendall (Winchester), Warre
(Eton), Hutchinson (Loretto), Vaughan (Harrow), Almond (Loretto),

Sanderson (OundIe), MoberIey (Winchester), Percival (Oifton) and Thring

(Uppingham) were empire builders. Empire building headmasters could aIso

be found in the many public schooI incantations spread around the Empire
(e.g., Grant and Parkin of U.C.C.). They understood their mIe and took their

mission seriously. Thring believed the value of the boarding school in

fonning national character. These headmasters commanded Iife-Iong
devotion from their students.

It was quite common for a headmaster during summer holiday to visit
various colonial outposts to check-up on their aIumni and promote the

virtues of their school. Headmaster M.J. Rendall of Winchester was one of
the better traveled. Headmaster J.E.C. Welldon of Harrow was another

traveler and champion of Empire who eventuaIly became the head of the

Anglican Church of India. It was common for headmasters of public schooIs
to go on to assume prestigious posts in the Empire. One of the Most

prestigious posts, Secretary of the Rhodes Trust, in the Empire went to Parldn
of U.C.C. (parkin 1912). A man inspired by Thring, educated at Oxford, head

of a schooI modeled after Rugby and located in the periphery of the Empire.

These headmasters continued to spread the virtues of the public schooI while
also shaping new schooIs in the colonies in their image.

Headmasters of public schooIs were often on a clerical career path. "The

Ieading public schools were self-eonscïously Christian foundations"

(Studdert-Kennedy 1990, 127}. Christianity was a live force in British

intelIectuaI liCe in the Victorian periode The clerical headmasters- were
conscious of their obligation to protect Christianity as- an informing presence

both in domestic politics and in imperial trusteeship (Studdert-Kennedy
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1990). It was only in the late nineteenth-century that lay teachers broke into

the structure of the private sdtooI. As of 1393, twenty-perœnt of public school

masters, including headmasters were in holy orders (Simon &t Bradley 1975,

13-14). This trend foUowed the general trends-ofVietorian EngIand that saw

the growth of secularism and the super-worsmp of games, patriotism and

milit:arism.

Headmasters of public-schools subscribed fully to the ethical imperative that

"the training they provided was the substance of success. Imperialisrn. they

argued was a moral endeavor and they were of course the repositories of

effective moral education" (Mangan 1988, 21).

Headmasters aIong with famifies- and OId Boys- bought land in rural areas to

expand their institutions services- and meet the growing demand for athIetic

fields. The expansion and reIocation reflected an imperialist interest. The

use of preparatory schools to feed and maintain a supply of students and the

adoption of the rhetoric of the colonial administrator reflected mini-empires

in operation. With the interest ta insulate in order to ruIe in absoIute terms,

schooIs like Charterhouse and Shrewsbury Ieft their andent grounds in the

city for greater freedom and insuIation in the country.

Influence of Thomas Arnold

No discussion of Victorian public schools- is complete without a treabnent of

the contributions of Thomas Arnold. Arnold, renowned pedagogue,

reformer and cultural icon served as headmaster of Rugby School from 1828

until his death in 1842. Dr. John Keate, headmaster of Eton (1809-1834) was

the ooly educational rival in the nineteenth-century to Amoldrs popularity.
Eventually, Arnold (bis last name is sufficient from here on) represented the

ideaI from which aspiring educational leaders would daim as their model.

Arnold believed that to save a boy'ssouI one had to·save him morally. "His

motives had more to do with- souIs than with schofarships and he was- more

interested in reforming society than he was with reforming the public-school

system" (parker 1987, 45}. UntiI Arnold came on the sœne, public school

education was both morally and intellectually desultory in its curriculum and
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inconsequentiai to moral development. He championed the virtues of the

ruIing class even with the degeneration of popuIar support for their

leadership raIe.

Arnold beIieved that the Iinking of educational ideals- to the needs of the
nation to be the duty of a Christian society. Arnold, like many of the future

headmasters he trained or inspired, contended that education was worthIess

without the leaven of religion. According to Arnold, "education and religion

were really two aspects- of the same thing - a system of instruction towards
moral perfection" (Newsome 1961~ 2).

Arnold was guided by prayer, and placed ms faith in spiritual authority of the

church. Arnold understood the power of the pulpit, the history of sIack

jawed preaching and lazy uninspired messages that rarely breached the skuIIs
of its inmates. Through example, Arnold sought to instill a reverence and

spiritual maturity that compened himseIf and which he believed was to be

the proper 'tone' for Rugby. The moral sanction of God was in theory the

replacement for the more tactile approach ta disciplining (Le., the thrashing).
Arnold aIso maintained that Ijawing' or talking with the students and the use

of the prefect (Le., students- as monitors) system was an effective means to

keep order. Credit for the system ofprefects has been given to Arnold.

The realities of Arnold's conbibutions have been lost in the charge to attach a

leader to the public school movement. He was more of a mystagogue than he
was a pedagogue. Tom Brown'5 School Days (1857)- popularized and

mythologized Arnold and the practices- of Amold's Rugby. This book opened

up the hidden world of private, ente schooling to a Iarger market. The

voyeuristic intrigue made this book popular to school boys and their familles

who consumed it and accepted its images and messages in total. The
biographicaI work on Arnold by A.P. Stanley aIong with the Ifadion' of

Hughes- became the standard descriptions of what a public smool was judged

to be. These two works served as a mecfumism. in the transference of culture

the public school culture ta public school boys and public school boys to he.

Those taught by Arnold or infIuenced by him upon ms passing, had a

considerable raIe in the expansion of the public school ethos.. Men such as C.
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J. Vaughan, headmaster of Harrow, A.H. Clough, the poet and A.P. Stanley,

Dean of Westminster, J. Percival of Clifton, ail former assistants at Rugby

were champions of Arnold. The disciples of Arnold were highly desired in

new proprietaTY schools with upper-middle-class aspirations. The second half

of the nineteenth-century saw the foUowing schools with ex-masters and

pupiIs of Rugby as headrnasters: Harrow, Marlborough, Sherbome,
Cheltenham, Lancing, HaiIeybury, Berkhamstead, Felsted, Bromsgrove,

Monkton Combe, and Rugby (Parker, 1987). Assistant masters under Arnold

also took head positions at King Edward's Birmingham and Warwick.

His accompLishments, or those attributed to him have been exaggerated. He

did not invent the prefect system, reform the use of physical discipline,

reform the curriculum to include the sciences or proselytize the use of games
for teaching Christian virtues. The production of Christian gentleman was a

doubtfullegaey of Arnold's. What is important is that Arnold stood for Many
of the ascribed virtues that the public school had come to represent. The most

significant was a love of loyalty to one's schoof feITows over ail else, even

loyalty to the truth.

Student Travel, Scholarships, Speech Day and A~ards

The awarding of prizes and the establishment of awards day and awards day
speeches mirrored what took place in the Empire and the military service. As

there was a proliferation in the awarding of military medals during the Boer

War and the granting of official tiUes to colonial administrators so too was.

there the awarding of prizes to students for their skill at Greek and Latin

transla tion, essay writing on themes especially germane ta the interests of the
Empire and of course the rewarding and ackn.owledging of talents on the

game fields. If the award given was not a gaudy süver cup it was a book of an

Imperial thelile bound in leather, embossed with goId lettering and heraldry.
The works of Kipling (1897), classical works or imperial tomes recounting the
achievements of aImost mythical figures as Ne[son or Clive were not

unusuat Southey's biography of Nelson seems l'to have been a common

item on school prize lists by the end of the (nineteenth) century" (Best 1975,

138).
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Awards Day was also another opportunity to bring in Old Boys, military
leaders (e.g., Curzon and Kitchener) and assorted imperial figures (e.g., Storrs

and Parkin) to pump up the congregated with the jingoism and pomposity

that aIl children, parents and school types enjoyed hearing like the greatness

of the schooI, the singular accomplishments and the value of the

accomplishments of student and school to the Empire. What swofien heads

these chiIdren must have had when turned out of these places, let a lone a

faise sense of accomplishment.

Scholarships granted by public schooIs served a couple of purposes, of which

benefiting the poor was not one of them. SchoIarships originaDy arranged to

give opportunities to the poor were transferred instead to the needs of the

middIe class (Rich 1989). The poor and disadvantaged could not protest what

they were unaware of. SchooIs and parents conspired to misuse these awards

and were nonplused about doing 50 (Mack 1941). Keeping the tone of the

school 'upper class' meant keeping the 'lower' orders out.

Further scholarships were set up with the intention of assisting those in

Imperial service ta educate their chiIdren in their public schooI or one of Iike

kind. Most schools had such scholarships (e.g., St. Paul's, Tonbridge,

Wellington, Rossall and Rugby) (Rich 1989). Often preference for a

scholarship would he directed to the child of a parent in service in a partieular

region like India or in a specific branch of the military like the army.

Elizabeth College, in Guemsey had a scholarship to assist boys with the

interest of entering the LCS. (Rich 1989, 59). Scholarships of this type and

government financial assistance to send boys home to he educated further

encouraged the education of the administrative elite to take place back in the

home country where the quality of character training was assured. The

scholarships designated to children (i.e., boys) of the civil service or military
Irensured a continuing supply of those whose familles had associations with
bath the public schools and with serving the Empire," (Rich 1989, 60) but

further solidified the Unk and indebtedness to the Imperial cause.

The public school link to the Empire was accomplished through overt means.

Just as the headmasters of these great schools trave1ed the Empire, 50 too did

their students through trave! awards. As mentioned previously, Rendall of
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Winchester, a weU-traveled headmaster chaired the Public School Tours to
the Empire that organized "twenty Iarge-scale expeditions" for public school

boys to various colonial outposts (Rich 1989,62). Individual schools also

offered travel grants (e.g., the Dewar Traveling Scholarship at Rugby,

Traveling Bursary at Taunton) thus giving the impressionable boy an Old

Boy's view of Imperial ruIe and the glimpse of possible work opportunities.

These visits were not dangerous expeditions. They were "khackified" garden

party socials in exotic locals. Hidden away hom view were the gritty realities

of daily Iife.

Students a1so had further opportunity to experience and partake in the spirit

of imperial benevolence through early work with urban and rural poor

through the organization and coaching of athIetics. The virtues of the public

school in a water-down form were communicated through the organization

of sporting clubs. Poor chiIdren were encouraged to play socœr and other

games thought to he rogbIy effective in communicating an ethos and

winning over the poorer classes to he partners, aIbeit inferiors, in the pursuits

of Empire. Officers need men to Iead, especially willing ones.

Patriotism/Jingoism

The middIe classes who were saturated with imperialistic notions

accommodated the spirit of aggressive patriotisme The receptiveness to

patriotism helped allay fears of German miIitarism, insecurities conceming

the maintenance of worid dominance the result of international commercial

and industrial rivalry. The intellectual climate of these schools (e.g., which

valued the virtues of the sports field and a curriculum that placed

memorization as critical thought) was fertile ground for the sed.uctive

qualities of patriotism and imperial jingoism to grow (Samuel 1989).

Patriotism was promoted through Most avenues of public schooI life as weil

as through the popular culture of the time. Advertising for consumer

products, sangs, plays, novelettes and parades pushed a very superficial yet

infIuentiai ethos that championed the virtues of the British race. 11'atriotism

was a virtue widely promoted not only through the obvious and familiar
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agencies, for example, the public schools, but no less potentially through
printed material that permeated through ail social classes" (Walvin 1987, 242).

To accept the spirit of patriotism was to buy into moral superiority of the
British. We rule the WOl'Id because we are British. We are victorious because

what we represent is superior, superiority springing from moral strength.

The influence of Darwin's wrÏtings provided a means to rationalize feelings
of superiority over less 1developed' cultures. It is therefore the civilizing

mission of the British to spread our distinct and ennobling vïrtues. Where

this is too difficult to impart, it is our mission to ruIe.

Patriotism and imperialism according to Lord Rosebury needed ta be

protected and promoted. These ideas became an integral part of every aspect

of the public school boy's Iife wit&. the introduction of rifle companies, officers
training and cadet corps (Richards 1988, 13). It was institutions like

WeUington that must produce the leaders and defenders of the Empire
(Newsome 1961, 202). Wellington School, " ... was an uncommonly good

place during these years', a splendid institution for the Nation and Empire"
(Newsome 1961, 201). Its main ai.m was to tum out a hardy and dashing breed
of young officers (Newsome 1961).

Cadet Corps, Rifle Companies and Milltary Prep

Parker (1987) argues the strong similarity between the military or Army
lifestyle and the public school. Once offiœrs training or cadet corps were

introduced in public schools, patriotism and imperialism became an integral
part of every aspect of their lives (Richards 1988, 13). The general Victorian

awareness of military things and Christian miIitarism represented a marriage
of strength and virtue. Hero-warriors of the past were praised for their
qualities as Christians as weil as soldiers (Best 1915, 138). Christian duty
found its way into justifying the preparation for confIict.

The focus of schooling through Most of the nineteenth-eentury was focused

on preparing administrative types. Games pIaying supported many of the
skiIIs required for success in the miIitary. The Boer War however changed
the "type" that was now required and that was- the IlgentIemen warrior." It
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was after the war that the military took on a more active interest in schools.

Lectu.rers from the Navy League and the National Service League "made the

rounds of the public schools, no doubt with the objective of arousing
enthusiasm" (Best 1975, 136). Lord Robert's victory in South Africa made hint

especially popuIar on the lecture tour. He said in 1906:

1 look to you public schooI boys to set an example. Let it be your
ambition ta render yourself capable of becoming leaders of those who
have not your advantages, shouid you ever be called upon to fight for
your country.... Public school training incuIcates just those qualities
that are required in leaders of men: self-reIiance, determ.ination, and a
certain amount of exchange, exacting obedience to authority more by
an appeal to honour and sound common sense than by severity, and by
a happy mixture of prudence and audacity. (Best 1975, 137)

LoyaIty to school was transformed easily into a Ioyalty to country. This

transfer of Ioyalty was not restricted ta institutions in the heartland but was

evident in students &om public styled schools established throughout the
Empire Ce.g., U.C.C.). Students from these schools established cadet corps and

participated in all the major military endeavors of Empire. The contribution

of students educated in peripheral institutions was valued and rewarded with
naval and army set-aside commissions.

There is sorne contro~ersyover which schooI started the first Cadet Corps.

CertainIy the Eton Volunteers, rifle corps- was a modeI program but the first to

estabIish a program was RossaII's Rifle Corps during February of 1860. Eton,

Harrow, Rugby, Marlborough and Winchester an began a program later that

year. The Govemment organized Officer Training Corps (OTC) programs in

these schooIs in an effort to standardize the training.

Schools Iike Eton under the headmastership of Warre built special drill halls

and barracks for the new programs (Orage 1890). The popularity among

schooIs for this instruction stopped short of making it compuisory, with not
sorne regret of a few headmasters (e.g., Warre of Eton). There was even

parliamentary lobbying for military training to he made compuisory in public

schools so as to have a readily equipped miIitary to meet perceived threats in

a post-Boer War Empire. Until the Boer War, the number of public smool
boys entering the military service was negligible (parker 1987, 55).
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As of 1900, 16 percent of army officers were public school boys compared with

71 percent of govemment administrators (parker 1987, 55). Schools were not

prepared to educate the student interested in a military career. This was to

change as the needs of Empire grew. Wellington, dedicated to the memory of
the Duke of Wellington, Haileybury, which took over the defunct East India

Company College, Cheltenham, founded 1841 for the children of retired

colonial service employees and the United Service CoUege founded for the

sons of indigent army officers an sent large numbers to the military colleges

of Sandhurst, Royal Military Academy and Woolwich. It was not militarism

that took hold in the post-Boer war public school but rather a narrowly

defined patriotism that pIaced sdwol above nation.

"Every boy ought to leam. how to shoot and to abey orders, else he is no more
good when war breaks out than an old women" (Baden-Powell 1908, 177).

The writer I.G.C. Minchïn (1908), author of Our Public Schools, highlighted

the achievements of recent herces of the Empire Iike Baden-Powell. He

argued that more attention should be applied to miIitary training, and that

rifIery should be considered as manIy as cricket or rugby. Military training

was a refIection of public school life. "The new boy, like the new officer,

wouId be stripped of bis individuality that would be subsumed in a broader
group loyalty- the team" (Reid 1987, 22, Strike this book review) "In the

army, as at school, the entire edifice was supported by a system of
punishment" (parker 1987, 37).

British officers attributed their power of leadership to character, that
amalgam. of bravery, selffessness, adherence to duty, team spirit and
prowess in games- that had been instiIled in them by the post
Amoldian public schools. (James 1992,49)

The jingoism of that time was- passed off as military and leadership training.

These training programs organized and maintained by the War Office Ied to a
self-fuIfiUing tragedy in the trenches and mud fields of Europe. As the world

was to learn, war was not a gIorious thing. Perhaps Britain not having

engaged in any major wars from 1815-1914 pIayed into the inevitability of
war. But certainly, fanatical patriotism, military training in school, hero
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worship, 'doing ones part for Queen and Country', the mythologizing of war
and the cult of youth made the possibility of war inevitable.

The contribution of public schooI boys to the efforts of Empire reached its

zenith with the calamitous resuIts of the First Worid War. Approximately
1,157 OId Etonians perished in the War, sorne twenty percent of Etonians who
served. SchooIs with stronger military traditions figured even worse.
'Wellington had an average of 500 pupils before the War; 699 OId Boys were
killed in action" (parker 1987). At Haileybury, one in three boys who entered
the school during the years of 1905 and 1912 died in the War. Elsewhere the
numbers were equaUy grim: Shrewsbury, 322; Uppingham, 447; MaIvem, 457;

DuIwhich, 518; Cheltenham, 675; City of London, 350; Winchester, 500;

Harrow, 600; Charterhouse, 686; Marlborough, 733 (Berghoff 1990).

It should he remembered that the patron saint of England is a soldier. Saint
George was aIso a knight, Crusader, chivalrous rescuer of the maiden in

distress and dragon sIayer. If the military training of the young and the ideals
of chivaIry could be synthesized and made to justify the Boer War, it is thus
not unrealistic to expect the Many champions of empire to caste the Great
Warin terms of a religious crusade or an imperiaI one at that.

RituaIs, Talismans, Totems and the OId Boy Network

Students from public schools were bombarded with evocative rituals and
symboIs. Ritualism and secrecy were part of public-school life and wouId he

re-enacted around the Empire (Rich 1989). "Through rituals, the pubIic

schools defined social position, emphasized the location of power, and
moided group behavior" (Rich 1988, 176) and in later Iife provided strong
reminders of lessons leamed. Hansen (1986) in Their Deeds, discusses this

moIding and myth-maldng, concluding: l'In any school, myth plays a crucial
role in establishing and maintaining what is seen to be legitimate and in

labeling certain beliefs as being unacœptable. Myths are employed to anchor

the present in the past: myths have qualities that may reinforce the present
solidarity and stability that the school is seen to have" (Hansen, 1986, 249).
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The rich symbolism and flair for pageantry observed in prefectoral wands,

hierarchy of colours and Empire Day celebrations were preparation for the

unfolding imperial drarna in store for the colonized people. The imperial

ritualism leamed early in life was more effective than gunboat diplomacy and

'1<ept millions of people in their place" (Rich 1989, 18). Rule by symbols. The

British preferred the use of pageantry and the superiority it communicated.. It

instilled Iegitimacy and instructed both leadership and "foUower ship",

depending on which side of the hemisphere you lived on.

This propensity to dress-up was leamed in school and practiœd further in

fratemal organizations (e.g., Masons). The influence of ritualism in

childhood and youth couId be found in the popuIarity and prestige of

Masonic organizations throughout the Empire. Memberships in Masonic

organizations were largely recruited from the public school set.

Schools taught with "equal conviction and sucœss the housemaster credo of

King and country" (Mangan 1993, 13). Schools were the forum whereby

students leamed what William Golding (1967) in The Pyramid desaibed as
the "Look."

It was the sort of Look that kept the Empire together, or quelled
it at Ieast. Armed with that Look and perhapsa riding crop,
white men could keep order easily among the clubs and spears.
(Rich 1989, 21-22)

This 'Look' was made up of severa! qualities Ieamed in school- the

acceptance of public school ritualism, leadership training as a prefect, athletic

hard work and an acœptance of British moral superiority. The Hindustani
word hikmataiami describes these qualities. IlAs Indian Civil Servants used

it, hikmatalami meant tactful management, the light touch and a background
hint of force" (Wilkinson 1964, 103).

Later in life, the blazer badge, initiations, bookpIates, heraldry, the school

coIors and the dressing for dinner were to remain as powerful reminders and

comforts of their public school training whiIe in service. They were aIse a

testament to the degree of their commitment, however misplaced and to the
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ingrained attitudes of superiority they held, even among their own

countrymen and women.

Public-school rituals were the substratum that reinforced the lessons and
ideologies leamed in school and were the creators of hierarchy (Rich 1988).

Ritualism was also a mechanism that insured the reproduction, continuity

and security of the public-school. For these reasons, schools Iike U.C.C. in the

periphery of Empire obsessively replicated public school ritualism and

pageantry. These pieœs were deliberate in linking the boy to his classmates,

to ms school and ta the ideas promoted in school O. e., the imperial message

of dominance and deference - clannishness and seIf-satisfied superiority).

Group conformity was imposed through the wearing of uniforms as weD as
other paraphemalia associated with these schooIs. Badges, caps, special

flannels, blazers and ties were more greediIy included as further marks of

distinction. The summation of ail the dress requirements, the elaborate ruIes

and codes of persona! and group conduct was to foster a corporate identity.

The pressure to conform was intense. "The more closed the group, the

greater the conformity; as the public schools became more conœntrated, 50

the pressures became stronger" (Gathome-Hardy 1977, 113). There was also

ever present pressure to suppress the self through aD of this.

Glorification of Empire, militarism and school pride were conspicuous in

tributes ta OId Boys who served and Iost their lives in the various wars of

Empire. War memoriaIs, œnotaphs, memorial chapeIs dedicated to the fallen

in Crimea, South Africa and the First World War incorporated a romanticism

that was wholly void in these events but nonetheless œlebrated the accepted

chivalric notions and fataIism of youth. These mini-altars reminded the

student of fallen 'heroes' and their responsibilities, duty in times of crisis.

The &ChooI tie was an important reminder of their school-boy pasto These

reminders were carried off to the outer reaches of Empire and served as

talismans- held throughout their liCe. The strength of indoctrinaüon and the

symboIs they carried had religious quaIity. OId Boy aIumni organizations

evolved into the continuity maker and de facto gatekeepers that kept tabs on

their own after they left the public schooI nest.
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Academie Curriculum

An obvious means to indoctrinate the student was through the curriculum

but by no means was it the Most overt means of aecomplishing the

establishment of an imperial mentality. Make them "g00d," make them

healthy, Dot intellectual (Athenian ideal) typified the emerging pedagogy of

the mid-to-late-Victorian public school according ta Benson (1908). One

means to achieve the national ideal of a young man that was a mixture of the

Judeo-Christian and Spartan traditions was through the content of the

academic curriculum.

Eisner (1979) is useful in dissecting the school curriculum into ways of

understanding what is and is not communicated.. This separation is

especially useful when looking at the public school curriculum. Eisner (1979)

breaks down the school curriculum into three parts: the explicit, implicit and

the null (Le., the hidden curriculum).

The explicit curriculum is that which the school advertises. Each course has

specifie goals and aims of the teachers that students strive to acmeve. There is

an accepted body of knowledge that is deemed worthy and neœssary for that

groups future achievement. Students learn the alphabet, computational

skills and how to communicate. These are the expected essentials.

The implicit curriculum for Eisner is more than what schools purport. It is

the perception by students of what counts, the value given to specifie subjects

(the result of tinte and placement in the schedule). The implidt curriculum

also teaches social virtues, punctuality, wilIingness to work hard for deferred

pleasure-this is the non-formai side of Ieaming. The implicit curriculum is

not only carried by the organizational structure and by pedagogieal ruIes but
in more subtie ways. School architecture communicates certain values. l1:t is

a pervasive and ubiquitous- set of expeetatioos and ruIes that defines
schooling as a cultural system that itseIf teaches important (essons.,r

Perhaps the most significant part of this dissection is what Eisner describes as
the IInull" CW'riculum œ what is-left out. Others (BaIl 1987), in contras~ refer
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to this aspect as the l'hidden curriculum." These terms describe what schools

do not teach, either willingly or unwillingly. What schools do not teach is as

important as what they do teaœ. This was- especially the case with the Iessons
communicated in the public school curriculum. This brea.kdown of

curriculum makes a useful guide that 1 will refer to again in this section.

The Classies

The CIassics formed the foundation of the public school curriculum. Its

function originally was to educate those entering the clergy. The curriculum.

consisted of Latin and Greek. Grammar, Rhetoric, written work in Latin and

Logic. Renaissance England brought the need for a common language.
EngIish served these purposes as an accessible language for popular discourse.

The study of Greek language and history was a popular second to Latin,

especiaIly with severai significant archeological discoveries having been

made in the century. The study of these subjects as their utility diminished
became the trappings of the cultured. The CIassics as daimed by the upper
classes, were taught not with thoughtfulness but as a way to pass- the tinte
(Campbell 1970).

The prominence of the Classics as described by Goodson (1987) occurs when
high status becomes associated with a curriculum that is formally assessed,

taught to the 1 ablest' chiIdren and taught in homogenous ability groups who

show themselves most successful. The training of the public school student
is not unlike the education of the Mandarin in China (Weber 1952). The

Confucian pedagogy emphasized propriety and '1Jookishness." The aspirant

memorized classical Iiterature to pass a rigorous exam that wouId grant access

to powerfuI administrative positions. ExcIuded from this 'education' were

the sciences, mathematics, astronomy for their vulgarity and non-academic
qualities as determined by the cognosœnti.

The Clarendon Commission addressed. the roIe of the Classics in the public
schooI curriculum and decided that because of the lack of utility in its study,

the bourgeoisie were pIadng themselves in a suoordinate position to the

middle-classes. Middle<lass education tended to be more practical and open
to innovations like the study of Math and Sciences. Even with the criticism
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that the CIassics were not taught well, they were still viewed as the best

mental training.

For the Greek there was only one set of customs, onIy one üterature, one

language, one way of life that mô\ttered: according ta the Aristotelian usage
that refiects the almost sublime snobbery of the Greeks, barbarian things were

unreaI- that is to say 50 obviously imperfect that they should be considered

only as waste products invoIved in the production of the Greek, the reaI,

thing (Gallie 1949, 96). The impact of these lessons was meaningful. The

common codes of honor" the 1common cause' and the life of the soldier were

messages refIected in the fessons- leamed in schooI.

The Classics, according to Parker,

as perceived by the schools, was a binding agent that held together the
various partides of an ethos. Andent Greece, in particular, was
regarded as a modeI civilization founded upon ideals suitabIe for
emuIation. As the long years of peace began to be threatened and as
expansionism became a popular ideology, 50 the example of the Greeks
as a warrior nation was heId up for comparison. War became
ennobled, Death lost its sting, Youth became an object of worship.
EmascuIated and prettified, the Classics provided a precedent, or an
excuse, for the activities and ideals of these very English institutions.
(1987,99)

Much of what was taught was misused or misrepresented serving other

purposes. The way the heroism of Homer in the lliad was portrayed gIorified
war and elevated it to the- most noble ofads. The Oassical heroism of the

lliad was in fact a misrepresentation of this work. A more conscious effort

would reveaI the craven destruction and futility of war as weil as the
darkness and uncertainty that "heroes" faœd (Lamb-1959, 168).

}.w. Mackail's, Greek Antho{ogy , first published in 1890, was the public

schooI textuaI standard for Greek. The text was a celebration of youth,

featuring the worship of sports and military accomplishment, strong

reIationships among men and inclusive of fataIistic and narcissistic emotions

among youthful heroes.
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At Harrow, there were 26 to 30 hours of class time. The aassics and

associated subjects accounted for 18 or 19 bours. At Rugby, 21 hours were

devoted to the aassics. In general, 3/4 to 415 of a students tinte was devoted

to the study of Latin and Greek (Shrosbree 1988, 33). The time devoted to this

subject is significant as it explains the values of its protectors and guides the

citie in understanding the guiding forces moving these children.

Eisner identifies that on average, a child spends 480 weeks or 12,000 hours in a

public (non-private) secondary day school by the lime helshe graduates. The

immersion in a culture is 50 intense and complete as a result of the amount
of time that it becomes lia natural way of life that is taken for granted" (1979,

74). What wood Eisner say of the British pubüc system that had its students
24 hours a day, seven days a week, 48 weeks a year, for ten years! l'SchooI boys

spent most of their [pre-adultl life at school. Holidays were twenty or thirty
days a year" (Gathome-Hardy ItR7, 34) in thesummer. They had holidays at

Christmas and Easter as weil reœiving about two weeks. However, before the

expansion of transportation, boys would not typicaDy go home for aD three
breaks. A public school boy muid spend over 50,000 hours at school, a time
incomprehensible when considering the ability of the school to shape its

charges. If 12,000 hours is sufficient to scuIpt children in the culture of the

schooI society, how then could a child resist the endless hours of public
school indoctrination?

Math instructors had simiIar status as French, Fencing or Drawing masters.

The status for these masters was Iow, an inferior position to the Classics

master. The non-Classics master was not given the right to wear academ.ic
garb, were paid a lower wage and would often be denied direct acœssto the

headmaster (Shrosbree 1~ 33).. The Classics master was territorial, and as

the majority of headmasters were Oassics men, pay and status parity was not

forthcoming, even with the obvious faults and acImowledged criticism of the

impracticaIity of the CIassics and the rigid methods of instruction. Weil over

half the time and haU the masters were devoted to the study of Classics (e.g.,

at Eton). The clear majority of headmasters- (92 of the 114 listed in 1914) were

Classicists. With this intimacy and bond with this discipline it is not

surprising that innovation was slow to take root (Wilkenson 1964, 65).
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"The use of the Oassics was sustained by dass pride in the gentIemanly
attributes of an education completely usefess for anything but cultural or

schoIarly purpose and which, if pursued onIy to the common Mediocre leveI,
was useless even for that. Us- importance was in the maintenance of social

order" (Shrosbree 1988,. 58)~ There were however those educators that

believed in its value. According to Thring in 18~, "Though it is quite
immaterial what subject is taken as the Most perfect illustration of the

theory... languages, and Greek, and Latin are the Most perfect training-ground
in the world for training mind" (Stray 1985, 46).

It was this unwillingness to abandon their overwhelming concentration on

the classics or to admit that their teaching couid he improved that drew public
criticism. Criticism fell into two camps, one, dassics were badly taught and

cIassics were taught exclusively to the exclusion of science, modem languages,

history and geography (Shrosbree 1988, 24}. Not aIl instruction was hopeless

or void of men willing to be innovative. Butler of Shrewsbury introduced
systematic examinations and a teadüng style Iess refiant on memorization.

• l'How could businessmen beIieve that a system of education, utterly
disconnected as regards local setting and cuniculum of studies from the

world of industry and commerce, would equip their sons to play Ieading parts
in industrial and business life" (GaIlie 1949, 24)1 This reasoning made the

export of the curriculum to schools beyond the heartIand Iike U.C.C. difficuIt.

In Britain, the "non-vocational subject area put the stamp on the aspirants
daim to status" (Musgrave 1968, 16). EIsewhere in the Empire where the

needs were more practical this bias was not 50 dominant.

The persistence and primacy of the aassics in schooI curriculum represent

the emergence of its public nature over the private, its national significanœ
over its provincial nature in the past (Reid 1981, 3(2). It becomes a symbol of

shared experience and sofidarity among those from different schooIs and
backgrounds in their service to the Empire.

•
IIThe roIe of classical knowledge for most of this period was a symbolic badge

of elite membership, and ils reœnt detadunents- from that role, make its

history of more general interest" (Shrosbree 1988, 19}. The study of the
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classical curriculum is- a study of cultural transmission and social

reproduction. The decline ofOassics began in the Iate 195O's, when Oxbridge

abandoned their insistenœ on a pass in "0" IeveI Latin as a general entrance
requirement.

CIassicaI culture was not the thrust of the study, rather a drilling and mastery
of grammatical and syntactic paradigms (Shrosbree 1988, 19). Stray argues that

ClassicaI Ucontent and status have been linked by a succession of corporate
self-images held by dominant social groups: noble eIegance, gentIemanly
moral integrity, and bourgeois orderliness and selkontrol" (1975, 46).

The Curriculum in General

The superficiaI treatment of history and geography provided. greater weight to

the Imperial lessons Iearned- allowing jingoism to replace thoughtfuI

_criticism. Geography lessons catalogued imperiaI possessions. Byadventure
stories and pictures, the economic importance of colonial possessions was

Iinked to the continued World dominance of England. 'Pfbe very curriculum
of the public schools supported the Victorians' moral faith in empire.... it

seems to have been widely assumed in Victorian classrooms that the British
Empire was a splendid thing, for ruler and subject alike" (Wilkinson 1964,
102).

The strict crunching of names of kings and queens and coronation dates was
replaced with a sanitized version of history that included only great victories

and one-sided routes. Textbooks- initiaIIy the priviIege of the elite, ran~own

the working classes. History texts stressed the importance of good character,

hard work and sacrifice, that each individual had a part and that emigrants to

these lands had the noble spark of the adventurer, that the daring man could
gain new experienœs, wealth, and œnquests for the Nation (parkin 1892b).

The Empire was not just for the individual but for mankind!

The indoctrination of the student to the goals of the Empire was dehDerate
and evident throughout the curriculum. The development of the cuIt of

Empire and the preparation of chiIdren for the battIe of life was achieved
partly through the sIanting of the schoolsyllabus and in myth creation.
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Myths were the embellishment if not the creation of stories found in

academic subjects that portrayed the British as- righteous and naturally

superior. Myth-making was an important ingredient in maintaining British

cultural hegemony throughout the Empire. History, EngIish, religion and

geography were the disciplines that contained the Most explicit and overt

goals and were at the core of the imperial curriculum.

What was and what w~notindud.ed in-scbool texts-about other cultures is

worth noting. The rich histories of the coIonîzed were misrepresented, if not

Iargely ignored. History for Most of these cultures began after coIonization.
What was included after cofonization, as the example of India wouid suggest,

was an ethnocentrism that bolstered the cultural superiority of the British,

and racist in that it based differences between the British and Indian not on

history and location but on biological factors. The Victorian imperiaI view on

race and culture found its way into the non-public school cuniculum

through textbooks, Board of Education handbooks and manuals on teaching

methods had profound impact and a vigorous life until educationai reforms

in the 19605 and 19708. A further reflection of the strength of the odorous

racial theories of the day and the strength public school as an educational
mode!.

The public schooI curriculum reflected trends in the greater society of which

its concems were patriotism, militarism, adulation of the monarchy and

imperiaI expansion. Subjects sum as History and geography were whittled

down- to- "a series of stark and simple statements about development, progress
and racial superiority" (178). Furthermore, the history of England was

reduced to a series of unavoidable wars in school texts (MacKenzie 1986).

Students again leamed the vaIue of patriotism, good dtizenship and moral

justification. War was justified. The protection of the relationship where the
uncivilized were exposed to the civilizing mission of British morality was a

repeated message and one echoed. throughout the Empire, including U.C.C..

SchooI chiIdren were bit with repetition and simplicity. They were not to he

confused by complexity. The historian and sdlooI textbook writer Seeley was

a zealot for sum simplicity in bis discipline.
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Resistance to innovation attests to the conservative nature of these schools

• and 1000 years of tradition. The sixth Corm and the Iower University forms
infIuenced the curriculum and protected the erosion of its status out of
obvious self-interest. Rothblatt (1976) studied nineteenth-œntury Cambridge

for strategies employed by the Dons ta insure the dominance of Oassics in the

tertiary IeveIs of academia. The strength of the Universities in their

commitment to the C1assics had a trickle-down effect through the training of

public school masters and value- attached ta it. Rothblatt writes (cited in

Goodson 1987):

•

•

50 deeply rooted was the disdain for commerce and industry, for the
values that they were supposed ta represent, that numerous dons and
non-resident M.A.s- decided the worth of an academic subject by its
usefuIness to commerce and industry. In their view no subject that
couid be tumed to be benefit of business deserved university
recognition... whenever it was suspected that the impetus for curricuIar
refonn came from commercial or poIiticai sources, Cambridge dons
arose to denounce the proposed changes- as- technical, illiberaI,
utilitarian and soft options. (256-257)

The inclusions- of the sciences or modem languages were quickly dismissed

because of their practicaIity and questioned for their utility. Any subject that
had the odor of professionalism or the trades was- rejeded outright as being

ungentIemanly pursuits and vulgar. The languages- of England's 'enemies'

(e.g., French and German) were equally regarded as inferior subjects and
"0penly derided as 'tinpot' subjects" (Honey 1cn7, I35). French was believed

to lack academic rigour and that the French were not gentlemen by nature.
Oassroom discipline in these 'non-academic' courses was riotous. The Iow

status of these disciplines- was- further marked by inferior pay and the
prohibition of the wearing of academic robes. Math had been given grudging
acceptance in large part due ta- ils acœptability as a- serious discipline at
Cambridge.

"Masters try to make you imitate, and not think for yourself' (Waugh 1917,

87). He goes- on to say: ''1 own that the Public School system has ils faults; but

not because of games. It stamps-out personality, tries to make types-of us an,
refuses- to allow us to think for ourselves. We have to read and pretend ta
like what our masters tell us- ta-. No- freedom" (Waugh 1917, 156). Teachers
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besides serving as models L1egitimate their curricula through their shared

assumptions about what we aIl know universities- demand" (Goodson 1987,

6). They enhance and maintain the structures in plaœ. According to the

Mimetic theory, the mIe of the teacher is not in providing knowledge or skills

but in providing an exampIe for students to imitate, intemalizing their

values and manners.

Eventual change in the curriculum was out of a competition with Germany

and France (rivaIs on the colonial expansion front), the "march of tinte," the

chipping away at the dominance of the QassiG by scientists, through the

leadership of individuaI headmasters and credibility gained as a result of

specifie scientific discoveries and the force of men of science.

The curriculum served the purpose of creating generalized and simplistie

archetypes in the interest of the colonizer. At the most basic lever,. the

curriculum perpetuated control through stereotypes. What is more

important, "the school curriculum is an integral part of the culture of society

and an effective source of poIitical power" (Mangan 1993, 16).

The outcome of such training was to produœ an unassailable self-eonfidence

in the superiority over black, brown, and yellow races. Textbooks and

adolescent literature were replete with powerfully crafted and radalIy
demeaning images such as "the self-indulgent, (azy and corrupt African,"

"the cIever and inscrutable Asian" and "the mystical, monkey worshipping
Indian."

Curriculum is the medium which Mangan (1993} believes expresses political

relationships and represents- the distribution of power in a society. The

imperial curriculum was a way of establishing and perpetuating poIiticai

inequalities. The establishment of educationaI hegemony is the ability to

define knowledge that is vaIued and that shapes collective awareness. SchooI

knowledge became imperiaI knowredge. This-knowIedge was effective in

creating self-belief among the cofonizers and self-doubt ameng the colonÏzed.

ln short, acrording te MacKenzie (1984}, the curriculum, textbooks and

popular literature promoted and sustained po6tical images interalia through

well-erafted image construction. The public-school engaged in power control,
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knowledge and image shaping which constituted the sum. and substance of
British colonial education.

Boys when- challenged ioto meaningfuI thought were capable of challenging

the status quo, yet these chances- and examples- are few.. An enlightened
educator and a broad CUl'riculum in the case of Repton School were enough to
make them aware of a reality different from the popular. A civics-course was

offered which allowed· for topicaI issues to be discussed freely and with a
historicaI perspective. The boys began to- rebeI against the simplistic notions

that dominated current understanding of the affairs in the Great War

through the publication of a school paper. Us controversial nature made it

popuIar but its staying power was ethereal as stronger forces sought to quiet
its influence (parker 1987,. 23).

The lack of reflection in a limited curriculum produœs negative results.. The

lack of reflection leads Eisner (1979) to desaibe the resulting effects on the
student.

The neglect of the cuItivation of the imagination can lead to a strictly
literai construction. Students can't consider what they do not know..
The joys of intellectual seIf-discovery are restricted when certain
disciplines are ignored. These restrictions have consequences- in the
kinds of lives they can expert to live. (64)

"That the process or style was more important by the end of the œntury than

the actuaI content is vividly illustrated by a remark in a speech to OId
Etonians in 1916 by Lord Plumer, who had been at Eton in the 1870s: 'We are

often told that they taught us nothing at Eton. It may be so, but 1 think they
taught it very weIl' " (Roney 1917, 23). What they did teach weil were the
beliefs of superiority and seIf-eonfidence. A dangerous duo when· void of
content. The public school emphasized the deveIopment l'of a restricted
conception of thinking" (Eisner 1979; 63). He- goes on to say, Ila parochial

perspective or simplistic analysis is the inevitable progeny of ignorance ...
ignorance is not a neutral void" (Eisner 1919, 83).

Failure to Iink in curriculum past with perspective of curriculum
present. We then have sociologicaI snapshots- of cootemporary
curriculum juxtaposed with periodized histories of past curriculum:
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two Idnds of study deveIoped by different schoIars in different places at
diHerent times. As a result past and present seldom meet. (Goodson
1985, 1)

UThis historical linkage is- important because the 1 designations and

interpretations through which people form and maintain their organized

relations are aIways in degree of carry-over from their past. To ignore this
carry-over sets a genuine risk for the schofar" (Goodson 1985, 1).

Suffi work according to Goodson (1985) will "improve our knowledge of
school curriculum and will answer questions as to why traditions in schooI

survive. He gees on ta impress- the point that Ilgreater knowledge of

historicai precedents, antecedents and traditions cao facilitate more sensitive

management and implementation of contemporary curriculum" {7}. The

value for countries that had pIaced over them the educational framework of

the coIonizing powers is in challenging, informing and generating new

theory todeal with this legacy (Heussler 1963, 100).

• Victorian VHues and Cfaistianity

Public-schooi education was- infused with Christian moraIity. Students were

compelled to Iisten to the sermons given by their headmasters on the great

truths of Christianity. These sermons were aIso laced with references to the

British Empire in the service of which, no doubt, many of the boys' parents
were then active (Leinster-McKay 1988). While students leamed of their

Christian responsibility to bring tftose in far-off lands into contact with British

morality, the general conditions and their treatment fit the intentions of

imperiaI schooling that valued the qualities that sacrifice produced.

Sacrifice as Ieamed from the Iife of Christ held power over the phiIosophy of

public schooI Iife. These institutions clid DOt have it as their chief goal to

produce clergy as they once did in ancient funes.. Rather, the Christian

gentleman was the wished-upon result by headmasters and familles alike.

The majority of top clerical positions- in the country and Empire were fiIIed by

• public school boys. Moving from the headmasters position into a clerical post
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was common, if not the natural extension of the public schooi life. Butler of
Shrewsbury became the Bishop- of Lichfield, Tait and Temple of Rugby and
Benson of Wellington became AFchbishops- of Canterbury. The religious

affiliation and orientation of the majority of public schools were Anglican. Its
studenlS were mostly Anglican as were Most of the masters and headmasters.

The movement of the chapel to the campus marked an integrated system of
social and ideological control. (Simon ft Bradley 1975, 15). The school

became more self-contained and its social control complete. The construction

of chapels- on the school campus had an insuIar effect~ Schoofs meshed
Christian responsibility with civic responsibility. Make the marriage work for
good.. Mangan, (1986b) stated that imperial enthusiasm. was really Christian
militaney in the guise of imperial philanthropy. This produced the aura of
moral superiority. To Christianize the leadership wouid aIso Mean the
saIvation of English society against revolutionary change that affected France
earlier (parker 1987). Many public school leaders shared Arnold's panic that
without Christian education, civilization· would coUapse (Gathome-Hardy
1977, 101).

The reality of this training and the experted resuIts from men Iike Arnold in

the production of Christian gentleman was not actualized. Religious
instruction was given through class and a routine of religious observance in

the school chapel, moming and evening prayer. Much of fuis instruction was
a farce, and that, far from contributing in 80y way to religious Iife and
knowledge, they definitely militated against bath (Gallie 1949, 135). The idea

that the public school boy's code of honour forces mm to own up at once is
entirely erroneous. Boys onIy own up when they are bound to be found out;
they are not quixotic (Waugh 1917,56). IlAIl he [the scbool boyJ saw was that
life was- buiIt of shams; that no one worshipped anything but the god of
things- that seem" (Waugh 1917, 280, brackets added). What with the
confusion that was fostered by brutality, negIect and the victimization of the
weak, it is understandable the doubt that muid deveIop in this environment.
Where is the love of Christ in an unwarranted thrashing? Christianity was
offered up simply and used to perpetuate moFaI smugness.
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Religious practice was- more rituaI tllan substance, what was leamed was

corrupted and distorted. The "Golden Rule" was transformed ioto the
"Golden Rod" that fit niœly into the popuIar "might maketh right"

pfulosophy of the imperialists. Christianity became a framework for OIIts to

adopte The Christian influence would eventually be displaced by the worship
of athletics and games.

The school hall became a secuIar chapel, whereby the days announcements,

sporting results, awards and guest visits·were held. The hall and the playing

fields became a rival to the chape[ fgr the satiation of spiritual needs. Alec
Waugh (1922} observed in A Publie School Life that "religion plays, and will

play, a small part in a boys- Iife at school. A boy has been told to beüeve

certain things- by bis parents... they are not Feal to mm... bis religion, ifhe has

one, is an unswerving devotion to bis bouse and school" (cited in Mangan
1987, 147).

Life in the schools frequently owed fittIe to the Christian values and
can he better understood by referenœ to a simplicity decoded Darwinian
interpretation of existence that harmonized with the wider social
values of the time-. (Mangan 1987, 152)

"SchooIs represented places of worship, with headmasters and their staff

(frequently in holy orders) representing priests, uniforms and old school ties

provided vestments, and the verses- of the Eton Boating Song or Forty Years
On serving as hymns" (parker 1981, 19). Criticism of the public schooi" ils

theology and rituaIs was minimal for the same reasons ttiticism of the
church was to engage in an ad ofblasphemy and sacri1ege.

Cult of Masculinity, Duwin and Athletidsm

The virtue of manliness- was- a fixation of Victorian England and one that had

strong roots- into the public schooI. It is an idea fui( of ambiguity, "a roncept

that was always changing in the Vidorian publk school" (Vanœ 1975, 115).

Vance distinguishes "at least four basic types: the chivalric, the sentimentaI

benevolent, the sturdy English, and the Moral" (1975, 115). The meaning of

this concept for Thomas Hughes who lectured on the "Manliness of Christ"

was openness and transparent honesty (Newsome 196-1, 195). For Arnold
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manIiness- represented moral maturity. IWS ideal owed IittIe ta the games
field" (Vance 1975, 119).

"Concems about vigorous action were heightened by the demands of the

Crïmean War (1854-56) and the needs of the nation that was engaged in

empire-building.... The body may serve as a symbol-or-icon for

communicating customs, role expectations-, and perceived relationships to

nature and even the cosmos" (Mangan 1987, Il}. The human body may

symholically convey deeply held cultural convictions and values. The nünd

is the seat of the "will." The will perfonns a derisive role in the formation of

character. 5ïnœ mind and body are connected, it is assumed that to
strengthen the body one strengthens the will (Mangan 1987, 9).

"r act therefore l am.'" Kingsley saw manliness as more than fu(6Ding

potentiai and high moral tone, rather it was robust energy, spirited courage

and physical vitality. According to Kingsley, a love of athleticism stemmed

from the needs of the schools and the aIl pervading ideology of 'muscuIar

Christianity that he approved of and found appropriate to a nation engaged
on imperialist expansion. "Tao freguently, there was an ideology for public

consumption and an ideology for personal pramee; in a phrase muscuIar

Christianity for the consumer, social Darwinism for the constrained"
(Mangan 1987, 139).

IlIJarwin in short had discovered a highly ingenious way by means of which

not only bioIogists but ordinary intelligent reading public of bis day could
,catch up' with modem science" (Clark 1948, 75). Clark asserts that the

acceptance and the spread of evolution were favoured because it "offered a

philosophy of optimism" (Oark 1948, 75}. Darwinism appealed to the
industriaIists IIWho saw in the doctrine a universaI. Iaw of nature that wouid

serve to justify their own practiœs!' (Mangan 19S7, 14-1). The schools were
receptive to- the spirit of the tintes, Ilembracing athIeticism, adopting

aggressive patriotism and refleding a post-Darwinian agnosticism" (Mangan
1987, 141).

According to- Himmelfarb (1968), l'Darwinismhas spawned a multitude of

contradictory social theories. It is the anœstor of Laissez-fairism and
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socialism, racism and anti-racism, segregation and desegregation, militarism

and anti-militarism, Marxism and evolutionary sociaIism, social engineering

and eugenics" (cited in Mangan 1987, 139).

In the theories- of Darwin, Spencer and "eugenicists" like Francis Galton and

Karl Pearson the ideal of superiority of moral, racial, and cultural couId he

justified. The origins of this- superiority éKcording to Walvin (1987} can he

traced to the British campaign against the worId slave trade. The anti-slavery

movement became a potent symboI of British moral superiority. The world

was simply broken down into- the rivilized and the unci.vilized based on their

own self-serving criteria (Searle 1976).

Superiority of things British, especially the British accomplishments at games

contained a deeper, darker side, which is the Iogical offspring of cultural

superiority and that element was- racial superiority (Mangan 1992). Men of

education, leadership and influence adopted and promoted deviations of

Darwin's theories as well as- the most repugnant elements of eugenics (e.g.,

the writer and anti-papist Charles- Kingsley). Headmaster and popuIar

novelist Farrar of Marlborough a supporter of Darwin believed in the

inferiority of the African races. "The savage races- are without a past and

without a future, doomed as- races infiniteIy nobler have been before them, to

a rapid and entire and perhaps for the highest destines of mankind, an

enviable extinction" (Mangan 198-7, 251). Headmaster of Eton, Lyttelton was a

prominent leader in the eugenics movement. The Butler famJly through

marnage was related to both Galton and Darwin, making the connedion of

these ideas directly to the public schools through their leadership. Thus

partiality to a curriculum that supported these views would come as no
surprise (Musgrove 1978).

The abiIity to dominate the enVÏl"onment through hunting, killing and

classification was popuIarized through the retum to a healthier athletic ideai

(Searle- 1971). Hunting reflected the perfect expression of global dominance,

requiring the Most virile attributes- of the imperiaI male; courage, endurance,

individualism, sportsmanship, resourœfuIness, a mastery of environmental

signs and naturaI history.
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Sexual separation is olten a characteristic of dominant societies and was a key

dynamic in the development of the manliness ethos. Young boys were

separated from women often at the age of eight, the minimum entering age

for most public schools. Before entering schooI, some boys were often pIaœd

in the care of nannies and nurses. The sexual separation as experienced in

public schooIs, youth OI'ganizatioos, juveniIe literature, the social club and

military mess were pervasiveand persuasive{Mangan 1987,180).

The concept of manIiness was compatible witfl Empire building. Manliness

was a frequently used term to desatDe one of the more readily identifiable
Victorian values. Other Victorian values included dean living, abstinence,

good heaIth both physicaI and moral, Spartan living conditions. These

values were in resistance to- the "debilitating materialism" ascribed to city

Iiving. Energetic action was championed over unheaIthy reflection. It was

purported by men like Baden-PoweR that urban living had made men "soft
and feckless.TT This was especially the sentiment in a post First World War

England.

As the century was coming to a close, the manliness ideal "tended to be

diverted more and more into military channels. Militarism. fused with, or

even supplanted, the games cult as- the chief manly ideal" (Vance 1975, 127).

Best (1975) takes this further by Iinking militarism with sports in two ways:

producing strength and physicaI health, "indispensable to a good soIdier'T and

the "special value attributed to team games- in training the essential qualities

of the officer and leader" {141}. Bath rather dubious justifications.

Games Playing

The condition of living and traveling among the colonial possessions- was not

made eas-y with the simplicity of medicaI knowledge, sanitation and

transportation. A strong and Iithesome countenanœ was needed.

"Fortunately, British sdlooIs- had developed the peFfect tool for peFfecting and

honing the physical and collective qualities- needed in sum a venture- schooI
games" (Walvin 1987, 248).
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Games playing became organized around 1860. Gantes (e.g., Cricket and

Rugby} had coaching, proper fields- and competitions within and outside the
school. A schools success was- the result of vigorous- headmasters and lia

particuIar stem athleticism and its- cult of long distance running and rugby
football" (Gallie 1949, 23).. The development was a by-product of British

capitalism. Between 1880-19(1} Most schooIs- made participation compulsory.

Many schooIs requïred students- not directIy involved in the sport of the day

to participate as fans, to cheer on their house 01' school. "At Bedford by 1899 it
was noted that 1 ail those who Iike to participate [in games] May participate,

and all others must' " (Honey Ifff1, 114). The study of Classics had a rival in

Athletic participation.

"Moral Iessons of both the battiefield and life were taught in the Victorian

and Edwardian public school through games-playing and the endIess stream

of poems, rhymes and songs which were rife with the language and metaphor

of self-sacrifiœ and character deveIoped in games-playing" (Mangan 1988, 10).

Games mania coincided witb the dominance of imperialism, and the public

schools became, in Maclés- words, mints for coining of Empire-buiIders· (Macle

1941). The Sudan, for example, was-described as"a country of blacks runby
blues" (Richards 1988, 14).

The influence of imperiaI objectives and materiafistic industrialism was

expressed in the rise of athIetics interest. This- spirit of athletic supremaey in

the public school is captured by Waugh (1917} in Lo-om o/Youth when he

said, "Fernhurst taught me everything; made me worship games-, and think
that they aIone mattered, and everything else could go to the deuce" (53).

According to Gallie, "the great Iandmarks- in our lives- were periodic tests of

physical skill and endurance, or of 'smartness' in the case of parades" (Gallie

1949, 13}. The standard defense of the British games- tradition is based on
team sense and fair play.

There is the tendency to- confuse team sense with a sense of fair play or,
in more general terms, sense of justice. l have said that team sense is
very intimately bound up· with an appreciation of the cules, written
and unwritten, wfüch define fair play within a- given game. But when
the idea of team sense is- applied outside games- there is always the
question of whether 'the other side' realIy wishes to play this 'game', or
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to play in accordanœ with the ruIes one's own side acœpts. Here we
come against a weak spot in an EngIishmen's. poIiticaI morality. They
may pray their 1game' fairly enough, according to its rules: but they May
at the sante time show a perverse or caIIous blindness to the way this
game looks to the other side. And this brings us to the important
point, that team sense is not in itself a moral quality or asset at aIl;
rather, it is more Iike a psychologicaI tedmique for effective group
action- action that œil be directed either to worthy or unworthy ends.
To takeextrem~examples:My country, right OF wrong. (Gaille 1949,37)

AthIeticism fundioned as a highly effective way to inculcate the pubIic-schooi

student with the imperiaI etÀo&. The suggested values taught through
athleticism included stoiosm, a sense of mission and team spirit. "The
imperiai culture formuIated by men during Vidorian and Edwardian tintes
were soundly based on athIeticism" (Brownfoot 1990; 47-48). The chosen

means for fostering these imperiaI virtues were team sports. T. C. WorsIey

summed up the function of athletic; in the development of the student as
"the wheel around which moral values turned" (Mangan 1986a, 18).

Athletics was. a decisive instrument in training a boys character. Woe to the
child who did not participate in these public sdlool rights of indoctrination.

AthIetics- with its elevation in status grew the popularity of the student
athIete as a hero. The hero status and the leadership position of the athlete

gave these leaders further power as- the source for prefects. The result of
forging physical and moral courage led to Iran even Iess tenable proposition

that moral worth was a concomitant of athletic prowess" (parker 1987, 81).

That this was not the case is seen in the deveIopment of the "blood.Ir The

bIoods being a swaggering, vain, imperious athIete who held sway over the
schooI as he mistreated fags, caned wantonIy, were a- law unto- themselves.
These were representative qualities- of the maIignant imperialist.

The Rev. E- L Browne~ headmaster of SL Andrews School, Eastboume
captured the zealous sentiments- of the Vidorian era and that of Many of ms

coIIeagues. for the instructive importance of cricket and contempt for those
who did not join in when he wrote this tongue-and-cheek poem called The
Feminine Boy:
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If cursed by a son who- declined to- play cricket
(Supposing him sound and sufficient in thews),
l'd Iarrup him weB with a third ofa wicket,
Selecting safe parts ofhis body to bruise.
In bis mind such an urchin King Solomon had
When he said, 'Spare the stump, and you &ongle the lad!"

For what in the world is the use of- a~ creature
An flabbily bent on avoiding the pitch?
Who wanders about, with a sob in each feature,
Devising a headadle, inventing a ·stitch?
There surely woufd he a quick end to my joy
If possessed of tIlat mensteF- the feminine &Cy!
(Leinster-Mackay 1988, 69)

Cyril Norwood, headmaster of HéllTOW SchooI from. 1926 to 1934, considered

that "the acquisition, maintenance and development of the Empire was the

product of the English tradition of education" (Newsome 1961}_ This
tradition refied heavily on the use of games. Norwood, much like ms- peers,

firmly beIieved that cricket ''had supplied a new conception of dlivaIry to the

common stock of national ideas-, but rugby football pl'omoted the cardinal

virtues- appropriate to the imperialist: unseIfishness, fearlessness- and self

control" {Mangan 1986a, 23}. Cricket was- viewed as- a noble game, of which

even a master ignorant of its- ruIes was expected to value the virtues it

communicated.

The core aim of these sports was to- build œarader. It was considered by
public and preparatory schooI masters as pl'Oviding a balance tG the dassroom

Iearning of Greek and Latin. AthIetics, it was beIieved helped to- prepare the
student to deai with life situations both at home and abroad. Again, 1 will let

the words of another public school headmaster explain the importance of

athletics. Headmaster J. C. Dowding stated in a Special Report of 1900:

It is the spirit that [o-ves these games- and in tom is fostereci by
them, that has made EngIand a dominant nation- to be
covetous of honour, slow to admit defeat, appreciative of
discipline, seif..reliant, ready of l'eSO\Uœ, quick to catch an
opportunity, prompt to-acœpt responsibility, and above ail, to be
willing to sink the personal in the public interest, is ta he
English-like, and we pride ourselv~onthe foreigner's inability
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ta understand the mad Englishman woo finisftes bis game of
bowfs within sight of an Armada, OF who while bis rivais are
hurriedly raising earthworks- and sinking rifle pits, levers
himself a cricket ground. (Gray 1913, 167)

The fixation on games, accOI'ding to. Parker was- seIf-generating. The flow into

University by athletic types- perpetuated the cult of athleticism often
producing a keener athletic type desired by public schools with a tradition and
prowess- in sports, further eIevating the virtues of athletics over cerebral
exercises. This vicious- cirde dealt another bIow to the quality of instruction,

as these new masters had to- teach sometfling- usualIy the Oassics. "A rugger

bIue had repIaœd the first-dassdegree asa qualification for a career as a
public-school master" (parker 1987, 78). Eton had on staff professional
sportsmen (not unusual), a selling point for the school that did stir the

concern of their provost (Vance-l975, 12). Headmasters although not hired

for their sporting ability were often great cheerleaders for their use as a
character building tool (e-.g., Almond of l.oretto- SchooI).

Critics- voiced their concem over the creeping dominance of games.

"Matthew Arnold, son of Thomas Arnold of Rugby, inveighed against

sporting barbarism in the-schools, deeming it a threat ta culture" (VanE:e 1975,
125 and Connell 1950). Oscar Browning came to- regard the "rising tide of

Philistine athleticism as disastrous for the school and the country' (Vance
1975, 122).

Preparatory and public school gantesnot orny prepand a boy for public
service abroad, but also instilled in him this- essence of imperial Darwinism

the cult of manly athleticism. E. S. Dunning, Heac:hnaster of Wolborough

Hill SchooI observed: "The boy who-Iearns- to- play for bis side at schooI win
do good work for bis country as a man" (Leinster-Mackey 1988; 72}. Games

playing and athleticism was- a critical part of the public-school- curriculum;
excessive displays of emotion WeFe regarded with contempt and as bad form;

patriotism and serving the Monarchy and Empil'e became the main
sentiments that the system sought ta inculcate (Newsome 1961).
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AthIetic competitions between schools- became- great social events (e.g., Eton

v. Harrow crkket match at Lords Cricket Grounds, Henley Rowing Regatta).

Athletic events between public schools even took over the non-public schooI

consciousnes&. Scores and details of competitions (e.g., cricke~ rowing and

rugby) were weil covered in the- weeklies-and newspapers of the clay.

Competitions- between houses, and then between ether schools was

patriotism on a small scaIe. The games were pIayed not for money but for the

glories that went with victory. The athlete participant learned in theory
leadership skilIs, to organize and execute prans and 50 on. Did these Iessons

translate into- success in the field? PhysicaI fitness- is the ooly personaI

development that satisfied basic military needs. At the onset of the Ftrst

WorId War, recruitment of public boys who- were skiIIed at the bat were

known to have received commissions. A minor improvement from the pre

Boer War days when an offkers commission couid be bought. AR other

Iessons- leamed from sports are Jess tenable. As FtrSt World War was to show,

war was not agame.

The playingfield ofEton mantra was based on what scholars now identify as

an anti-intellectual cuIt of masculinity. Like Most cuIts, this one failed to

equip many of its foUowers- to- meet therigors of living in the colonies and
did not ensure success.. There are.. countIess. staries- about the muscular,

Christian Old Boy scratching out a pathetic existence in far off lands. SkiII

with the cricket bat was- no substitute fOI' knowfedge about farming,

veterinary science, empathy OF compassion (e.g., BUTmese Days-by George
Orwell).

'Fair play' became themotto- of a nation whose ïdeology and religious faith

was subsumed in ImperiaIism, with its belief in the British as the efect who

had a "God-given" duty ta govem and civilize the wOl'ld" (Mangan 1987, 104).

Atlùeti€S was a potent piece in the framework of imperial edu~ationand an

extremely exportable one asseen in the suc:œss- and popuIarity of cricket and

rugby around from Uppet' Canada College to- Mayo College, Ajmere. But it

was not the only pieœ. The multiple layers ofeducating and FeinfOl'dng the

messages of the divine and natural rights of British imperialism. are
fascinating for their compIeteness- and longevity. How else could the British
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Empire bold on to its possessions- fOF as long as it did if it were not for the
training provided by the pubüc school and the replication of these schooIs in

the periphery.

Juvenile and Adult Literabue

Juvenile Fiction continued where the leaming in a formai setting stopped.
Many educators used juveniIe fiction sum as the stories and poems of
Kipling, Frank Richards, and the popular Boy's-OwnPaper that featured
serialized stories steeped in military and raciaI pride to reinforœ their

imperiaI notions. Juvenile fiction aIso reaffirmed the values and importance
of games- (Goody & Watt 1970). l'he influence of the Boy's OWll Paper
reached beyond the upperadasses to the WOl"king dass. Athletics-and games
playing were a staple feature of these pubucations.

Team sports- were viewed as- havin~ the most beneficial group good (Mangan
19S7, 66). The link between sports and the- perpetuation of the imperial
mission was constantly made in the Boyrs-Own Pliper. Such ideasas the

reputation and supremacy of the Empire reliant on the skills developed in
public schooI sport were reiterated ad nauseam in stories and features.

George Orwell criticized publications like Gem, Boys-r Weeklies-, Magnet
(published by Amalgamated Press which also- published several l'right_wing''

newspapers) for their intentions- of spreading the upper-class ideaIs of
patriotism, chivalry and honor (parker 1987, 126). What concerned Orwell

was the orchestrated infection of the working cIass with the above-mentioned
upper-class values and aspirations. The priœ of these publications- made
them accessible ta aIl social leveIs. They were aIso sought-after publications
for familles and children with sodaI aspÎl"ations- providing a romanticized
and distorted insight into public sdlooling. The public school and schooI boy
as represented in the public sdlooI magazine or nove! rarely were

recognizable to the physfcaIl living f1esh- exampfe.

"Fiction had the advantage of a mum more nearIy universaI availability"
(Bratton 1986; 76). Bratton explains that the strength of this fonu of
indoctrination (i.e., juvenile fiction} is its- provision of " ... privaqr, enabling
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the direct messages incuIcating imperial ambitions, and national, familial and

racial pride, to be received without a blush .... 50- that no one need fee[

repelled by being forced to-undergo-indoctrination" (1986, 76).

Juvenile Iiteratu.re was- an escape from the more obvious, repressive and

direct forros of indoctrination found in sdtool and equally powerfuI in its
image construction. The writer and poet, Sir Henry Newbolt believed that

fiction geared towards- the youth of Britain- was- far more potent in eliciting

imaginative identification with English history and in creating a particular

emotionai response, than the m.essy and unsatisfad:œy reality couId
accomplish {Bratton 1986}.

The public school nover shouId be viewed for i3 fadual insight int~what

went on in these institutions. l pick up with a conversation between severa!

public schooI boys reading and commenting on an article from a public school

oriented magazine to highlight the usefufness of fiction in gaîning further

understanding of the powerfuI community nurtured in the public schooI.

Critics complain that education and the more serious issues of life are
negIected; that a boy is- discussing averages while bis German brother is
interested in ShakespeaFe. We reply that the Public SchooIs- aim at
something higher than mere culture. They build up chat'aâer and turn
out the manly, dean-living men that are the rock of empire.... They
teach boys something which is more important than the classics. They
teach them to play the game.... don't matter him taking five years to
reach the upper scltooI ifhe's a dean-Iiving manly Empire-bw1der Iike
Cadby. (Lamb 1959,.56)

Concluding Remarks

It is in a remark made-by Lord Lugard in 1922, cited by Carnoy (1974) in

Educatio-n and CulturalImperililis-m entitIed, "The Dual Mandate in British

Tropical Afriœ," that captures the fessons- taught and the lessons- Ieamed in
the British public schoof.

As Roman imperialism- raid the foundation of ~odem
civilization, and led the wild- barbarians-of these islands {Britain}
aIong the path of progress, 50- in Africa today we are repaying the
debt, and bringing to the dat'k places of the earth- the abode of
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barbarism and cruelty- the tOFch- of culture and progress, while
ministering to the material needs of our own civilization.... we
hoId these countries- beause it is the genius- ofour race to
colonize, to trade, and to-govem. (Carnoy 1914-, tille page)

1 have argued that the rofe of the fleadmaster, Victorian Christianity,

athleticism and rituais-, nad as- individual components, a profound impact.

The public-schooI packaged these components together into a highly efficient

unit of indoctrination and imperiaI training that produœd champions of the

Empire. Every pore of the public school- community was suffuse with the

imperiaI version of reality. Public schools. were effedi.ve deviœs- in sflaping
the character of students who- became colonial Mers. The seeds of self

confidence instilled th~ faith that the Empire couid he run like a public schooI.
The student was equipped with the self-importanœ and "unfIinchingness"

needed to lord over tribal- chiefs.and fi~ce Bedouins (Rich 1989).

The bfending of the academic wiili- the spiritual produced what has been

commonly referred to as- the Ieaming of "godIiness- and good leaming." The

religious environment and moral training further infIuenced the

rationalization for the colonizer ta- colonize. It produced another justification

for the British mandate of imperial rule. Students- Ieamed through their

evangeIicaI, Victorian education the inherent messages of imperiaI

philanthropy and to do- 50 with missionary zeal and enthusiasm (Newsome

1961}. The lessons of youth were never far tram hand or distant in mind.

Often with no 1 reaI' training prior to imperial duties-, decisions- were based on

their public school experienœ aIone.

It was the use of rituals as- effective tools- in every aspect of public schooI life

that constructed life-time adherence to principals- that sustained the Empire.
Rituals (i. e., school pageantry and later in Iife Masonic alliances-) had a lasting

impact. AthIetics fit niœly inta- the ritualistic practîœs through- incuIcating

the young with the marnacal passions that the Empire came ta- represent. The

cult of athIeticism does not necessarily explain public-school imperiaIism,

rather it is- a manifestation of it. Clearly, rituaIism found in athIetics, chapeT

and sclteoI organizations were as- important in developing imperiaI
mentaIines-- as- was indoctrination ffirough academics.
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The British imperiaI mentality was vigorously forœd on the public schoof
student and readily ïngested. Remnants of tfüs- mentaüty continue tG exist

today among the former coIonizer and the coIonized from the malignant to
the benfgn. As countries, hDerated from roIoniaI control seek tG devefop

more inclusive educationaI systems the question of what role will
educationaI prartices, shaped by the public sdlool modeI, influence pollcy
choices. How then do. we make changes- to- these frameworks?

Changes- start by first identifying and then correcting the frameworks that

produce these imperiaI mentaIities. Througn research, discussion and debate
well informed decision couId he made that caalead to curricular reform and

Iead to changes in how we view these hidden and fortified institutions.

Edward Said (1993) in Culture and Imperialism makes the point how one

must look to- the culture of the dominant power tG understand the effects of
colonialism. To whicb 1 agree.

The persan 01" rather group- that controls language wields power. The public

school education and the imperial ethos that were effectively communicated

through the curriculum, schoolleadership and organization were in part
about the monopoly of language dïscourse. The public school system on

another leveI reflected ·the one-way traffie between the European and the
native, between the EngIish bourgeoisie!middIe dass- and the roIed as found
through out the Empire.

The development of the mentality descnDed in this previous section was. not
an unique occurrence isolated to- the British public school. The institutions of

Empire of which its educational system was- a- signifiœnt part, was envied for
what it was perceived in tuming out. The institution was perœived by the

white and non-white populations under the thumb of Britain as something
of value, however appropriate or; inappropriate it was- for their situation. [
win explore in my case study of Canada'sUppeF Canada College the sum and'

substance of the influenœ the British public sdloo( had on developing an

imperiaI mentaIity through its exported institutionaI attributes and aIso how
the encouragement of this mentality supported the objectives of the roUege
and country.
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v. Upper Canada ColIege: A Case Study

Introdudion

The British public school mode! was- rigidIy copied by colonial administrators
for the education of the cofonizers-- and indigenous- entes. The creation of

public schooJs- for the native elites- was- eut of a mix of Vietorian motives
imperial calculation (e.g., divide and ruIe}, ethnoœntric self-eonfidence, the

civilizing mission and well-meaning benevolence- (Mangan 19S7). As

powerfuI as the public sdK>oI modeI was in preparing leaders, 50- too- did it

provide a convincing modeI fOl" (:ofoni.zed elites- to follow.

Public sdlooIs designed for non-white elites sought fe.g., India and Malaysia)
to- seCUl'e compliance "to- the gubematoriaI standal'ds- of the imperial race"
(Mangan 1987, 107). The- aim of Malay CoUege was to educate -the sons of the

MaIays of the Rajah and higher crasses· "to be trained on the lines ofan
English public school and be fitted to take a share in the govemment of their
country" (llIus-trated Lo-ndo-n News- 1961a, 97). Cadet Corps and rugby were

mechanisms whereby the students-Ieamed Britfsh ideals and virtues.

The use of cricket, rugby and rowing, prefects., Victorian architecture, schoof
uniforms, the OassicaI curriculum and rituaIs- in quasi-public sc:hools

organized throughout the Empire were attempts- to- pass on the character
building Iessons that made the British a IFgreat and moral" nation. Malay
College (1905}, Kuala Kangsar, Malaya and Mayo- College (1872), Ajmere, the

'~tonof fndia" were two-sdloofs- based exdusively on the British modeI
(Illus-trated London News--, 1961a}. '~ imperialist& were sure of their own

moral strength; firm in the conviction of orfental moral infirmity; certain of
the gifts- of charaeter they had to-bestow" (Mangan 1937, 1~107).

The adoption, acceptanœ and mainteoéllKe of these educationaI structures in

the non-white colonies- were DOt out of filial respect for l'things- British" but

rather it pro-vided greàter self-control, it was- an avenue to economic
opportunity and acœss power at the expense of theiF identity. WaFd (1959)

writes of an experience he flad at a West African school that illuminates. this
point. At this- school, styIed in the fashion of the British public schooJ, he
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advised a boy to- drop Latin because he had no capadty for it. The boys- father
wrote in reply requesting bis son continue bis studies because rrail Englishmen
studied Latin, ... to have the chaoce- in life- as- if he WeFe English" (194).

A further example that reflects the urgency and influence of the British

system bas to- do with tlle fonn in whicn it was deIivered. "Staff recruitment
from England was not resented but demanded" (Rich 1989, 40}. At King's

Cofiege Budo- in Uganda, students rebelIed when a headmaster was named

from a neighboring scftooI. rWaturaIly in the opinion of every Budo- boy" an
interior-sclwoI, was a bIow te Buookitibwll (pride)" (Rich 1989, -ID). The

colonized regarded western knowledge as power and western educators as the
legitimate communicators- (Whitehead 1981).

Sorne whites- unable 01' unwiIling to- send thek chiIdren to British public
schooIs, founded their own "public" style sdKx>Is-. AlIOwing for the creation

of a local leadership dass sympathetic to the demands of empire. In 1879, the

British Minister ofEd~ HOIL. William Rolleston stated that the aim of

education was to give the dilldren of New ZeaIand an education not inferior

to that whidl could becobtained in the primary and public schoofs ofEngIand
and Scotland {Whitehead 1988}& Schools in Australia, New ZeaIand and
South Africa (e.g., King's School (1832), ParFamatta, New South Wales,

Christ's College (1859), New ZeaIand, St. John's-Cofiege (1898), Johannesburg,

South Africa} adoptedthe British model (IUlEstrRtedLondon News 1958).
These institutions refleded through their imitations a strong belief in the

inherent superiority of single sex education over co-education, in the prefect
system, sports (e.g., especially rugby) and in the mamy values instiIIed in boys
through caning. (lllustTllted Lt»Idon N ews-1961b, 745-748).

Traditions- in the overseas Ipublic' schoofswere quick ta be created and readily
accepted (lUustrated Lo-ndon News- 1961c). These sdlOols adopted an the

trappings- that have come to- De equated with the elite schools like Eton and

Winchester (Gathome-Hardy 1917, ID}. A good example wouldbe Plumtree

in Rhedesia, founded in 1900. Those Ol"ganizing the school sent for a Mr.

Hammond, a Wyckamist, wfto. introduced fagging, school colours, prefects,
athIetics and beatings.
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The formation of hundl'eds of schooIs styled after the Victorian public school

across the Empire was done 50 with enthusiasm and the absolute beIief

among imperiaIist educators tflat tftese schooIs woufd meet the needs of the

colonies and dominions. '~ were reproductions of their British
originals, and like them dedkated te- the cultivation of 1 character' " Oames
1992, 413}. The growth ofpublic sdtool styIed institutions can also he

attributed to. the lack of innovation and integration of the social and

pedagogicaI demands of the local comntunity (Barman 1984). These schools

did not dramatically taifor themselves to the needs of students, rather

students oonformed tG the standal"d of the schooI, as alien as that might have

been.

A large component of imperialism 15 the proœss of imitation not innovation

or cultural sensitivity. The strength and vigot" of the public schooI

curriculum and the quality of its product were captured in the degree and

depth its- imitators, like Canada imitated. The most prominent and "British'"

was- Upper Canada CoIfege founded during AmoIdTS tenure atRugby and

modeled after Eton- supplying Canada with the neœssary leadership ta

maintain and grow the Empire.

Upper Canada College (U.C.C.); Toronto- was- an exemplar of what the British

public sch()O( sought to- nurture among its- students (i.e., an institution in

service to the country and Empire}. The ïmportanœ of the public school was

in ils- inherent power, in: its- structure and ideas to- influence and establish

control. Acœss ta knowledge and the value attadled ta it were mechanisms

of imperial control. The educatiOnaI modeI adOpted by U.C.C., as in England,

insured power, conferred status, iRfIuenœd the nation's ideology and made

judgments- on what was. valued. U.C.C. developed mto a reflertion of its
IIMother" country.

The scllool identified service ta- the Empire as- one of its important goals. The

first principal of U.C.C. stated tflat the phiIosophy of the college wasto assist

in "building up our young Canadïan nation, ... and to take part in the

illustrious service of the MotfterTand, in the wider and grander interests of

the Empire" (Dickson 18-93; 9). Thel'e is Iittle doubt as-to the country of

influence. The model fOI: U~C.c.. bas beea identified from various sources as
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Rugby, Uppingham and Windlester. It hasaIso-been known as the ~ton of
canada.'

At U.C.C. the cIassics were the pedagogy ofchoiœ, inspired by Oxrgrd and

Cambridge and taught by its- gFaduates. The roIfege was Anglican, patriotic,

catered to- the middle and upper-dass. It reüed on prefects, organi2ed in

forms, suffered from Christian-masculinity and the cult of atfùeticism and

ruIed by great championsofEmpire in arder to- produce a needed

intelligentsia. The college was aiticized tnroughout its history fOF being eIite,

slow to change in every aspert of schooI Iife and a "hot-house fot' non
intellectual conservatism" {Howard 1979; 227}. Its- very essence (producing

leaders- for Canada and Empire} was- sculpted by the British modeI from its

conception.

The Iist ofgraduates of U.C.C. OF rQId Boys,' as- they refer to themselves, who
served the Empire was- impressive. Milltary men fought with distinction in

the Crimea, Indian Mutiny, Maori War, Boer War, W.W.I and W.W.II aIong

side their Imperial brothers. OId Boys afso served as members- of the Imperial

Parliamen~Dominion House ofCommo~Chief Iustices and as Academie
Chairs, Presidents and Surgeons. They have been recipients of Rhodes

Scholarships- and RoyaI titIes. U.C.C. boys- have dfstinguished themseIves in
the puIpit, have been sucœssfuI explorers, geofogists and engineers; they
"have upheId the honour of their country in civil govemment, dipfomacy,

and rstagecraft'; distinguished themselves in art, Iiterature, and poeUy; ... have

held high commands in British and Canadian armies" (Thomson lS93, 69-70).

One of the most celebrated ord BOys was AIexandet' Dunn. Alexander Dunn

"was- among the 'Six Hundred'"" of deathIess fame who charged at lJafaclava,
and who had the honour ta·win the. Victoria Cross" (Thomson 1893~ 70).

''With som a record to look back upon, Upper Canada College cane sure[y
daim, with justice, to he an institution for the training of Leaders" (Dickson
1893,5).

As- qwck and self-promoting as- OId Boysand headmasters were in claiming
acmevement, they were aIso ready with comparisons. to the British- public
schoois-. Most new private sdtoofs, induding tOOse in England used the
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anrient public schools. as. the standat'd ofœmparison. In Canada the use of

the comparison was ar~an effort to- show t:heir soria( equality. r return to the

hyperbole of Dickson (1893}, when he compared the- accomplishments of bis

U.C.C. with the great public sdlools-of EngIand.

We may not he able, for exampIe, with veracious chroniders of
Westminster SchooL tO-~ that ~ headmaster could once number
among bis pupils. sixteen judges on the bench or that out of eight fieId
marshais in the British army, five had been educated during ms regime
at school. (10)

HoweveF, Dickson speaking of U.C.C. goes- on tG expIain,

ils- Canadian counteTP'lTt ... may shine with a lustre of ils own, - with
the reflected light ofOkl WŒ[d scholarship, and the aid ofsum local
suns- as- have given it vitality, and guided it with the glow of the west..
Upper Canada Coflege ... bas- been the fruitfuI mother of sum talent as
a great Iusty Pro~e can daim as the source and stimulus of half-a
œntury's prosperity and honour. (1393; 10-11)

Not orny did U.C.C. copy the public schoor model and its chararteristic parts, it

aIse accepted how the working ofthese parts-produced a recognizable type.
They wanted to produœ the rtype' of graduate the public schooi was Iauded

for tuming out which was. the manly, Christian, athIetic, morally superior,

se[f-(ess, patriotic leader ofempire. These traits, idem and virtues- typified

the mentaIity of the Vidorian and EdwaFdian imperialist in Canada, England

and across- the Empire in different proportions- and incantations. The college

refiected the demands of Canadian- imperialists and served as a means to

Feprodu~e these values- in the boys- who passed through its gates. No school

in the Empire contributed more to, or embraœd more fully, the imperiaI

ethos- than Upper Canada CoIIege.
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Imperialism in Canada

Canadian imperialism was infused with reIigious emotion and ideaIism.
''Parkin of U.C.C. and Principal Grant of Queen's University defined. the

Canadian 'mission' as the duty and responsibility ofbringing OFder to. the dark
places- of the world and uplifting the 'weaker races' " (Berger 1966, ü).

Canadian imperialism was al5(). infused with nationalism. l'Canadian
imperialists were able to- reconciIe Canadian nationaIism with ïmperiafisrn
because they were convinœd ofCanadian maradel', mstory and '-mission' in a

definite and peculiar way. They hoped tfaat in the future, transformation of
the Empire, Canada wouId attain full national stature and become a- great

worId power" (Berger 1966. ü).

There were various fonns of Canadian imperialism. There were imperiaI
federalists who ''believed that certain cohesive forces- (e.g., common race,

history, tradition, moral ideas} provided the basis of a rudimentaFy form of

imperiaI unity, and they coru:eived their task as one devoted. to. arousing the

popuIar consriousnes& of these forces and strengthening common materiaI

interests" (Berger 1966, 5). As- outlined by Berger another interpretation of
Canadian imperialism foalsed on economic considerations. Based on

economic insecurity and opportuRity there was a- willingness of these

imperialists- to support measures contributing to imperial defense which had

provided the- country with many advantages- (Berger 1966, 8). Still another

interpretation was "the &eIief that imperialïsm, far from being in dishannony

with Canadian nationalism, was but an amplification of it" (Berger 1966, Il).

Canadian imperialism and British imperiaIism were different in terms of the

power they· wielded globally (penlington 1965). However, the dominant

themes of imperial unity, racism (i.e., "northemn~'), militarism and- social

Darwinism as- they appeared in Britain were afso. the ingredients that made

up Canadian imperialism (BeFger 1966, 12). Racism manifested itself from the

belief that there existed an imlate aptitude ofcertain races ov~ others. Social

Darwinism wasan accepted reasoning adopted by imperialists·for its

justification of leadership- positions- and·sociaI position.
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Before the Frrst Wœld WaF, "adherents-of the Canadian imperiaI movement

championed extensive military preparations- ROt onIy for reasons of defense,

but aIse- because they were convinœd that military training wouid combat the

degenerKy of an urbanized and effete generation" (Berger 1966,. ü).

Imperialism changed· its- tone in the late nineteenth-œntury. As Berger notes
in Sense of Power (1970}, "empire was transfOnned from the noble crusade

of the 18-90'& ta- the military allianœof 1914-" (page 1970, 43). Imperialism was
becoming far Iess rational, l'taIdng on a more military f1avour" (Page 1910,43),

the start of wmch was··aIso- Iinked to Canadian participation in the Boer War.

Unity was CFÏticaI to the- Canadian imperialist (penlington 1965).

"Imperialîsm meant consolidation of the Anglo-Saxons, a perfection of

existing unity in arder to continue their powerful mutual agency for peaœ,
liberty, and prosperity" (Cole 1910; 47). Principal GFant believed it was

Canada's destiny to be a membeF in a 'holy' unity with Motherland EngIand
(Cole 1970,47).

Another form of Canadian imperiaIism·stFessed the henefits of a Iong-term

and close alliance with the Empire, a relationsmp needed untiI Canada had

reached maturity or its maximum potential (penlington 1965). Only then

would Canada assume a greatel' leadership rofe within the Empire and the
world.

"Behind the seeking of power and prestige ... fay a nationalism whïch the
public schoois help foster. Nationalism, of (ourse, does not automatically

fead to imperialism, but it does- marshaI· the individual energies and create

the outlook that imperialism· requires" {Wilkinson 1964, lOI}. Wilkinson

argues that the public scltool community was nationalistic. The conective

aspects- of the house system and team. sports-efevating the group over the
individuaI folIowed thïs- nationalïst spirit. IrAs wen as merely incuIcatrng
nationalism, the public sdtools heIped to create a fusion between the

nationalist spirit and the motive of imperiaI phïIanthropy" (Wilkinson 1964,
101).

There is a remarkably-similar pattem in· the assumptions of social superiority

based on ancestFy and patrietism between Canada and England. l'One of the
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most impressive features- of the Canadian imperialists- was in their extensive

ties outside Canada, largely in Great Britain, but ID a fesser extentr in the other

colonies. They corresponded, they traveIed, they hosted, they joined societies

Iike the United Empire League, they subscribed- to fournals; they went to

school or sent their children to sd\ool, in other parts-of the Empire" (Cole
1970, 45}. U.C.C. Old Boy Stephen Leaœck (1940). shared the conœm ofothers

that Canadian boys not forget tfleir British mots. Leacock wrote extensively

on Canadian nationalism, the ïmportance of the British Empire and its

IIw orth te- the- world" (1940, v). The- strong feelings- of commonalty especially
of race, où~e and ethnirity Wen! acute_

The idea- that their existed a rnorthem racer factored ïnto the defining of

Canadian imperialism. llûs social oonstnld "supported the notion of the
tutelary l'ole of the stronger races in extending order and liberty to- southem

peoples.... beœuse of their inherentwe~' (Berger 1966, 356}. Boys- were

taught to- take pride in their hearty Canadîan race. "Because of the vigour

impIied in its northernness, Canada couId exerrise within the imperiaI
framework a dynamic influence on the future, perhaps even exœeding that of

the home land" (Berger 1966, 356). The ideal of a more vigorous-lifestyle
mirrored the roncern in Britain over the softening and degeneracy of urban

life. Canada- represented the fountain ofyouthfuI, ftonest and hearty living.

The imperiaIist was conœmed with preferentiar trade, the distrust of
domestic government, common lUstory and anti-Americanism. There was a

dual desiEe to be a unit within the great alliance of the Angl~saxonrace

aIong with- the interest of not being a subordinate unit. There were

imperiaIists who saw the benefit in remaining a part of the Empire fol' the day

when Canada had built itseIf up eoonomically to- assume its leadership,

eventuaIIy displacing the DKltftel'iand was viewed by this group of

imperiafists- as- a natura! unfofding of empke. Canadian imperiaIism was a
curious mÏX. IIThere were ... almost as many varieties of imperialism in

Canada as there were imperialists; and tftese variations were by no. means

confined ta- minor differences!' (Berger 1966, 13).
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The Rise of Private Education in Canada• The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, a- CDurm of EngIand
missionary organization was responsIDle for establïshing some of the first
schools in Eastern Canada (Gossage 1971, 19). A religious influence on
education has- been present and a force in the initiaI Canadian forays loto
education and in the growth of private education. sœools in Newfoundland,
Nova Scotia and New Bnmswi~were established tO- educate and to- give a
greater presence of Protestantism in the Dominion. IGng's CoITege, Nova
Scotia established in 1788- was- the fil'St school in- Canada with ·govemment

involvement in its founding (Bumet 1980).

•

A few of the sdtooIs established before 1850 weFe precedents for the
establishment of Universities. King's- CoIIege SdIOOI, Nova Scotia, Ir"lShop'-s
CoITege, Sherbrooke and Upper Canada College. The Universities of Mount

Allison and McMaster operated sdtoo~ long sinee defunct. The beginnings
of tIlese private schools- were quite humble. St. fohn'"s-Ravenscourt,
WInnipeg, which started out as- a log cabïn mission sdtool along the Red
River, was founded in 18-20- by the- Church of England (Gossage 1917, 34}. The

histories- of these schooIs were stormy: suffering from scandaIs, demographic
shifts- and fiscal challenges.

The education of Canadian chiIdFen in the early nmeteenth century was a
Iow priority of the govemment owing to the thinty populated Dominion and
regionaI conllicts. With educatWnaI: policy and responsibility in the bands of
each province (Gossage 1917, 15-) and with a- minimal govemm.ent

expenditure fol' education, scheoIs were by nature a private affaire Prior to
Confederation in 1867, acœss- to- education aftel' the elementary lever was
negligiole and religious- in orientation.

Prior to- e~onomic growth in the mfd nineteenth-œntury, middIe and upper
class familfes. from cities and towns educated theïr children at home or ta the

IeveI- they felt sufficient te>- tfleir needs. Upper Canada newspape§ carrfed
frequent advertisements- fOF goventesse!r and tutors {Gossage 1911}. Familles
of sorne means. in rural areas- would oftea. salirit an. itinerant teacher to work

• a part of the year, Ieaving suffiâent time-for the dliIdren ta take part in
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seasonal work (Gossage- 1977, 20}. Affluent familles- would often send their

children back to England tG be educated in a public school. Families unable to

afford these options could attain a Ievel of fiteracy through Church Sunday
Schools (Gossage l'm, 21).

lmmigration and the growth of urban areas increased the demands fOl' more

organized education. Loyafist& from the United States· and immigrants from

Britain at the end of the nineteenth œntmy and early twentieth œntury

brought with them theiF ~ommitment to Britain and their self-interest.

''They brought the Englïsn publïc school·system tg.Canada and enrouraged
and fostered its development ln their own ïnterests. Their support for astate

system of education was- muted. They pt'Oved reluctant '10 vote money for

the tentative beginnings- of public education in Canada' " (Mangan 1986;. 145).

Canada offered a sporting Iife and farming opportunities unavaiJab[e or

fiscally pEohibitive in EngIand (Newman 1915}. Organizations, clubs and

schools opened that hac the prestige foURd at home yet were financially

acceSSlole. Tt has been observed often engugh of the 'IJJritishness"" of places
like Toronto andVi~ B&C.,. to. the extent that these institutions were

more British than those in Britain. The nostafgic expatriate community in

Canada had a- zest for institutiOnaI l'eplication- equaI, if not more, to the other

colonies and dominions. Their socially conservative mentality was

compatible with the phiIosophicaI heritage of British irnperiarlSUl.

As Canada- grew from roIOOy to Country, 50- too- did the need arise for the

creation ofelites from within. Canada was establishing itself within North

America and within the Empire, with thought& of greater accomplishments

to- come on a- global scaIe as a dominant pIayet', not as- a subordinate. Private

schooling was a proven means- towards this- end of establishing independence

and independent leadeFShip (Purdy 1972}. The aeanon of a "gentIemanly

type" was- the desired outcome ofthe public: sdleoI tradition shaFed by Canada
and Britain. The establishment gf tlleir own public sdtools aIso- placated the

nationalist spirit of the Canadïan imperiaIïst.
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The Founding ofu.c.e.

When Lieutenant-Govemo~S~ John CoIbome established U 'OC.C., in 1830~ he
was- fresh &om having resurreaed Elizabeth CoIIege, Guemsey, England
(Scadding 18-73). As a graduate of Wïndtester, he was- strongly impressed by

the influence the public sdlooI had on shaping leadership, belïeving that a
similar institution would furtheF deveIop- the position of Canada- within the
Empire, give it status, educate, meet the growing needs of the coIony and
champion the goals of and glarify the British Empire (Young 1917}. U.C.C.,
was- founded to counter'-art republKan- infIu~e{rom the United States,
insured stability- halting any furtheF erosion of priviIege and taIent to other
parts-ofEmpïre. It wouIdsafe-guardagaïnst this-andbe a bulwark ofclass
distinction. On a practkaI lever, the British public sdlool was too- far to- train

the elite needed in the Dominion.

u.c.c. was designated as a- IrColIege" beQUSe the intention was not ta

establish a secondary sclloor but ratfler a University. It has been a titre that
has lent itse[f to accusations-ofeüüsm (Sowby 1971}. It was the lack of

qualified students ta fiIJ a- university which led to- its role as a secondary
schooI. The title of "principal"" llails from these same roots. The principal is
the nead of a- University at McGiII, Queerrs-andBisllop's. The winning of the
initiai ~ompetitionfor limited educationaI funding gave the colIege its start .

U.C.Ce was- a- school which attracted- students- from around Canad~ the United

States and British CaIonies-. From 1839-184-7 the CoIfege enrolJed several sons
of Indian chiefs "to have them trained like white boys of good familles""
(Young 1917,15). The scheol in its-fust haU of existe~eattracted (largely
because of the cheap tuiti9n} students- from the fess.- privileged classes- (Final

Report 1852).

The diffusion of Old &ys- from the schooJ. to- Western Canada and active
recruiting across Canada attrarted a steady stream ofstudents. Through
advertisements. in Western newspapers- U:C.C soId itse[fas IrCanada's

National Scllool for boys!' (Barman. 1984, 14}. U.C.C. was popular and had a
national folIowing through- se~promotioR- ra- Key to- any school's- stK~ess)6 its
British traditions and a reputatkm- for produring feaders. U.C.C. Irmore tItan
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any other is· regarded as- the aadle-of the-Canadian Establishment" (Gossage

1977,39).

u.c.c. has-benefited from haVÏllg been one of the &st schools-ofits type in

Canada. Their philosopny ofeducation and uniqueness attracted dynamic

educator'S, critical finandaI support and imperiaIists. U.C.C. became the
standard within Canada.of the way a private sdlool should fundion. U.C.C.

directIy ïnfIuenced private education through the significant number of

graduates- and former masters- going on t9- head and teach in the other

pFovïnces- (FitzGerald 1994).

UC.C : RefIection ofEmpire

General Tone

The mission of the colIege folIowed many of the British public schoof

educationaI Ideals. CIlaEader deveIopment and readership training were

advantages- associated with the education provided at U.C.C. (Porter 1965, 285).

Pride was- afso at the center of the Canadian imperialist- pride ln smoof,

hïstory, in athIetic accomplisÀment, in COUl\Uy and in service to- empire. The
coIfege, accOFding to PFinripaI DKbon, woo seI'Ved from 1885-18-95, was:

to- ail who take an inteI'est in education and feeI a natuI'aI pride in the
history of an institution- whidt pernaps more than any otner in the
country has been instrumental, not onIy in training the mind aner
mofding the charaders; but in sensibly infIuencing the mannel'S, of
generanons of publïc men in Canada in aImost every path of üfe.
(Dickson 1893, Il)

Concerted emulation ofBritish pradices ·began at Toronto's v.c.e. in 1895

under Principal George PU'fan, who- considered eastem Canada superior to

the West and assumed- tfte superiority ofBritain and the Empire o-ver bis

native E:ountFy (Barman 1984, 15}. The influence of the British- public school

on u.c.c. had much to-do- with the IeadeFSAip.of the school as did its

historical links- to England (fitzGerald 1994-). The tone of the CoIfege was- first
set by the head of he sdKloI and seronded by masters seIected fol" tfleir like
kind philosophies. U.CC. successfully hired and developed schoof leadership
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that net orny maintained a pro-Empire institution, ils- exemplar heing George

Parkin, but expanded ïl", becoming more like ïls publïc school counte~arts.

u.c.c. bas- historically Ilad a bias- towards plinripaIsand masters- trained at
British pubIK sdtools, Oxbridge or' its approximates- in Scotland and IreIand.

The first principal, Hat"ris-was sefed:ed from. Cambridge, the second Principal,
McCauI, a CIassicist from Trinity, Dublin, the tfürd, Sarron {rom Queen's,

Cambridge, the seventh, Cockbum, the Scottish public school of Mel"dùston

and fonner master of Fettes, the eighth,Parkïn attended OxfOFd, the ninth,

Auden, Shrewsbury and Cambridge and Qant, son of Principal Gl-ant of
Queen's was- a graduate- of Queen's- and BalIiol, Oxford (Scadding 1873}. In the

early years- of the college, before the se1edion of a principal, the Arcllbïshop of

Canterbury or the headsofOxfgrdOF Cambridge were consulted. Oxbridge

masters brought their bias- fOI' the Oassics, cricket, the house system, fIogging

and the cliaracter building mission- of education.

Under PaI'kïn, the college achieved finandaI ïndependence. Separation from

govemment intervention gave freedom tG the CoIfege ta expand and control

over its- mission. The neœssity for seIf-determination was viewed by the

British- Headmasters Counril, Iead by EdwMd Thring as critical tO- the survival
of the- publi€ school (Rawnsley 19(4). PéH'kin Ieamed this lesson through his

close association with Thring and as his &iographer.

Principal Glëmt brought u.cc through·the difficult years following the Fll'St

WorId War as Empire wa~on the decline. Gl"ant, having been educated at

U.C.C., Oxfœd, having taught at St. Andrew'sCoITege, University of Paris,
Oxford and Queen's, a~a formel! miIitary man, and son...in...law to Parkin

brought to- the post of prinripaI great expectations. "Grant's plan was ID make

an ide~ scheol, then twn to- the govemment and ten them to- foIfow the

model" {Howard 1979, ·19l-}. He a{;œpted the responsibility and the rofe of the

schooi as a feadership produdng agent.

If U.C.C. was- ta he a fountain from which the leadership of Canada was ta

spring, then it needed supe~ tarent to l'lm the coIIege. Conœm expresse<!

by a colIeague ta a newly eIeded Gl"ant refIected tfùs preoccupation with the
need for Ieadet'Ship. IlAt no- Ume in its [Canada-'"sJ history has the Empire been
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more- in need of ... Ieading and you- are one of its-leadeN' (Howard 1919, 191,

brackets. added). The sdlooI fimdioned as- an island of idealism, feadership,

hope and Empire.

Another principal aIso- had mgh-minded eduœtionaI goals for the boys of
u.c.c. What made a Irgood"'- sdtool for Prindpal Auden couid he divided

into five areas-. Religious devotioR, discipline of the mind and body,
know[edge, courage, endurance and publK: spirit were the charaderistics

which made- the Empire great (College Times-1916b, 15). The leadership of the

Cofiege dia IlOt arbitramy seIed these ideaIs, rather these were the base

efements on which the gentleman's- educ:ation was- ~onstructed.

Muters

The educational philosophy ofU.C.C. and the sdlooI feadership that

championed a pro-Empire phiIosophy within was- carried out on a- day-to-day
basis-by a-foyaI teaching staf[ Thel'e has-œena bias-at D.C.C. torecruit
masters- from Oxford and Cambridge. The fùrst IrCal"go. of masters-" came from

Cambridge, with one feŒow from Oxford wno- was- aIready in Upper Canada at

the fune. From this base started a Iegacy tnat continues to the present. "There
was- a- time when no headmaster ofa Canadian private school was acceptable

uniess- he had studied at Oxford or Cambridge. Angiophilia permeated. the
institutiens- ..." (Newman 1915; 399}. Th~mas- towards-Oxbridge masters is

evident in advertisements- for the College (e.g., Co-llege Times 1901, 1911)

promoting a teaching staff that had graduates from the elite British
Universities and publi~ sdtoo[s. Guideboob afso cerebrated this bias- through

listing where- masters received theiF degrees (Stephen 1938, 122-124).

The su(:ceS& of the training boys-r«eived and the nature of the teachers

experience at U.C.C. was- reffected in the number ofOld Boys and schooI

masters- that went on to found similar institutions {e.g., Schools- in British

Columbia} and teach in- Canadian private sdleoIs- (e.g., Trinity CoIIege SchooI,

Rid.Iey CoIIege, Bishop"s- CoIfegeY.

Principal Grant, was an innovative leader, constantly improvmg educationaI

opportunities-. His pendtant for innovation induded the invïgoration of
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teaching. Beginning in the 192a's-, Grant wouIdbring over a master from one
of the Ieading British publïc sdtooIs-. for a- yeM. SdaooIs represented in this

arrangement came from the top public sd\ooIs-ofRugby, Windiester, Stowe,

Marlborough, Mill Hill, Eton and Fersted adding "to- the spice of CoIIege liCe

(Howard 1979~ 207).

GemgePadàn

One principal of U.c.e., because of bis accomplisftments for the College and

Empll'e, merits doser attention. Of the great "Bagmen of Empirelr, according
to Lord Rosebury, PrinripaI George Parkin was ils most prominent. He has
been called the IlApostfe,II' "Mîssïonary" and "Evangelfst of Empire." Before

bis- tenure at U_C.C... he was- an headmaste.; inNew Bmnswi~-a student of
Greek, Latin and history: at Oxfo~d, a student ofthe British public schooI, a

friend of other great imperialists-{e.g., Lord Milner and Lord RosebuFy), a

disciple of educationaf imperialist, Edward Thring, an Imperiéd Federation

League member and a stump- speaker for British imperialism throughout the

Empire. Parkin, who served as prinripal at U.C.C from 1895-1902 represented

the apogee of imperial thought.

ln speaking about the power ofthe principal ofUC.C. in the affairs ofEmpire,
it was Lord MiIner's Ilassertion that Parkinr s impact on imperiaI affaïrs woufd

be enhanced by speaking from- the authority of a fixed and Colom. position"

(Cook 1977~ 38-1). Board ofTrustees members- Colonel Denison and Vice
President of the British Empire League, fFank Amofdi, were in intellectuaI

agreement over the role the College had in producing leadership and
character preparation needed for Empire (Cook 1917, 384). Whim is- why they

feIt 50- strongIy about securing such a champion of the British E"mpire as

Parkin was- te- the post ofprincipal.

Towards- the- end of th~œntury, theFe was- oom:em- by Parlein (Head of U.C.C.

from lS95-1902) that poIitidans-had fost their commitment to-imperial unity

and an unwilIingness, ifnot abdfcatfon to- a1Itivate the necessHY leadership
to effedively FUn the country. The education was-a moral mission te- Parkfn.

He wouId meet this chalrenge by filIingthe Teadet'Ship void through. the

Conege. It nas- been suggested tftat Parkin- pl"aced- greater value in British
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culture, its- institutions like public sdaoo[s and the goalS of Empire over ms
native country.

Parian attempted through- publiC speeches, Sunday evening sermons and
col1ege addresses to l'instiI( a patrietiC [ove ottfte British EmpiFe to- which

each Canadian boy belonged and to incuIcate thœe Idealistic virtuesofduty,
manIiness; and honoUF, of 1dtaFader and rritizensftip', required in- ils future

leadet'~' (Cook 1977, 399).. "ChaRder dici ROt depend upon brains; strength, or

manners. By character Parkin meantm~' (Berger 1966, 461)-. 'Tarkin

was iatenseIy conscious-gfboth the reHgious-basis-of the imperial- ethic and

insistent upon the civilizing mission of the Empire" (Berger 1966,. 2).

ReIigious- and moral training weFe essentiaI ingredients for students. "He

attached great importance to- the building ofa schoo( chapeL As the

biogt'apher of HeadmasteF Thring at Uppingham, he knew the importance of

a sclwol chapel around whkh the sdtool grows and develops" {Sowby 1971,

37} and how cricket served "as- the greatest bond of the English-speaking race"

(Berger 1966; 462). Paddn was aIso convinœd of the "moral imperative

behind the scltools exist~' (Cook 1971, 386}. Parkin's inaugural speech
addressed the 1895 neœssity of the school toDe oo&re and good, producïng

strong minds- and bodies- (The Glabe 1895&, 7}. He professed to-be caFFyingon

'God~ wmk, which was-"foF the highest interestsofthe country (The Globe

lS96a, 4). He beIieved the essential means- to-adlieve moral education was
througn the British boarding sdlool tradïtion.

PéU'kin beIieved that there was a lDŒaI purpose behind educaUOD, based on a

religious spirit (The GI9be t8-9&; 1). He-made-aneffort to explain- ta the

public the value of the coUege in tuming out the rignt type of leadership. He
expressed the importanœ of rrmafdng the mlIege a- place where the

conditions. were favomable fa!' Ieading a pure, manIy and truthfuI lire" (TTi e
Globe 1895b, 6-). He hopedto-tumoutboys-withthe "habits andmanners-of a

Christian- and a gentleman" crlie Globe 13951>, 6}. The importance of

Christianity as- a source ofeducational inspiration would be refTected in the

future edw;;ational leadership- of tfae scho9I. nae 'modeI' gentleman-. for

Prinapal Grant, was that ofCRrist {Th e·Globe 1391_ 2}.
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Parkin promoted with missionary zeal pride of raœ and moraI iKœptanœ of

the white man's burden{Cook 1977, 402}. Unity meant racial unity of the

Anglo-Saxon. He was a- student ofDaFWin and IGdd. His theories- were

poorly defined and hi~use of tenninology ever dlanging. He consistentIy

promoted from the college pufpit the virtues of tfte northem races and the

need for them to remain the moral leaders witfün- the Empire.

It was- during Queen V-1d~sSiIver Jubilee œlebrations that Parkin used the

opportunity to- remind the boys- that gFeatness-BritiSh imperiaf supremacy was

based on the moral char~of the Anglo-Saxon, a. patness nourisbed in

Christian homes and in- Chrfstïan- sdtoofs. He rited Wellington, Nefson,

Gordon and Kitchener as national models (Cook lm, 403). Parkin was

steadfast in ms assertion that '~tish suPreDléKY must be maintained

through imperial federatfon in "der 'to- further the evangeüzatiOn of the
workl'" (Cook lm,. 4(2).

Colonial conquest was- ROt just the resuIt of the power of superior arms,

military organization, polîtkaI- mïgnt or economic weaIth, as important as

these were. Imperialism was maintained and stl'engtflened, as- much by
educationaI models of mie as-it wu-by the more obvious and brutal modes of

conquest that were first established on foreign shores.
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Aspectsof the Britisrl- ImpeIiaIlidluence

Cult ofMasculinity

The cuIt of masculinity existed at U.C.C. as it dfd in the British- public schoof.

The adoption of the rhetoric that extoUed the neœssity of masculine

constructs rot' the safeguardlng ofsociety was-vigorously accepted. U.C.C.

sllaped this- fixation into. something they-muId deHly identify as tlteir own.

It was a masailinity celebr"ated with a Canadïan style. Their concem min'ored
trends in EngIand towards a nrtum- to robust living, validating again the

strength of the British public sdlooI system and the power of the imperiaI
umbilical- €ord in the transference ofits many messages (FitzGerald 1994).

A return ID robust manlïness in Canada coïncided with the critirism going on

throughout the rest of North America and E"wope that the mind and body

soaking eviIs- manifested in gt"owing urbanizatiOn were making men weak.

City living was seen as- a softeniDg agent and one that alienated man &om. ms
natural state. The boarding sdlooI life 5en'ed as a mechanism tO- pt'otect boys

fFom becoming too citified and extravagant. Later in the century, the day boys

from- the city were an agent in tfüs corruption putting temptations and
expectations- in the minds- of their boarding sdlooI mates. It was in tms post
war time that serious consideration was- given tG- moving the sdloot away

from the enaoaching city Iife.

The adion- te- get back tg. a DlOI"e heaIthy, masadine Iifestyle was captured in

the movement of the sdlooI to- il rural settmg. AooIesœnt-oriented literature

sougnt to- agaïn bring young people back to- the virtues of robust living.

Literature geared towéll'dsstudents-R!fleded and exalted the themesof the
adventureF and the outdooFsman. ReœeatienaI joumaIs: Canadian Atfùete,

Pastoral, Rod and Guo, Canadian Outdoor Life and Outdoor Canada

promoted vigorous activity while aISo- reaffinning the association of Canada
with the outdoors. U.CC. featured in its-libl"aty the oblïgatory selection of

Oassics-but aIso less acadell'lk scftoolboy nov&andbooks whicn

championed- the imperial heroK and IllétSCUli-ne- ideal- (e.g., the autheFs Henty,

FarraI" and Kipling).
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Literature that engaged the interests-of the young supported the general

societal value of the masculine ideal. Juvenile literature affirmed the

qualities of the rugged masadine adtiever tflrough stories and poems. The
issue of northernness was- reinforœd and promoted through lïterature,

poetry, traveI writing and art. Adventul'e stones-by London, BalJantyne and

Macdonald, travelogues-by Agnes-Cameron, the poet:ry of Kipling, the poet
Iaureate of imperialism and aIso- traveler to Canada were ingested by the

Canadlan public with gusto. Canadîan artisœ and" writers were aIso- popuIar.
Robert SeFVi~e, dubbed the "KïpliRg of Canada,~ the art work ofTom

Thomson and the 'Seven-'" cele~ated the manly and hearty qualities of Canada
(College Times-1921).

u.c.c. went further than ils- British counterparts in promoting a- vigorous

physicaI regime through the establishment of summer canoe camps. The

growth- of tliese camps-paraffeIed the sucees&-of the BOy Scouts in Britain and

too- were in reaction t~ the perceived softening of soriety. The proximity to a

vast Iake system made these camps a naturaI: cfaoice for summer reaeation.

The first such camp was- founded DY a U.C.C master named Cochrane who at
fifteen l'an away from· home to- join the Grenadier Guards. The Temagami

Camp- for twenty-five ye~had a- dose reIationship with. the sdlool and was

considered a U.C.C. summer session. These camps pJaced boys- in the

outdoors- in a more expansive masailine training. Other schools in Canada

wouId foIIow suit and open their own camps where swimming, Iife-saving,

waod-G'aft, fishing and boatïng would continue to mold children in a

distinctiy Canadian fasbion· {Glazebrook 1968J.

The imperiaI mentality manifested· itself in an advocacy of manly athleticism,

adventure, martial prepHation, seIf-sacri&e and stewardship of the weak.

These wel"e fOFCes associated with imperiaI expansion but believed to·be in

atrophy. Canada represented Imperial cOOacteristics of '~hardiness,

stFenuOUSlleSS; endurance- ~ vital to dominance" and worthy of protection
(Berga- 1966; 358).

The imperialist was an impassWned supporte!' of the ideal of the masailine
adUevel'. According t~Mgtt it was- through manIy games that the British

gained their "·physical ·and mol'ar strength to- K'luk"'e and govem· their vast
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Empire-" (Mangan 1986a; 14-3}. U.C.C. also embraœd these objectives. The

merging of the cult of masadinity alIied with the cult of games- red to training
of Canadian boys in the art of imperiaI craft.

Cult of Cames

"Headmasters- of the Canadian 'public sdlooIs-' admired the same virtues,

enunciated the same pïeties and adopted the same means of realizatiOn as
their Englishcount~'(Mangan 1986&, 14-7). Brown asserts that these

sclwot leaders- ,rwere pemuasive and signifiant agents in steerillg their

institutions- in pursuit of the virtues- inWued in- manly pursuits.like sports.
Headmasters-and masters- ... right ac:ross the country ... were more often tftan

not the driving force behind the athleticism movement; they initiated,

nurtured, monitored and guided it" (Mangan 1986a,146). The- unifomtity

among headmasters and sdtoofs faad to dO- wiffi tfle societal demands. "They

were Platonïsts who saw, or cIaim.ed to see~ virtue in the efforts ofathIetics.

Such efforts- epitomized in their myopie eyes Iate-Vidorian Christian

manliness-" (Mangan 1986a- 147}. Muro like the British public sdlool

tradition, U.C.C. also embraced athfetics because of tlle physicaJ and dlaracter

training eIement.

The priinacy of sports in the canacüan private sdtool milieu was reliant on

the inffueIKe of headmasters and assistant ma&ters-. The Principal Barron
{1843--1856-}-"encouraged al( to- engage in- outdoor sports; cricket, rounders,
hockey, nmning, leaping and jumping" (Wedd 1893; 90). Quarrels; although

not a- sport were settledas-if they were. A ring made up of monitors. and
seniors-woufd:be formed-so-a~toassurefaiF pray. A practice "never too

closeIy inquin!d into eithft by PrindpaI Œ byM~' (Wood 1893, 90).
Sportsaad- ffsticuffs heTped meet the prinripIes of-Iruprightnes&; truthfufness

and- seIf:.RSpert ..• The·m~ manI"y qualities- donnant in yo~ he
sedulously sought to evoke-" (Wedd 189-3, 90-). lJan'en- believed crKket to he. an

effective means to mo~any indOctrinate· tfte student and instilf manfy
chéU'ader {Mangan 1986a}.

As- the enthusfasm. formcKet cfedined- in Canada- with the devefgpment of

the Canadian- identily as-reHeded in- the growtli ofke hodey, as il- wllofe it
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still remained an essentiaf and- prominent component at U.c.e. and in the

Canadian private schoofs.. The playing of cricket, the quintessentïaI British
public schooI sport was- the naturaI umbilica1 COl"d that connected U.C.C. to
the rest of the Empire. The most enthusiastic supporter of cricket at U.CC.

was PéH'kin. Parkin foIfowed a Tong Une of principaIs-at U.c.e. who supported
sports going back to îts--founder, Colbome. Colbome was expressly ïnterested

in the masters he requested from Cambridge t~have the interest and the will
to pass- on the manly virtues-sports- œufd stimuIate (Gossage 1977).

Over the ensuing years; the feadersbip- of the roIIege bas taken on different

roTes- in the establishment of atIlletks. CoIOOme orought over the first
masters- and began the sporting histmy. Banon, an athlete himseIf (e.g., a
skater, yamtsman, boxer, fen~er), promoted- partiàpation, esperially aicket,
Cockbum expanded the sports. farilities and adivitïes, Dickson fonnafized

competitions-, Parkin prometed and made- aicket ~ompulsory{as- was- dene in

British public schooIs at the tinte}. Parkin- was a- dlampion of athfetics and
beIieved, as- did bis mentor' Thring, as a- pat means-ID build character.
Auden maintained the spomng presence in tl1e sd100I through the Ftrst
WorId War. AIl of these men and- ïncIudiag the masters and sports- masters
were invafua&1e in perpetuaûng and promgting the ideals identified with

sports. They nelped coIfectiveIy t~ "promuIgate games for reasons of controT,
affiliation, idealism and eIitism" (Mangan 1986&, 153).

Cricket was-not the onIy sport wmm- sdloors engaged in. Rugby, SQCcer,

rowing, squash, tennis, gymnastiœ, track and the Canadian~offacrosse
(copied from the indigeneus- North- Ameriœn- game} and ice hœkey were
apart of the athletic regime. The latter two. sports.reffected the· growing self
confidence of Canadians- and a- spirit of llatfonaIism. School sandioned

boxing toumaments go- bKk to- the l8-9lrs- and bayooet. fighting pl'ovided

entertainment and "thrilI~' fOF a- brief time (College Times 1911b,..23).

There sfloufd. De no smpnse that n!œDt amvafs-œ tfle country heId on to

their past. British CanadfaAS-were 1\0-exception. The playing and promotion
of"manly" British games-served aŒ9Fding to-MQtt to-nurture"a sense ofduty
they fuit ID estabIish éUl<f maiJl.tam-BritfsA. culfuN in- their new, stiIf semi

civilized part of the WOl'ld" (Mangan 19868, 142}.
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Not onIy did U.C.C. ïmport me aùt ofgames. p[aying, they afso- imported
COéK:nes-skiIIed in cricket and nlgby because orthe significance· ofgames
pfayïng in the culture of tfte e=oIfege. Empfoyïng tfle athlete tead\er was
common pt"adice in the British pu()Iic scfloo(. As- in- the public sdtoof,. the
competency of the masœl! tg. tead\ was a frequent complaint but one hardIy
held against the individuar ifhe Wel'e succ=essfuI at sport.

There was a militarist· tone to- athIetks- at U.C.C. as-exemplified mthe
fanguage used in the C9fùge Ti.esto recoum sporting events. Sporting

events-WeFe-E:aste as military stFuggles- geed veFSeS-evil (College Times
1916a-; C()Uege Times 1916b}. Sdloe(life wa&éKœptedas a constantstruggle

agaïnst eviI for the good of the flouse, empire, sdKlol and race. The

connection between sport and miIitary accomplïshment is best l'ecognïzed in

the weil worn "playing fields ofEton" mantra. The saying has Decome a
cIassic piece of imperiaI jingoism that even- today bas life. IIThe expression

that the Battre of Waterklo. was- won on the pIaying fields of Eten is almost

reproduced in the pride with wmm- U.C.C cfaims tllat 50 many of its-oId boys
obtained the- rank of brigadier' OF higher in W. W. Il'' (Porter 1965, 285).

The partiripation in sports aIso-refIed:ed the superior qualities that they
befieved wel'e inherent in theÏl" "réKe." Superiority in one area can lead
manifestation of racial superiority. The U.C.C. sdKlol yeU of, NiggeT, Nigger
hoe potRUT, ff/dfpastalTigato,:, Ram, rambuUigatoT, Chippewa.nIJ4uck.
CollegefCoUegel Rush'eT UPfgives-agfimpse oftfle contempt fot' other races
(Newman- 1975; 403). Superiority bred in- the mind of a child wm invariably
prod~e the (:onditions-b intoferanœ tg.. take rgot~an adulte A rarist sdlooI
clleer 9l" a demeaning ''black face"" d~ama- pl'oductïon are Dot tg.. he tabo. as
just a refIedion of thetime. lllese are temng exampfes of the "toAe"- and

training tIlat went on m. these doïstered m4 guardedcomm~ They
Ieamed physiœ prow~was-equaI. or supenœ to- accomplishments-~ the
classroom. The muscuIar Christian was an ïmpenaf mentality effeenvely

~ommunicatedto the u.cc student and British pubfic schooI student afike.
As- important as athleti~was- in cultivatmg the imperial mentality, ffie U:C.C.

boy was aiS(). conditioned tlU'ough the cuniCulum.
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Curriculum

The curriculum at u.c.e. refIected, as it did in the British public school,. the

widely accepted imperiaI phiIœophy of superiority and pride. The proud
consciousness of a common raœ that was supported, in the imperialist mind,

by consciousness of common heritage and history (Cole 1970, 46) was a1so
reflected in the curriculumr The academic curriculum reflected the

pedagogicaI interests of ils master that heId Latin and Greek as the center

from whidl aIl leaming :revolved around. The Tessons drawn from the study

of Oassics did not deviate from the imperialist notions mentioned
previously, as the text, methodsof instruction and the training of the masters

were the same as their counterparts in the British public schooI.

The school was founded on the Oassics. Masters from Oxford and Cambridge

came supplied with the text and teadUng styles they were comfortabIe with
and grounded in the Oassies-. The first texts- used al U.C.C. came from Eton
(Scadding 1893, 30). The staffwas-well regH'ded fOI' their Classical scllolarship.

The Rev. Charles Matthews-, a former master at U.C.C., published in London a

weIl received poetical translation of Horace's wOl'k. These men were strongly
committed ta the Classics and no more willing to he swayed by innovation
than their public schooI contemporaries.

Criticism of the Oassics bas always followed the subject for reasons of its

utility and the effectivenes& of ils instruction. Principal Grant of Queen's

University believed the greatest fUndranœ to Ontario education "was
compulsory Latin at matriculation" (Howard 1979, 192). The time spent on

the subfect did not justify the results, especially at the expense to the student
who- upon graduation was- "unabIe to utter three gt'ammatical sentences or ta
write a grammatical business letter" (Howard 1979, 192).

The curriculum more than that of the British public school reflerted a greater

practicality. The interest of the scftooIs leadership from its conception

favoured the Oassical œrriculum but allowed for a saIting of the practical.
This- IS- not ta- say that the Oassics were an dominant, for they surely were not.

The curriculum allowed for the inclusion of math,. science, modem
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languages (e.g., French, German) and history. The reasons are many. V.C.C•

Iacked the historical connection to the discipline, the influence of the parents,
a (ess entrenched social structure, the influence of competing educationaI

influences from the south and east.

The demands of the parents were partly responsibIe for innovations in the
curriculum. 1 say innovation because the British public school was ail but

friendly ta non-Classical study as a serious academic pursuit. Parents were
ress inclined to accept the reasoning that the Classics alone were sufficient

knowledge to Iead to a prosperous Iife. Many parents did not have Oassical
studies in their background. It was regarded as useIess to make boys grind
away at Latin and Greek if they were going into business, while certain other
branches would be of more practical benefit to them (Young 1917).

Educational institutions Iike U.C.C. Iacked the history that made slaves out of

many and acted as insuIators to change. The older the institution, the less
Iikely of change occurring. However, the Jack of the overt bias against the

trades as existed in Britain, ta study subjects- that would facilitate preparation
for a career in business was tolerated. The generai acceptance of practical

studies aIthough accepted was miIdly tolerated.

College leadership was sensitive ta the needs of the parents. 1 think they had
to he sensitive because during much of the Conege's early history the

institution was not fiscally secure. Unlike its well-heeled counterparts in
England, U.C.C.lacked the endowments and land holdings that provided

much of the insuIation from contemporary demands and requests for reforme
Tuition payments were of greater importance to the day-to-day operations

than were those of ils British counterparts. It was aIso neœssary ta have a
wealthy patron ta pay for I~ig ticket" items, Iike a gymnasium.

Students Ieamed that not an subjects- were equally important. There existed a

curricular hierarchy with Oassics at the top. The requirement of Oassics for

University admissions and the number of awards for accomplishment in this
area reflect this ranking. Yet the Universities lacked the institutional history

to dictate the curriculum of secondary education as Oxford and Cambridge

had done in influencing the pedagogy of the public schools.
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By the 188O's a modem language department was established. Students who

took up the challenge of French were Iabeied a '~rench Fag." .'The epithet

was considered ta carry 50 much opprobrium that the Iinguistically-incIined

pupiI was deterred from persevering in the course" (Wood 1893, 94).

Drawing, music, gymnastics, and drill instruction were listed on the

curriculum. Under the leadership of Grant, music and drarna were

introduced. The merger of the British public school ideals of gentlemanly

and heroic conduct with music and drama saw the forty-year tradition of

Gilbert and Sullivan performed at special schooI celebrations (Howard 1979,

207). Other disciplines continued to challenge the primacy of the Oassics.

Where the Classics carried much of the burden in committing lessons of

imperial control, history, as taught at U.C.C. shouldered muro of this burden.

Under the leadership of Parkin, History became prominent in the

curriculum. 'The old, dreary history course at the College was replaced by

studies of the imperial past with the explicit purpose to show the nature of

the links which bind the various colonies together" (Cook 1977, 401). George

Parkin's history/geography travel book, Round the World (1892) expressed

the need for school chiIdren to understand the interdependence of the

various parts of the Empire and the economic roIe each played.

The parts would be less than the whole if not for the Empire. That is where 1

believe the acceptance of the Oassical curriculum was important. A common

education provided to the leadership class assisted in binding aIl elements of

Empire to the same plight. Replication had a symbolic elem.ent- a unified

Empire in every respect was a more powerful Empire.

CurricuIar differences with the British pubic schools were superficiaI, in that

the inclusion of math or German did not go far enough to l'aise the

intelleetual tone of the schooI from the anti-intellectual mire that the poorly

taught Classical curriculum. offered. The U.C.C. student did leam the tessons

of "noble eleganœ, gentlemanly moral integrïty, and bourgeois orderliness

and self-control" (Stray 1975, 46), through the hidden, overt, and covert

curriculum.
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The replication of the curriculum at U.C.C. had a deeper attraction then face

value acceptance. Replication of the Oassical curriculum gave the

appearance of social equality. U .C.C. students could speak the secret language

with their British counterparts. lnstitutionai credibility with their British

counterparts was aise drawn from offering Latin and Greek. FinaIly,

replication of curriculum reflected unity of mission.

The control of the curriculum was aIso about the control of knowledge and

the pathways to power. u.c.e., and in particular the curriculum were

gateways erected to maintain social and cultural order. The curriculum

choice distinguished u.c.e. from Catholic and American institutions, a

further refiection of the effort to align themselves with the mission of the

public school and the goals of Empire. It should be remembered that it was

the goal of Many Canadian imperialists that one day, Canada would take the

Iead in the affairs of Empire.

Prefect System

The prefect system signified the difference between the public school (typica1ly

a school that is endowed) from the private (a school which is proprietary).

The system also was significant because of the leadership lessons

communicated that supported the imperiai mentaIity. Whether a schooI was

an endowed or proprietary was yet another status distinction made between

schooIs, the former being of higher status than the latter. "The main legacy of

the British influence is the prefect system" (Newman 1975, 399). A Ridley

College, Ontario headmaster expressed what other private school leaders

believed and that was how valued the prefect system was in promoting social

order and promoting the "burdens" of leadership (Newman 1975).

Parkin, who was instrumental in establishing the system, trumpeted its

vîrtues. The use of the prefect system in developing leadership and service

skins was made dear to him during visits to the public schools of Rugby,

Harrow and Uppingham when a student at Oxford. The prefect system
worked in tandem with the house system as a substitute for the family.
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Fagging and the prefect system were programs Parkin- believed were

important enough to implement at U.C.C.. Fagging included fetching hot

water in the moming and shining and blackening the bottom of their boots

(Howard 1979). Prefects-were held in high esteeni- ifnot hero-worshipped by

their underlings (Howard 1979).

Again, the prefect and fagging system reproduœd an inchoate-mentality that

prized order and entrusted responsioilities to exert power over their weaker

peers-. A Iesson carried into- aduIthood. There existed an order, an order not

questioned but acœpted. The prefed system taught students ta- be "headOOys"

in society not subordinates- it was about leadership not IIfoUowership". Boys

were to Iearn benevolenœ and tflose ruled by ffiese prefects leamed deference

to those with "higher" status and power.

The relationship training experienœs leamed front the prefect and canied

inta adulthood aIso had the fundion of preparing a mentality rompabDle to

imperialist thought. Boys were instilled with the mentaIity that everyone in

society had a place, orr~ that rould be classified. They of course, were at

the top of this arder.

Bouding School Conditions

The boys were further conditioned through the strurturing and the quality of

their Iiving conditions -ln- pœparatlon for a~ in the Empil'e. The

boarding accommodations were Spartan. The attempt to condition the boys

to- a life ofhardship and deniaI ofphysicaI comfort did not carry the weight it

did in the British pubik sdlooI. The boys in genel'aJ were neither tfte scions

of the tremendous weaIth that c:haracterized ils- counterparts in Engfand nor

heading off ta- the Sudan- in serviœ to the Empil'e aItftough Many did. Many
boys came from the roug&- and tumble West wlille others came from farming

familieSr where comforts. weœ few.

Why then provide a living styfe void ofoomfort?- The answer is- in" the Iife

Iessons-Iong associated, via the British publi~ sdloot with boarding schoof

rustic. The simplicity ofOOarding school acoommodations alIowed for the

lessons-of- self-saaifice tG he absœbed. The- residentiaI school, like the
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military, works as a complete institution, where 'group thinIé and a- common
philosophy can he cultivated. A residentiaI schoof served as a- unifying agent

that wouid be difficult ta- othenvise achieve as-a day school. ResidentiaI

experiences tend to intensify both academic and sorialleaming.

The College suffered like the rest of the population from outbreaks- of cholera

in the eighteen thirties- and scarlet fever in the forties. The chance for an

outbreak, common in smoofs, dïd not dissuade famifies from -sending their

children to the College. Students- were sent home instead of keeping them on

in the event of an outbreak. ft was a cheaper option than keeping them in

Conege and protected the Correge from mass destruction that an epidemic

could cause- in such an- envi:totd~t.

Even with the dangers- and some of the exœsses that go on inresidentiai

schooIs, it was still seen by genet'ations of U.C.C. principals as the best

condition to- educate young men. PhysicaI toughening effected the

strengthening of the psydtologicaI as it did in the British public schooL The
toughenmg of th~ boys-ofU.C.C for careers in the Empire and in their young
and growing Empire were acœptedby the College as-a core virtue ofimperiaf

training.

Discipline

Acts of cruelty at the hands- ofmasters were of the same exœssiveness- found

in British public schools· (Leacock 1899). "Excellent as-it was, Upper Canada

College was- then Iiterally ruIed by the rod. The discipline exceeded justice. ft

was harsh, and 1 think auel. Petty faults- ...were punished by from- two-to six

strokes of the barbarous- bamboo cane across- the bare hand" (Thomson 1893,

68). Like th~British public sdlooI; harsh and- abusive treatment was

condoned by parent and teacfler for its charader-DuiIding attributes.

Dickson did not believe tflat the CoDegesuffet"ed from. the fervent use of the

cane that chuacterized-- the British public sdtcx>rs- that predated the founding

of U.C.C.. "Upper Canada- CoIfege, for ïnstanœ, is-oIGer than Marlborough
Schoof, England, of whœe pupifs.it is saict tftat it IS as difficult-to meet a

flogged Marlburian as; ~œrding to- tradition, it is-difficult to find an
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unflogged Etonian" (Dickson 1893, 10). Dickson suffered from the selective

memory that most school administrators have when discussing the negative

aspects of their responsibilities.

The lessons of the rod were acœpted by masters and students, later in Iife for
the instructive value. The lessons learned are best captured in a segment of a

Kipling poem quoted in the College Times (1917b),

There we- met wi~ famous men
Set in office 0'er us.
And they beat on us with rods

Faithfully with Many rods-
Daily beat on us with. rods

For the love they bore us! (2)

Many of its masters found value in the practice of physical discipline. De la
Haye, a French master had a reputation for disruptive classes and his

fondness for flogging bis students. Stephen Lea~ humorist, Imperial
defender, master and former U.C.C. boy wrote in College Days of ms

• experience with physical discipline.

1 do not like to think. that 1 was in any way brutal or harsh ... in beating
the boys 1 taught... Yet 1do know that there are, apparently, boys that 1
have Iicked in aIl quarters of the globe.... 1 have licked, 1 believe, two
Generais of the Canadian Army, three Cabinet Ministers, and more
Colonels and Majors than 1 care to count. Indeed all the boys that 1
have licked seem to he doing weIl. (Leacock 1923, 23)

Early in a student's life the lesson was leamed that physical force and the

threat of physical force was the chief means to maintain order. The utility in

maintaining this arder was enhanced when indiscriminately used, fostering a
paranoid unease and conformity. As seen elsewhere in the Empire, the

imperialist was comfortable with the use of physical force as a method of
social contral

•
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Speeches, Ceremony and School Ritaals

Awards Day presentations, the speeches which accompanied them and the
pageantry of such events refiect the imperiai pageantry of the time. Awards
were of the same order and intentions as their British public school

counterparts. The awards far exœeded. the accomplishments, they were
highly manipulative, giving a taste for pageantry that was early training for
imperial service. A token couId be exchanged for a Iife tinte of finandal and
spirituai devotion.

Books were embossed with the school motto and crest, often appended with a
selection from Horace. The copies were of "first dass editions of the Greek
and Latin Classics" (Scadding 1893, 43) and standard EngIish works ordered
directIy from England and handsomely bound. These book awards were to
influence the literary tastes of the country, encourage studies of a superior
kind, and foster a spirit of loyalty towards the institution (Scadding 1893, 43).

Trophies and awards for sporting accomplishments and academics were
numerous (e.g., A.A. Macdonald Trophy for cross-country and the Hendrie
Trophy for steeplechase). Prizes were often named for Dtd Boys and masters
(e.g., Harris History Prize, the John MartIand Scholarship for English and the
Parkin Prizes for Greek and Athletics). One athletic cup embodied the
imperial virtues of clean and manly sport and to he won by the 'lad' who also
stood for "the principles of British fair play which have helped to bring
respect to the name and flag of the Empire" (College Times 1918, 60).

Award day celebrations would include speeches from the principal and a
guest of prominence. One of Parkin's polides was in inviting prominent
Canadians and men of the Empire to speak to the students. Parkin was a
dynamic orator hîmself, having made a career previous to taking over the
Iead of D.C.C. as a Iecturer on various aspects of Empire. In bis 1901 address
he recounted the accomplishments of Colonel Dunn, an Old Boy and
recipient of the Victoria Cross in arder to inspire the generations to come.
Parkin collected the portraits, medais and swords of College heroes to place on
display as "a storage battery ... of inspiration to noble üfe and deeds" {College
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Times 1901,4-5). The Prize Day of 1914 delivered by Principal Hutton was
entitled "Canada's Duty to Empire" (College Times 1914b, 24).

Parlan's connections and friendships brought notable men of battiefield glory
Iike Lord Roberts, or fenow imperialist Lord MiIner to visit the College.

U.C.C. principal Grant remarked to Leacock whether bis father-in-Iaw, Parkin,
had any friends below the rank of Viscount (Berger 1966, 469). The tradition
of prominent visitors aIthough carried. on by Principal Auden were Iess
frequent and imperiaI in tone but still august events (Howard 1979).

Visitors ta the schooi were numerous and Iikely to he military heroes,

members of the aristocracy and of Iiterary acclaim. In 1842, Charles Dickens
visited the school and conferred his blessing as a school providing Ila sound
education." Lord Elgin who visited in 1847 was addressed upon bis visit to
U .C.C. by the students in Latin and he in fine form replied in Latin (Howard

1979, 51). The Duke of Devonshire as Lieutenant-Govemor compared the
contributions that U.C.C. had made to Canada to be equivalent of those made

by Eton to England. The CoUege Iived up to the traditions of the British
public schoois in the academic work and athletics but most of aIl in the
"record of the Rifle Company and the RoU of Honor of sons who had
answered the calI of the Empire" (College Times 1917a, 48). The heroic

Captain 5locum from Nova Scotia Iectured the boys in 1901 on bis successful
solo circumnavigation of the globe on bis sloop the Spray.

The messages of these speeches wouId touch on the superior nature of U.C.C. in

turning out gentlemen and other imperial virtues. Prime Minister Massey and
the former premier of New ZeaIand compared their public schooIs with U.C.C.,
identifying their importance as Empire-building institutions (College Times 1918,
76). Other lecturers (e.g., Bigelow) spoke of the virtues of the British flag and why

'natives' were attraded to what it represented and of Hong Kong and Singapore
as examples of British patemal protection (College Times 1918, 82).

The messages, as one would expert, were concemed with values:
patience, honesty, purity of Iife, moral courage, unselfishness, seIf
respect, teamwork, discipline, IoyaIty. There was aIso sorne emphasis
on the high reputation of the school itself; the work of the CId Boys
was praised. time and again. (Howard 1979)
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The contribution to U .c.e. by the successive principals of the institution were

not in their educational innovations. Rather, what they were successful in doing

was improving the preexisting conditions whereby the imperiaI mentality

flourished- transforming events like awards day presentations and athletic
competition into the service of imperiaI pursuits. Institutions Iike the Rifle

Corps and prefect system sucœssfully geared students toward imperialist goals.

U.C.C. like its British public school counterparts adopted the characteristics

that made their institution a reflection of Empire. The ritualism reflected in

schooI crests, colours, songs, chapeI and dress were designed as reminders of

the boy's connection to the school and to focus theïr attention to issues of

conformïty. The school cIaimed the motto circa 1833, Palmam quiMeruit
Ferat. The motto was incorporated into a crest appended with Lord Nelson's

coat of arms (Scadding 1893, 41). CoUege rugs were designed and sold to the

boys featuring the CoUege crest to add "a touch of refinement to the
fumishings of the boys' rooms" (College Times 1914a, 5).

The adoption of school colours, dress codes, schooI songs and crests signify
the strength of the College's relationship with the British public schooI
tradition. There was also an instructive quality to these rituaIs. They

reminded boys of their historical links; they served as unifying agents within

the system and as distinguishing eIements from the general population.

A certain way of thinking, a particular way of behaving, could be drawn from
these practices. The Old Boy Association, founded in 1891, was yet another

avenue for the continuance of control, keeping OId Boys informed of school

events but aIso in exerting their will. As a body they served as goveming

agents on the CoUege board, applying direct pressure on the CoUege.

The preparatory school attached to the school aUowed U .C.C. to groom

students to successfully faIl in once they reached the upper school. fi there

was resistanœ to conform, then they would be dismissed. A preparatory boy

and also a son of an Otd Boy was dismissed after refusing ta wear bis school
cap outside the CoUege grounds. The integrity of the school, its rituals and

image were the responsibility of the trustees of the rollege to protect.
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Patriotism and Imperial Loyalty

Patriotism was another component of the imperial mentality readily instilled.
by the College. In the spirit of the public schooI tradition, the pabiotic
enthusiasms of the U.C.C. boys were clivided several ways. U.C.C. boys were
taught to he patriotic to their house, to their conege, to their Country and to
the British Empire.

The house system, modeied after the public school system, was formally
introduced by Principal Grant in the FalI of 1920. The school was divided into
four houses, inclusive of day boys. The bouse system served practical

purposes. It made the school more manageable, alIowed masters to get to
know students better and "hamessed the team spirit very weIl" (Howard 1979,
195). Service to house translated ioto service ta country and empire.

Negotiations to move the college to a more rural setting prornpted reflection
on the preceding years. In the College Times of 1913 expressed what the
school meant from a student's perspective, Il ••• we may share in the
transferring to a new Troy the ideals and traditions which have enabled three
generations of Old Boys to contribute 50 much ta the welfare of Canada and
other parts of the Empire. Upper Canada Conege has always been the nursery
of leaming and patriotism" (40). Nostalgia won out and the college remained
on i~ancestral lands.

The legacy of U.C.C. and its Imperial legacy was apparent in the reflections of
Old Boys as welle The conbibutions to the struggles of empire were a source
of profound college pride. At an Dld Boys' dinner in London, Major-General
ROOiDson ~eflected,

One remembers weil how, in Or. Parkin's time, the great truths of
Imperialism were instilled into the boys. Here one saw on every side
the evidences of those Imperial sentiments for which Upper Canada
College has always stood. Several members of the London Branch had
been an over the world- fndia, Egypt, South Africa, AustraIia,
everywhere engaged in the work of building up the Empire. Many, of
course, were in the Army, but a1most ail waIks of professional and
business Iife were represented. (College Times 1913, 57)
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The participation of school children in Empire Day celebrations and the

parades that took place during Victoria's reign represented a ~1ove of country

subsumed within love of Empire" (Mangan 1986a, 148). Empire Day, in a

speech given by Govemor-General Earl Grey in 1909 to Toronto school cadets,

"is the festival on which every British subject should reverently remember

that the British Empire stands out before the whole world as the fearless

champion of freedom, fair play and equal rights; that its watchwords are
responsibility, duty, sympathy and self-sacrifiœ" (Mangan 1986a, 148).

Doing one's duty, school pride, pride of country and Empire was reflected in

the College Times HODor RoU published at the start of the First World War.

The honor ron contained the names of Oid Boys and former Masters who had

died or were in military service. The participation of Old Boys and their

achievements in the service of Empire was weil documented. One former

V.C.C. boy wrote from England in 1915 "speaking of the list in the Christmas

number, said that it surely passed anything he has seen in the records of

Canadian schools, and places Upper Canada CoDege on a par with the best
schools of England" (College Times 1915a, 2).

The invoIvement of Canada and U.C.C. in the First World War represented,

as it did in the British public school, the culmination of the imperial

influence on these institutions to participate in the various demands of

Empire. The devastation of the war made for more circumspect participation

in the business of Empire. The poem Canada to England by R.J. Stead which

appeared in College Times (1915c), reflects this relationship.

Then lead and your sons will follow,
Or follow and we wiIllead,

And side by side, through the world deride,
We will show by word and deed

That you share with me my youthfulnessl

And l with you your prime,
And 50- it shall be till the sun shall set

On the uttermost edge of time. (10)

The College paper reflected a sense of satisfaction in their service to the war in

Europe and to the Empire. Those writing for the College Times (1914b) did
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not want to "see England reduced to a third-rate power and this fair land of
Canada a 'conscript appendage' of Germany" (1). The First World War was a

synthesizing event that showed. the extent and effectiveness of that imperial
training. Students reflected the imperial lessons of noblesse oblige leamed

from decades of training. "Righ position carries with it the obligation of
service to mankind, and the higher the station and the more fortunate the
position in life, the greater is the obligation" (College Times 1914b, 2). During
the Second Worid War, three-quarters of U.C.C. boys who enlisted won

commissions of which 26 of them obtained. the rank of brigadier general or
higher (Newman 1975, 402).

A certain sense of comfort in having done one's duty is highly
gratifying; and this as a school we May feel, because we have done our
part in furnishing men for the Empire, and done it welle Judging from
the decorations gained 50 far, we are correct when we say that our Old
Boys serving the country are among the most capable of Great Britain's
volunteers, and quite naturally we inquire from what source they
received their early military training. OnIy one answer is possible- the
Upper Canada College Rifles. (College Times 1915c, 1)

Like its British counterparts, U.C.C. took immense pride in the battiefield

accomplishments of its former students. Accomplishments deemed worthy
of memorializing The physical reminders of schooI history and the service

expected from them adomed. the walls of the College.

Militarism

Much of the militarism and patriotism the college reflected springs from the
centrality of cadet corps training in coUege life. U.C.C. has a rich history of
military preparation. Once out of the institution, graduates made

contributions to military service to the Province, Country and Empire equal
to that of the British schools of Eton and Wellington (1868). The U.C.C. Cadet

Corps was founded in 1829 and affiIiated. with the Queen's Own Rifles since
1866 (Sowby 1971, 238). The cadet service had the distinction of being called
into service during the Fenian Rebellion of 1866 (the school provided

Toronto's ooly military garrison) and led many students to participate in
military events and careers in the military via the Royal Military College
(Newman 1975~ 402).
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Military training at U.C.C. had a pradicality to it, as Canada was a young
nation still in the midst of regional rebelIion and facing possible
confrontations with its American neighbors. Military training in schools
Ilappeared to Many as an essential programme of Canadian imperialism"
(Berger 1966, 570). The existenœand prominenœ of the Rifle Corps at U.C.C.
reflected the imperial conœms of the nation. The push for universaI military
training in schools as promoted by Canadian Imperialists like Colonel
Denison and "other luminaries of the Imperial Federation League [were] to
stir up loyalty and patriotism among school dlildren in Ontario" (Berger 1966.

575, bl"acketsadded).

The imperiaIist was not only a patriot or a believer in the heroic ideaI- he
was a subscnDer' to a mentaIity which includes the use of force in order to
insure and protect bis moral and civilizing mission.

Thorough discipline was a characteristic of the College. The mental
growth was steady, not forœd. Games, gymnastics, and miIitary drill
were better at D.C.C. than anywhere else. But there was another
reason: the deveIopment of character, which can ooly come from
personal contact and influence of the true teacher upon the scholar.
(Howard 1979, 113)

Military drill was an effective means to mold character and served as a rich

environment where imperial virtues grew. Unlike the British public schools,
v.c.c. needed to have military drill and organization because of the real

threats posed by forces from within and the possible expansion of the United
States. 50 the history of this training was out of real threat, not pltential
threat.

Reminders of the military and Empire connections surrounded the students.
Gymnastics master Colonel Goodwin was a veteran of Waterloo (Keys 1893,
120). The total of ail of these military influences had the effect of

conditioning these young men to a favorable view of this career. The cadet
corps reflected atone familiar in the British public schools in serving the
greater good and self-sacrifiœ to a nobler end.
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Patriotism, militarism and Christianity were swirled into a convincing

imperial miXe The link between Christianity and militarism was reflected in

the participation of the Cadet Corps in the annuai Spring Church Parade in

Toronto. The College Corps marched with the Queen's Own Rifles and were

typically complemented for their "smart and soldierly appearanœ" (College
Times 1911, 4). The parades and thereview by military men were frequent

and a source of community pride. The Ross Rifle prize for marksmanship was

annually awarded by the Daughters of the Empire (College Times 1910, Il).

50 valued was the training that Old Boy and Lieutenant-Colonel Sir John
Hendrie was in favour of universal military training (College Times 1915c,

58-59). l'Even in peaœ times the physical effect would be beneficial. Our own

cadet corps have done marvels in improving the physique ... of Many boys ...
there is no doubt a wonderful improvement would ensue in the heaith of the
racelT (College Times 1915c, 59).
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VI. Conclusion

According to Podmore's (1977) survey of international private schools,

English-speaking Canadian private schooIs conformed Most to the British
model (Mangan 1986a, 146). The schools of Canada, from Ontario to B.C.

Ilfaithfully and graduaIly reproduœd the orthodox features of the lauded

English public schooI - a house system, prefects, team games and fervent

ideological subscription to the games ethic" (Mangan 1986a, 146). More

important than U.C.C.'s adopting the British public school modeI- they

accepted an ideologica1 position that had at its core during the late nineteenth

and early twentieth-eentury the creation of an imperial mentality.

Former U.C.C. student and- mastel",- John R.oss Robertson, in an address to the
school in 1891, encouraged. the boys to remember their days at the College and
to tell their children,

of the oid school where you leamed the rudiments of education, and
where were formed your habits which have made you good, moral,
truth-teIling, and loyaI citizens of the Empire, whose drum-beat is
heard in every corner of the globe. (Adam 1893, 176)

u.c.c. has historically been a wiIIing participant in the British l'imperiai
game." This willingness and pride in doing l'onels bit" was accomplished

through accepting the imperiai ethos; the imperial ethos which promoted the

masculine ideal, the character training of games, Christian responsibiIities,

moral superiority and cultural supremacy.

Parlan's position as head of the school aIIowed hint to blend Christianity,
education and his views on imperialism into a llrich, evangelical mixture."

He believed. and preached the importance of imperial unity and the
superiority of the Anglo-Saxon I#race" (parkin 18918). '1'he Empire was a

route to-~ realization· of. bis Christian idealism which viewed man las an

embodiment of spirit and ideals...' and the rationaie for the maintenance of

Empire was a moral responsibility for the elevation of the weaker races of the

world" (Mangan 1986a, 149). Canadians were willing to identify with the

British civilizing mission and the idea of the innate superiority of their race.
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Like the British publie schools, U.C.C. provided l1x>th a unifying influence

and a training ground for Canada's Establishment" (Newman 1975, 405).

Public schooIs and the institutions inspired by them aIso served as a conduit

for the training which produœd champions of Empire and the belief of the
essential roIe of the Canadian in the future of the British Empire.

According to Welldon of Harrow in 1899, "An EngIish Headmaster, as he

looks to the future of bis pupils, will not forget that they are destined to be

citizens of the greatest empire under heaven; he will teach them patriotism,
not by ms words only but by ms example" (Wilkinson 1964, 101). The words

of WeUdon could be the words of Parkin or many other educational leaders of
Victorian and Edwardian Canada or England.

IIThe sinews of British power were in the colonies, particuIarly the white

dominions,. which were an extension of Britain" (James 1992, 205). Until

1919, Canada aIIowed for aristocratie titles to be granted from the United

Kingdom. U.C.C. boys were prominent recipients of these titles. The Rhodes
SchoIarships also insured a connection to the Mother country. With the

• economic challenges of the late nineteenth century, the strengthening of
these bonds could help Britain maintain its possessions and dominate its

rivals (Rhodes 1902). Canadian imperialists in converse saw the need for the

maintenance of connections for the day when they would he the leaders

within the Empire.

IINotions of racial superiority blended with arguments for imperial unity to

produce an ideology for the new imperialism" Oames 1992, 205). The

imperialism at the end of the nineteenth and into the twentieth-œntury in

both England and Canada championed the Anglo-Saxon race to fulfiI1 its

destiny was communicated through the public school curriculum which

featured masculinity, patriotism, athletic accomplishment, leadership,

selflessness and dutY• IIThis psychological fusion between prestige and

philanthropy was a famiIiar process to the public school gentleman"
(Wilkinson 1964, 102) and the imperialist.

•
It was through the Canadian and British classroom of the imperialist boy and
schoolboy fiction that served to create stereotypes of the English gentleman's
superiority and the native inferiority. Il'They inherited in their schooldays a
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language which offered a description of the British national character as active,
moral and heroic, and which, translated into the business of governing the
empire. provided. an apparently convincing justification for its continuanct!"
(Mangan 1993, 15-16). The public schools perpetuated imperialist views through

the curriculum and amplified conœms of Victorian society of patriotism,
lIadulation of monarchy", moral superiority and militarisme

These schools were character building and leadership training institutions.
The British public schools and U.C.C. were conœmed with building
,character' that exhibited the manly, Christian and athletic imperial traits.

Boys from these schools were reminded that they were a part of a long an
noble tradition and of their responsibilities to the nation but also the greater
good of a strong empire. These schools were not shills for the concems of the
Empire but nonetheless they functioned as transmitters of an imperiaI
culture through the dassroom, pIaying fields, schooI pulpit, school
organization, school assemblies, awards days, special guests, leisure reading,
living conditions as weD as physical abuse.

• The lessons Ieamed were powerful, influentiaI and Iife-Iong. The parts of the
curriadum that communicated the lessons had simiIar effects on the
students regardless of where they were adopted in the Empire. Whether it
was games playing, the use of rituals, sermons from the headmaster's pulpit
or the overt or hidden curriculum that had more power to shape, what they
all effectively did was communicate the ethos of empire. In their totality
they formed a highly persuasive model.

The debate over the legacy of coIonialism, centers on the psychological
control of the colonized that exists today. A control that has debilitated the
members of these former colonies to Ion about in a post-<aloniaI malaise of
economic political, cultural and social devastation. Educational systems are a
target for reform. But what will be chosen ta counteract past mind-sets and
produœ new ones based on greater equality? Are there aspects of the British
model which have a value, or is the entirety of this model conupt and void
of value? 1 think. the nat step in future research is ta explore how, if at aIl

this modeI can be retooled to produce more equitable relations and results
• among those most disadvantaged by its earlier incantations.
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MethodoIogical Appeadix

What 1 will outline in this- appendix is a retrospective on my research

methodology. Where possible r have bieer to bury my methodology in the

text of my work but in an effort to make the research proœss 1 went through
and the analysis of this- tftesis- more transparent, r have included this- section.

In this appendix 1 will address the foITowing: how 1 deait with my potential

bias; how [ dealt with vafidity1trustworthiness- in my study; what constituted

my data and why; how 1 went about l'gathering'' data; what 1 did with the data

to find patterns and themes; and finally, what r brought ta the research
process.

1 wouId characterize my research as- a conbibution to historicaI studies in

education, showing British public schools as- institutions responsibIe for

imparting a value-rich education. 1 describe how British public schooIs

developed and encouraged an highly potent ethos in the heartIand and in the

periphery of Empire thFough a descriptive account. While my work is

primariIy Historica1 research, r have used qualitative methods to inform and

explore my data (patton 1980).

The convergence of methods used in this research provided what Geertz

(1973) described as 'thick description'- a richIy detaiIed, organized account.

The research involved an investigative proces& much like that of the

detective, having to sleuth out obscure texts- and bibliographie materiai most

often buried in work that was neither historicaI nOF educationaIly oriented.

My research method wasguided by a philosophy concisely captured by
edueational historiographer, Brickman (1982). "The- deeper one's

acquaintance with the roots of an educational probfem, the clearer in bis

conception of the historicaI forces- and of the inteneIationship of school and

society" (2). This is not to daim that historical knowledge alone will provide

a solution to educational problems- but it does- provide a foundational means

by which our depth of understanding of the questions under consideFation

are enhanced.

1 found the following anaIOgy beneficiaI to my methodology not only in

collecting data but in analyzing it. Carr (1961) described fads like "~sh
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swimming about in a vast and sometimes inaccessible ocean; and what the

historian catches will depend, partly on chance, but mainly on what part the
ocean he cllooses to fislt in and. wbat tackle he dlooses ta use- these two
factors being, of course, detennined by the kind- offish he wants to catch. By
and large, the historian will get the kind of fads he- wants to catch" (23). 1

have used a blend of historicaI and qualitative tacIde to increase my efforts to
catch an abundance and a variety of fish for the reader. Those were my
limitations. The blend of methods (e.g., historical, case study, comparative

and ethnographie) 1 used in my research allowed for the use of a variety

sources to make my case.

During this process two key features of my method of analysis induded

refIecting on the data and the l'interpretive character" of the analysis.
According to Eisner (1991), qualitative research is l'interested in matters of

motive and in he quality of experience undergone by those in the situation
studied" (35). By this, 1 was not hasty to dassify ail the data but aIlowed for a

natural unfoIding of emergent themes.

"A good researcher is not œnfined methodologicalIy by being trained in- and
Iimited to- a single strategy... Such a restriction limits the types of resuIts he
or she ean obtain, and restricts the strength of the research" (Morse 1994, 223).

As my research was primarily archivaI work and a methodology that was

historicaI in nature, the qualitative element of this work came through the
type of research question l asked, focusing on descriptive questions of values,
beliefs and practi.œs of culture (224), my anaIysis and data collection.

To say that this research is strict history wouId be to miscast what 1 have done
and ignore the contribution- ofather approaches. The analysis of my data
reflects the influence of qualitative methods. As Janesick (198S} describes,

"7he qualitative researcher uses inductive anaJysis, which means that

categories, themes, and- patterns rome from. the data· ... The categories that
emerge .. are not impose({ prior to- data collection" (215). "Qualitative

research depends on the presentation of solid descriptive data, 50 that the

researcher Ieads the reader to an understanding of the meaning of the

experience- under study" Oanesick 1988, 215}. 1 replicated this method in my
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work by using the words and poetry of the public school student and

headmaster.

Good research is aIso about being meticuIous about documentation, grounded in

research methodology and theory as weil as familiar with the previous research
in the field under examination (Morse 1994, 226). It is about using multiple

forms of evidence {Eisner 1991, 39}. 1 have remained true to these procedures.

l have Ied the reader from the beginnings of the British public schooI" its

transformations and its relationship to the British Empire to show the

influence and power it had in the construction ofelites, in the construction of
a mentality and in the maintenance of power. It is through the development

of background information and the various exampIes drawn from primary,
secondary and tertiary sources that connect the creation of an imperiai

mentality to the British public school.

Dealing with Bias.

My initiaI reaction to questions about bias was to say it is up to the reader to

decide- and that issues of bis aIlude& to-a- scientific tradition of research.
However, realizing the concem with this issue 1 would answer the question

in terms of making my method of inquiry, research questions and my
location in the work transparent.

The geneses- of my research began· with a ten· page paper 1 presented at a
conference. The focus of the paper was- in readion to course work and
readings that took a criticaI view of Western contributions to educationaI

devefopment in the third world. From a theoreticaI position this was one

starting point for my collection ofdata. Secondfy and more importantly 1
began researching the institutions that l had first hand knowledge of as a

student and a teacher. Keeping in· mind that "openendedness" in my
direction wouId give my work flexibility and afiow the unfolding of the data

to shape my direction over my preconceptions.

What 1 brought to this research is my first hand experience of studying ancf
teaching in private schooIs in North America. 1 have felt the influence of
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Arnold's Rugby as a student and teamer. In the private school environment

it is not unusual to hear th~name of that em.inent Victorian invoked.. The

cult of games still dominates- Many private schools in North America and a

bias towards "things" British ïs still a PreJ' school reaIity.

From my first-hand experienœ, private schools still offer advantages. The

advantages built on an ethos{philœophy shared among other private schooIs.

Over time the mission of schoois modelee( after the British public school were

infused with the enlightenment of tinte and experienœ but a worid non-the

less requiring of our leadership. The mission may have changed but the

delivery of the message through competition on the playing fields or through

morning chapel lectures remain in the spirit of the British public smool.

On another Ievel, my interest in the subject of private education is more than

mere historical intrigue. Raving attended private schools and taught in

private schools in the United States, 1 have found it curious why schools

function the way they do. The thesi.s, although not its focus, was a persona!

exploration to answer sorne of the questions l had as a student and teacher, to

understand the origins of the curriculum l was- subjected. to, the relianœ on

rituaIs, the 'stripped down' Christian feel to- daily events and the fixation on

athletic accomplishment. The British public schooI effected my education, it

aIse inspired sorne of my teadters to. take up the language, pedagogy and the

challenge of Arnold to produce a manly, atfùetic, Christian gentleman. What

l find signfficant after conduding this research is- how the British public

schooI, the product of decadesofevolution, crossed cultures and time to

influence my Iife chances.

DeaIing with Validity and Tmstworthiness

There are several points that l feeI are important to acknowledge as they

address- the issue of the- validity fbustworthiness- as- they relate to my study. 1

wouId first say that my researdl draws on the wOl'k of previous- schoiarship by

historians, educational· philosophers, ethnographel'S, sociologists, academics

and wrïters. It is through tfüs- diverse, yet relevant œllection of scholarship

that l base the validity ofmy researdt. 1 am- aware and have reffected upon

the challenge of looking an these nineteenth century documents with my
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twentieth century values, perspectives, and ideaIs. 1 acknowIedge this reality.
With that said, l have tried to immerse myself in the subject matter in an

attempt to shorten the distanœ of time and better understand the mindset
and institutions in my researm. UItimately, my research, characterized by
rich description should provide the reader with enough information ta

detennine whether the findings- of the study possloly apply ta other

situations.

1 have not let an historical account dominate my analysis but have permitted

other methods to be counted. l have used exampIes- as often as-possible to

illuminate my arguments. lnitially 1 sought, often to- distraction, to foUow

every Iead no matter how tangentiaI. 1 eventuany Iearned to curb this urge.

The two hundred sources used in the research are a significant part of the my
research but in no way reflect the numerous titres that [ did not include in my
research. 1 exduded data that 1 used to provide background information and
mood setting feel. To this- body of work l wouId indude vari01.lS- works of

literature (e.g., Golding and Waugh), films on British public schools and

numerous editions of Boys Own Paper. fmportantly, photographs from the

time, schooI pictures, lent personaI validity to my work. The images, events

and expressions confirmed my assertions.

The proof of the value of thïs- research and ils validity are reflected in the

questions it raises. Can the public school system- provide the needed

leadership for a country that is deveIoping? Is it a model that can be

transIated for the benefit ofdeveIoping countries? Or, is it a system that

snouid be feared and given greater scrutiny7 l believe that a discussion of

imperialism is an issue- of educational interest (Carnoy & Samoff 1990). The

trustworthiness of my research is aIso refIected in the debate that ensues and

the providing of another perspectivelvoiœ- in- the field of research (Delpit

1988). My research illustrates- how education cannot be understood separate

frOID economic, political-, social and cultural considerations. wnat do others,

who are not mstorians or educators have te- say about what they observed?

It is in the spirit of partidpatory research- that 1 attempt to address- in my
research the conœms for power and powerressness, to con&ont the way in

which the established and power.hoIdïng eIements- of soâeties- worldwide are
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favoured. because they hord a monopoly on the definition and empfoyment
of knowledge (Reason 1994).

Another methodological consideration that addresses- the issue of validity
and trustworthiness was- in the identification and recognition of my

perspective as- it evolved through the study. My background experienœs- (e.g.r

having been a teacher) have no- doubt shaped my analysis. "It is difficult ta do
a really accurate and meaningfuI study in educational history ... if one has not

been exposed to the jays, and sorrows ofdaily classroom teaching; contact
with chiIdren, adolescents, and parents; cooperation and conflirt with
supervisors, administrators, boards of education, and the community at large;
and a multitude of other experiences whidt- enable the historian ta
comprehend and appreciate the inner development of education" (Brickman
1982).

Good research should set out to assist reader ta better understand the role of
knowledge as a significant instrument of power and control (Reason 1994).
The purpose of the research is- to "inform, empower and change" (Kirby 1991).

Along with this point 1 have aIso been guided by the tenet of good
educationaI research being "accessible to interested people who do not
ordinarily read research joumaIs or who find the language of research
joumals hard to decipher" (Eisenhart &r Barko 1992). ft is with aIl of this in

mind that 1 conducted my researdt and defend the validity of my work.

Keeping in mind that an M.A. is not the most accessible format for the
generaI exposure of one's- ideas, l have kept true te- making my research
accessible through the avoidanœ of jargon tftat is off-putting to the non
academic reader. l have led up tg. this finaI piece of research having presented
my initiai thoughts on the subject in a couple of venues that allowed for
dialogue on my thesis and feedbaŒ in terms-of suggestions and questions by
practitioners and policy makers in education- (Eisenhart &c Barka- 1992) as well
as "stakehofders", teachers- and fenow graduate students.

1 defined my terms, like 'imperiaf mentality' on dictionary understanding,. on
social criticism, definitions- aC!œpted in soriology and education, through my
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reading of history and then- synthesized- into- a- definition part my
interpretation- part others. It was- from tms base that [ built my arguments.

What constÎtuted my data· and wftr?

My data was gIeaned from primHy, secondary and tertiary sources covering

from the mid-nineteenth œntury through the first twenty yeus- of the

twentieth century. The period covered roughly minors the peak influence

and expansion of the public sdtoor~and Empire. The termination date aIso

reflects- the power shift from Britain to the United States in the wake of the

First WorId War and the dedine of colonial influence through out the world.

The British public schools- 1 researched were Iocated thousands- of miles away

and access ta- this archivai information was guarded. When possibfe [ used

primary resources to begin the illumination of a point followed by secondary

and tertiary sources to confum a point being made. It was also through the

use of secondary sources- that informed me of potential primary sources, sa as

rconducted my research llooked for data in an types sources.

r used the fonowing primary sources in my research; institutional records

(e.g., school advertisements-, speeches, instructiona1 materials, directories,

schooI year books and magazines); memoirs and reminiscences by educators

and public school students about their impressions of their society and

schooling; architecture, fumiture, athletic facillties, book prizes were the

physical"remains" used not asfacts-but as-oonfumation of them. The use of

officiai institutiona1 documents- provided vaIued information. These

materials refiected institutionaI biases and subjectivity. It is fol' those

properties- that 1 found them usefuI (8ogdan and Bilden 1988, 1(0). For

similar motivations 1 found the occasional use of autobiographical work (A

Little Learning by Waugh) and the novel (The PYTtlmid by Golding) to

provide insight and for further descriptive detail- (Eisner 1979). 1 did not

allow the prevalent positivist bias.. towards primary sources dissuade my use

of soIid secondary sourœ work.

Access ta- primary sources- made me sIûft to a- deeper study of secondary and

tertiary sources. Seœndary sources- were usefuI as- an introduction to the
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research topie and were valued because they soowed how others perceived
public schooI education and the mentality it encouraged. Institutional
histories have been rich in information even though some aities- might he

biased against such histories- for net having been written by historians (e.g.,
Dickson & Adam 1893 and- Howard 1979~ Dissertations were useful for their
extensive bibüagraphies- (e.g., Berger 1969 and Cook 1975). Literature, both the
serious and the satiricaI, were another form of opinion no less authentic in

providing insight and giving voiœ ta a discipline traditionally excluded from
U academic" discourse (e.g., Golding 1967 and Waugh 1917). 1have also used

scholarly periodicals covering, history, education and sociology, as- weIl as
biographies and poetry to- enrich my research through the inclusion of
cfifferent ways of analysis and descriptive pract:ices.

The use of tertiary sources allowed access to information that was otherwise

inaccessible because of time and fiscal restraints. Selections from private
papers, unpublished joumaIs, interviews, curriculum information, textbook
exerts, collected personaI Ietters-, statisticaI figures, reprinted commencement
programs and reports by schoofs- were used. Photographs of students at play
and team photos from year books- provided a good sense of individuais no
longer living and the feeI for what the setting of a particular event was like
(Borden and Biklen 1982, 103). Keepingin mind the intentions of the
photographer, the subject matter and the motivation for the photograph, the
use of photography gave valuabIe insight iota- the IItone" of the public school
where words were insuffid.ent.

The tone of the public school was projected through the posture, grooming,
the formai, confident poses, the weaIth of sports- images and the facial
gestures. Photographsportrayed some sense ofwhat, 1 thought, these people
were Iike despite never having met them. Aise, the reproduced illustrations
ofpublic sdtool Iife and the portraits of headmastet'S- found in texts-gave
further meaning to the names and context ta- printed information.

It was through initial research tnat l gained a sense of the depth- of infIu~œ
and the integral role the British public schooI had on society in Britain and
abroad. There is continuous- debate-as to whim schools were the most
influential but what became cIear as 1 researched the impact of the British
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public schooi on educationaI systems- throughout the Empire was that a few

kept popping up as influences of the strongest sort Ce.g., Eton, Rugby,
Winchester etc.) because they were- established in tuming out elites.

The selection of Upper Canada- College fU.C.C.}, Toronto, Canada was the end

resuIt of an early investigative proœss. Raving researched and compared
private secondary institutions- in Canada, l selected U.C.C. over R!dfey, Lower

Canada Conege, or Bishop's- because of ils- seniority, influence on other

Canadian institutions, infIuenœ on the development of the country,. in

producing generations of leadership and most importantly, it had the most
detailed written history. The greater name recognition and the

accompIishments of its aIumni ïncreased the chance that there wouId be

more items (especially primary sources) written about the institution, which
there- were.

The Collection of Data

Long before l conducted my research and gathered data, 1 prepared. l prepared

by becoming more familiar with British and Canadian private education and 1
bolstered my generaI knowIedge through background reading (e.g., A History

of England by Goldwin Smith, a graduate of D.C.C., and A History of British
lmperialism by Cambridge University Press). My general knowledge was

inclusive of an understanding of British and Canadian history, the history of
curriculum development (e.g., Goodson 1937 .tE 1995); sociology, philosophy

of education, economics- (e.g., Hobsbawm 1968); psydtology and popuIar

fiction from the time period covered in the research. Even mories- üke James

HiIton's Good-bye MT. Chips. OF the movie Tf.. provided a sliœ of public
school life.

Affirming tfUs- effort to understand the diffenmœs between myself and the
research- 1sought feedback. Expert feedback from readings, disœssions in

Graduate courses with-my peem- and conferenœsanswered what wu out

there while confirming my human as instrument proœss (Lincoln and Guba

1985).. A proœss whereby 1 was responsible for bath collecting relevant data
(relevanœ which changes- in the course of researdüng) and culling meaning
from the data.
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According to Eisenhart & Borko (1992), 'Ithe research question ought to drive

data collection techniques and analysis raUter"" than the opposite (97). With

the absence of human subjects r relied on written documentation. The

historical nature of my research question neœssitated. broad and systematic

archivai work. An historical approach allowed me ta initially caste a wide net

to find out what was going on here.

As a guide to the case study section on U.C.C. 1 used the design idea put

forward by Bogdan & Bilden (1988), represented by a funneL The beginning of

the study is wide-foeusing and then narrows, developing a clear foeus. 1

fooked at the British public school at the widest and then narrowed my focus

ta exact points in the curriculum.. This said, research often fluctuates between

narrowing and widening of the focus of inquiry.. Just as 1 thought to

concentrate on the raIe of the curriculum in developing an imperial

mentality, as broad as l thought that was it was stiU pinched. My concept of

curriculum excluded the raie ofgames playing or the codes of physicaJ

discipline in shaping this ethos.. So, 1 had to expand the focus of inquiry to

include such aspects of smool life as the physical conditions of dormitory life,
(essons leamed from military training and the importance of

accomplishment on the playing fields in creating the ethos.

My documentation methodologyr listed in- the next section, allowed- for the

flexibility to- follow and adapt to challenges to my research questions..

Revelations that occurred in the research process and data analysis were far

from stumbling blacks, tftey enriched the work. "The concurrent processes of

data collection and analysis anow the analysis to- guide data coUection in a

process of theoretical sampling, so that excess and unnecessary data are not

collected" (Morse 1994, 229).. This was protection against getting lost in a

forest of information.
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Finding patterns and themes that answered my research question.

My research design was influenced by what Glaser (1967) described as the

"Constant Comparative Method" in developing theory in conducting

descriptive case studies.. The six steps in this comparative method 1 found

usefuL in guiding my analysis and served as my documentation methodology.

The six steps of coUecting data, looking for key events in the data, expanding

on these dimensions, writing a&out them, working with emerging models

and writing as the analysis focuses were taking place throughout the research

at the same tïme. A process that aUowed the research questions to unfold
rather than let the data fit a preconceived notion.

1 started with what 1 thought would be the most influential aspect of public

schoor training, the curriculum. r feamed through the exploration of the data

that the academic curriculum provided sound evidence but having remained

unwed to any particular notions 1 was led to view the weight of athletics,

military training and lecturing from the school pulpit as equally important in

shaping the mind of the student as the academic curriculum (Mangan 1986a;

Rich 1989).

Curriculum, school organization. and. leadership were three of the Iarger

components of the British public. schooL [analyzed. Within these

components 1 made further breakdowns, the curriculum remained the largest

section. According ta Eisner (1979), in order to understand curriculum, it

must be understood in terros of the hiddenr explicit and implicit curriculum.

This appToach to analyzing this aspect of curriculum proved valuable in

driving the research questions. ft aIso helped me to understand the real

power of the public school curriculum was in what it did not teach, the anti

intellectualism of many of its lessons and how it worked toward the control

of knowledge, the key to the control of power.

With the emergence of these various categories and distinctions within these

subject areas, r began lookùtg at my data for themes and continued ta look for

more resource- Ieads. The- researdt did ROt focus- on one institution but

looked at the dominant British public schools as a coIIective- 100king for

common themes among these schoofs. Purposive sampling Dot only
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increased the likelihood that variability would he represented in the data, it
a1so narrowed the focus of ïnquiry. Understandïng the contextual differences
between various public schools, tfael'e was a commonalty in their basic

practices like the instruction of Latin, the importance of cricket and rugby for
instilling the manly virtues and the lessons leamed from beatings that

emerged over the course of the data correction proeess. This commonaIty

afforded a level of generalizing to other lime periods and places (e.g.r U.C.c..).

When 1 initially looked at a specifie schoollike Rugby, 1 read with general
intente Later, as themes and patteTl\S emerged 1 went back into previously

collected data searching for information that supported these emerging focus

of inquiry. The raIe of sports in the [ïfe of the school or the weight of the
classics in the curriculum were two themes quick to present themselves. 1

was systematic as 1 went through a source for ail the parts that made my
argument. 1 started my research with available institutional histories.

Institutional histories, often be a corrections of essays by former students or

masters, produced multiple trails to foUow. From these sources 1 not only
collected. the- image the- institution put forward, 1 also mined them for their
bibliographie malerial.

This process of coUecting and understanding the data allowed me to explore
my research questions. Was there an imperial ethos? If 50, was it perpetuated

through the public school? What particular institutions in the public school

communicated the imperiaf mentalîty and why? A further research question
that emerged. through the course of my constant data analysis was whether

the public school model influenced institutions in the- periphery of Empire
the way il did in the heartland and why?

To further feature the development of an imperial mentality through the

public schooC mode', l used a comparative metftod to illuminate and identify

emergent themes and patterns in the British public school and. their potent

manifestatio·ns on peripheral institutions. Having explored the influence of

the public school model throughout the British Empire, 1 wanted to explore
the possible influences of this modeI on the development of schools in the

periphery of Empire. l focused my attention oa the impact of the British

public school had on the development of private education in Canada-
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providing the context for the featuring of one school, Upper Canada College.

SettIing on a Canadian institution was the naturaI" choice for the latter part of

the research Cocus in large part because of the access to resources on Canadian

private education.

The use of the case study nol only inuminated my argument but also aided in

the development of my previous work by retuming to the data to validate my

analysis. 1 found that the imperial mentality was encouraged at U .C.C as it

was ïn the public school through sùnilar means like the cult of athletics and

the house system and to similar propodimls..

This conclusion oruy came after genel'al examination of Canadian private

education and the focus of attention on u.cc. because of the wealth of

information and numerous references to this college as a major educational

influence in Canada. I analyzed the Canadian institution as 1 th.ink a British

public school pupil or master wouId on aniving al the coUege_ Placing my.seH
in the context of the British public school gave my research guidance. 1 did

not include this concept overtIy but had it in mind as 1 explored the

influences of the British public school on U.CC.

1 asked questions like, did mandatory sports playing or the use of discipline

shape the behavior of ils students, to what degree? This line of inquiry aided

in establishing themes that 1 could then weave into an argument for the

influence of the British public sehool in fostering an tmperial mentaIity

among ils students and in- inOuendng schools. throughout the Empire..


